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Adults Learning Maths - A Research Forum (ALM) was formally established at the
Inaugural Conference (ALM-1) in July 1994 as an international research forum with the
following aim:

to promote the learning of mathematics by adults through an international
forum which brings together those engaged and interested in research and
developments in the field of adult mathematics* teaching and learning.
Within-A-VA4---we-understand-the-term-inwthenzatics' to-includelnumeracyl.
ALM is a forum for experienced and first-time researchers to come together and share
their ideas and their reflections on the process as well as the outcomes of research into the
hitherto neglected area of adults learning mathematics. ALM puts people in touch with
each other, providing a framework for collaboration and helping to stimulate and
develop research plans. We are especially keen to encourage practitioners to undertake
research. We publish a Newsletter and Conference Proceedings in conjunction with
Goldsmiths College, University of London. The latest edition of the ALM Newsletter
may be found on the internet at:
<http:/ www.gold.ac.uk/ alm/ wekome.html>
Since 1994, ALM has gone from strength to strength and now has 140 members in 19
countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
Ireland, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Uganda,
U.K., U.S.A., and Zimbabwe.

Membership of ALM is open to individuals and institutions. For details contact Professor
John O'Donoghue, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Limerick,
Limerick, Ireland, email <John.ODonoghue@ul.ie > or your local ALM agent:
AUSTRALIA • Dr. Janet Taylor, OPACS, University of Southern Queensland,
Toowoomba, Australia. email: taylor@usq.edu.au BRAZIL • Eliana Maria Guedes, Dept.
of Architecture, Mathematics & Computing, UNITAU, University of Taubatê, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, email: emg@aquarius.com.br. DENMARK • Tine Wedege, IMFUFA, Roskilde
University, Postbox 260, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark. email: tiw@mmf.ruc.dk NEW
ZEALAND • Barbara Miller-Reilly, Student Learning Centre, The University of Auckland,
Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand. email: Barbara@math.Auckland.ac.nz REP.
OF IRELAND Prof. John O'Donoghue, Dept. of Maths & Statistics, University of
Limerick, Limerick, Ireland. email: John.ODonoghue@ul.ie THE NETHERLANDS • Mrs.
Mieke van Groenestijn, W. Hogeschool van Utrecht, P.O. Box 14007, 3508 SB Utrecht, The
Netherlands. email: Mieke.v.Groenestijn@feo.hvu.nl U.K. • Dr. Diana Coben, Goldsmiths
College, University of London, Lewisham Way, New Cross, London SE14 6NW U.K.
email: d.coben@gold.ac.uk U.S.A. • Dr. Katherine Safford, Saint Peter's College, Kennedy
Boulevard, Jersey City, NJ 07306, U.S.A. email: SAFFORD_K@spcvxa.spc.edu
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The papers that follow are the Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
Adults Learning Maths - A Research Forum (ALM) held at the University of Limerick,
Ireland, 4-6 July 1997. The emerging field of adults learning mathematics continues to
show signs of robust development as evidenced by the conference contributions from
members and non-members alike. The truly international nature of ALM is underlined
by the attendance of researchers and practitioners from Austria, Brazil, Denmark,
USA,We-praise-the-Steering-GrGupls
commitment to the international nature of ALM and its issues which is given further
concrete expression by siting ALM-4 in Ireland.
This time the conference organisers, working with the benefit of feed back and
experience of previous ALM conferences, addressed some concerns regarding
organisation and planning. A number of new events/activities were added including
two plenary presentations, a poster session, Internet session and additional social
events. We are happy to say that feedback from delegates confirms our initial positive
impressions that these changes were generally well received. The new organisation is
reflected in the proceedings. These proceedings group authors' contributions in three
sections:
I
Plenary Papers
Conference Papers
IT
Posters and other activities
III
We are delighted to be able to continue the practice of presenting abstracts of
conference papers in Spanish translation, a feature introduced in the Proceedings of
ALM-3.
These Proceedings give a good indication of current issues and research activity in the
field of adults learning mathematics around the world. The papers represent several
strands of activity in the field viz the importance of mathematics in and for everyday
living (Con Power, keynote address); a pragmatic approach to issues which must be
resolved under pressures of demanding daily deadlines e.g. provision of materials,
interpretation of national guidelines, assessment and tutor training; while others
report on planned research; yet others gathered to reflect on and discuss (led by Tine
Wedege) the nature of this new field of adults learning mathematics. It is fitting in the
year of Paulo Freire's death that a conference like this on adults learning should honour
the man, his work and his legacy with a paper aptly titled `Paulo Freire's Legacy for
Adults Learning Mathematics'.
A number of authors experienced last minute difficulties and could not attend the
conference. We are pleased to include these papers (Cock; Kaahwa; Ward) in the
proceedings since they were part of the original conference programme.
It is difficult to capture the essence of a poster session in a publication such as this but
with the help of the presenters we have made an attempt in Section 3. While the
number of posters was small, nevertheless they made a big impact on the conference.
vi i

Our abiding impression is that people felt the activity was worthwhile and posters
should feature in subsequent ALM conferences.
ALM members are making important contributions to the field of adults learning
mathematics in other ways through their scholarship. It is very exciting to see
members' books promoted at these conferences. Flyers for Adults Count Too by
Roseanne Berm and Carefree Calculations for Healthcare Students by Diana Coben &
Elizabeth Atere-Roberts were available at ALM-4. We are delighted to recognise and
support this activity by ALM members.
As an organisation, ALM will continue to make a contribution through its members to
the field of adults learning mathematics. We believe that our conference proceedings
including these, the Conference Proceedings of ALM-4, members books and
publications and projects and practice are making an impact in the field. We note with
satisfaction that ERIC has asked for permission to include selected papers in their data
base and accept the challenge that this implies.
Finally, if you the reader find 'these papers stimulating, challenging and informative we
invite you to go beyond these pages and join in the work of ALM. If you are so moved
we may find your paper in Conference Proceedings for ALM-5 to be held in Utrecht,
the Netherlands in Summer 1998.
Diana Coben, ALM Secretary
Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK
John O'Donoghue, ALM Chair
University of Limerick, Ireland

We are grateful to all those who joined in discussions and shared their research at
ALM-4, the Fourth International Conference of Adults Learning Mathematics - A Research
Forum ( ALM). We are especially grateful to Dr. Con Power, our keynote speaker, for
honouring ALM by taking time out from a busy schedule to deliver a most stimulating
address.
The ALM-4 Conference was held at the University of Limerick, Ireland from 4-6 July
1997: our thanks to all those who helped to make the week-end such a lively,
productive and enjoyable weekend.
We wish to record our special thanks to the Department of Mathematics and Statistics
for hosting the conference and providing administrative support; those other agencies
and departments within the university and outside who supported conference
activities and events including Vice President, Academic Affairs (UL), National Centre
for Quality Management (UL), Information Technology Department (UL), and
Tipperary (NR) Vocational Education Committee. Sponsorship in kind and money
enabled the organisers to provide extra supports and activities without adding to
overall costs.
The conference was conducted in English but we are delighted that these Proceedings
include Spanish translations of abstracts, continuing a practice begun last year in ALM3. This year the Spanish translations are provided by the Department of Languages
and Cultural Studies (UL). Please note: the translations are from the original versions
of abstracts submitted to the organisers and published with the conference programme.
Consequently there may be some differences in wording of titles or abstracts as
submitted in final copy for publication.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge with thanks the contributions of Ms. Jackie
O'Shaughnessy and Ms Martina O'Halloran who helped us meet our deadlines by
coordinating our activities; by contacting authors and doing whatever typing was
necessary to prepare for printing.
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Abstracts in Spanish and English

PONENCIA PRINCIPAL
MATEMATICAS PARA VIVIR
DR. CON POWER
Asesor de ernpresas

Las matematicas son una disciplina acadamica por derecho propio y es tambien un
conjunto de herramientas para el use de una amplia variedad de situaciones de vida, tales
como el trabajo, las diversions y para mejorar la calidad de vida.
2. La importancia de las matematicas ha venido aumentando como una parte integral de la
tecnologia y los desarrollos comerciales especialmente durante los filtimos ciento
cincuenta arios.
3. Las matematicas juegan un rol vital en la vida de cada ciudadano como miembro de la
fuerza laboral, empleado, autoempleado, o desempleado, asi como tambian en la vida de
los ciudadanos que estan fuera de la fuerza laboral. Igualmente que competen a las
matematicas tienen una relevancia basica para los ciudadanos como consumidores.
4. El mayor gasto de muchos individuos durante su vida es la compra de una casa,
normalmente con la ayuda de una hipoteca. Ego le trae consigo el aspecto matematico
relativo a los intereses, a la inflaciem y a las tasas de cambia dentro de los intereses
principales de un ciudadano promedio.
5. El papel central de las matematicas en la sociedad sugiere que tambi6ndeberia teller un
papel central en el curriculum educativo mediante un vincula operacional con las
asignaturas relacionadas a traves de un enfoque en base a la enseflanza en equipo para
presentar un curricuum integrado basado en el alumno.

I

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
MATHEMATICS IS FOR LIVING
Dr. CON POWER
Business Consultant

1. Mathematics is an academic discipline in its own right and is also a tool-kit for use
in a wide variety of life situations, for work, for leisure and for quality of life
activities.
2. The importance of mathematics has been growing as an integral part of technology
and commercial advances particularly over the past century and a half.
3. Mathematics plays a vital part in the life of the individual citizen as a member of
the workforce, employed, self-employed, or unemployed, and also in the life of the
citizen who is outside the workforce. Equally, mathematical competencies have a
broadly-based relevance for the citizen as a consumer.
4. The largest single expenditure by many individuals throughout their lifetime is the
purchase of a home, normally with the aid of a mortgage. This brings
mathematical issues relative to interest rates, inflation, and exchange rates within
the mainstream consideration of the average citizen.
5. The centrality of the role of mathematics in society suggests that it should also
have a central role in the educational curriculum by providing an operational link
with related subjects through a "team teaching" approach to delivering a studentcentred integrated curriculum.
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Transferencia de tecnologia, una medifora util para los cursos de
matematicas a nivel universitario, para ingenieros y cientificos
Juergen Maass
Universidad de Linz, Austria

En Exeter (Alm 2, 1995) Wolfgan Schoeglman y yo presentamos algunos resultados de
nuestra investigacciOn. Uno de esos resultados es una metdfora util: Ensefiar matematicas a
iiVet-iifirio-s-y-trabajan,-por ejemplo
mgerueros y cien icon que an em-una•o sus estud
en la industria por muchos afios, es estructuralmente similar a la transferencia de tecnologia
de un pais altamente industrializado de Europa a un pais , por asi llamado del tercer mundo, o
tin pais en desarrollo de Africa. Si esta metifora es correcta, es util: Estamos capacitados para
aprender algo sobre cambios, problemas y errores. En Exeter no teniamos suficiente tiempo
para discutir esta idea- por esto me concentrare en este punto en Limerick.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lo quó podemos aprender aplicando la transferencia de problemas
Transferencia de tecnologia: un bosquejo teOrico del problema
Transferencia de tecnologia: cuatro maneras
Matematicas como tecnologia ?
La contribuciOn de los departamentos de enselianza de matematicas en la universidad
para la transferencia de tecnologia.
Nuevas misiones para los departamentos de ensefianza de matematicas en la
investigaciOn y el entrenamiento.
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Technology Transfer - A Useful Metaphor for University Level
Mathematics Courses for Engineers and Scientists

Juergen Maass, University of Linz, Austria

In Exeter (ALM 2, 1995) Wolfgang Schloeglmann and I presented some results of our
research. One of these results is a useful metaphor: Teaching mathematics to engineers and
scientists that have finished their university studies and work, for example in industry for
many years is structurally similar to the technology transfer from a highly industrialized
country in Europe to a so called third world or developing country in Africa. If this metaphor
is correct it is useful: we are able to learn something about chances, problems and mistakes.
In Exeter we had not enough time to discuss this idea - therefore I will concentrate on this
point in Limerick.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What we can learn from transfer problems
Transfer of technology: A theoretical outline of the problem
Technology transfer: Four ways
Mathematics as technology?
The contribution of mathematics education departments at the university to the transfer of
technology.
New tasks for university mathematics education departments in research and training.

Bibliography
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El estudiante obrero adulto y la edueaciOn .en matematicas :
TTnn renlidnd en in cnejetind hrficiiern.
Eliana Maria Guedes
University of Taubete-Est. Sao Paulo, Brazil

En los paises del Tercer Mundo, la expansion masiva del acceso a la educaciOn ocurre en los
ablos 60 teniendo como resultado el deterioro de Ia enselianza y del aprendizaje en general
que tuera ofteciduantts a muy po-ca genre.
Es sabido que en todos esos paises la cuestiOn bisica es tener una fuerza laboral minimamente
cualificada y que el masivo acceso a la educaciOn atemia el analfabetismo, una de las causas
de la pobreza, pero al mismo tiempo, hace impricticos la calidad de la educaciOn, hoy uno de
los mayores slogans en el mundo.
LCOmo ofrecer oportunidades a quellos que desean continuar estudiando? Ellos son adultos,
empleados en fabricas e industrias, que tratan de obtener el conocimiento adecuado para
fortificar su condiciOn de ciudadanos en la sociedad y consecuentemente tener una mejora en
su vida profesional.
En Ia mayoria de los casos, la razOn para abandonar los estudios fue porque no aprobaron los
exAmenes de matematicas, lo que los hace sentir muy incOmodos al necesitar ayuda. Esta
presentaciOn es sobre un programa educativo llamado "Redescubriendo Las Matematicas,
desarrollado por la Universidad de Taubate (Sudeste de Brazil) - Estado de Sao Pablo), donde
uno de los principales proyectos se llama: " El estudiante obrero adulto y la educaciem de
matematicas.
Este proyecto, basado en Jean Piaget y Paulo Freyre, esta formado por un grupo de
catedrâticos, profesores, voluntarios y monitores que dan especial atenciOn al estudiante
obrero teniendo como objetivo principal el de guiar a los estudiantes y readquirir confianza y
habilidad en su condiciOn de aprendices de matematicas, haciendoles a ellos entender que la
mayoria de las dificultades ocurren debido a la idea de que la matemdtica es una ciencia
compleja y muy dificil de entender, lo que no es en absoluto cierto.
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The Adult-Worker-Student and Mathematics Education - a reality in
Brazilian society

Eliana Maria Guedes, University of Taubate-Est. Sao Paulo, Brazil

In the third world countries, the massive expansion of access to education occurred by
1960's having as a result the deterioration of teaching and learning as a whole, which
was before, offered to very few people.
It is known by everybody that in these countries the main question is to have a
minimum qualified labour work and that the massive access to education attenuates
the illiteracy, one of the causes of poverty, but, at the same time, it makes impractical
the education's quality, nowadays, one of the main slogans in the world.
How to offer opportunities to those who wishes to continue studying? They are
adults, employed in factories and industries, trying to get the proper knowledge to
fortify their condition as citizens inserted in the society and, consequently, have an
improvement in their professional life.
In most of the cases, the reasons for giving up studies were because they failed in
Mathematics examinations, what makes them feel very uncomfortable, needing help.
This presentation is about an Education Program called "Rediscovering Math"
developed by the University of Taubate (South East of Brazil - Sao Paulo State),
where one of its main projects is called "The adult-worker-student and Mathematics
Education".
This project, based in Jean Piaget and Paulo Freire, is formed by a group of
professors, teachers, volunteers and monitors giving special attention to the adultworker-student having as the main goal to guide students to re-acquire confidence and
ability in their conditions to learn Maths, making them understand that the most
difficulties happen due to the idea that Math is a complex science and very difficult to
be understood, what is not real, at all.
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Ensefiando a estudiantes adultos investigaciOn matematica -2
R 0 Angiama
Goldsmiths College Centro para la EducaciOn Comunitaria y contitatada de la
Universidad de Londres.

El tema de esta ponencia es "La ensefianza de la investigaciOn matematica a estudiantes
stigacuin eirmarcha y la
adultos" (TASMI-2). Esto tiene como
enselianza del curso llevada a cabo "Fundamentos de Matematicas" (MFC) durante los
filtimos 7 afios en el Goldsmith College de la Universidad de Londres ( Angiama .R.O. 1992.
1994, 1995 y 1996).
Yo he planteado que "La Ensefianza a adultos sobre investigaciOn al ensefiar .matematicas a
adultos, se le enfoca desde el punto de vista de como aprender matematicas Inas facilmente y
como eliminar las barreras de la fobia contra ellas. Esta deberia ser la herramienta precisa
con la que los estudiantes adultos se podrian asociar y clarificar, pensar, predecir, encuestar e
investigar y les podria ayudar a resolver problemas en una variedad de formas que incluyan
otras asignaturas relacionadas, como ciencia, economic, geografia, tecnologia y arte.
Aun mas, la investigaciOn matematica alienta a los estudiantes adultos a leer, entender, y
responder mejor a preguntas y explicaciones. Esto hace que ellos se sientan seguros cuando
hablan de matematicas. Esto involucra el use de procesos que los conducird a entender los
conceptos y principios matematicos, y los conduce a disquisiciones matematicas. Esta
ponencia invita a los participantes que asisten a la Cuarta Conferencia de Aprendizaje de
Matematicas por Adultos, Un Forum de InvestigaciOn (ALM-4)- a que expresen sus puntos
de vista sobre to que ellos consideran que deberia ser " La investigaciOn matematica", asi
como de otros aspectos que concieman a la investigaciOn en todos los aspectos del
aprendizaje y de la ensefianza de matematicas de adultos, punto vital para aumentar nuestra
comprehension y expandir el status de la educaciOn matematica para adultos.
El Informe Cockcroft' (1982), estableciO, que "la idea de la investigaciOn es fundamental
tanto para el estudio de las matematicas en si mismas, asi como para entender las maneras en
las cuales las matematicas pueden ser usadas para expandir el conocimiento y resolver
problemas en muchos campos diferentes." El informe concluye: " La investigaciOn
matematica proporciona las bases para el mejoramiento de la calidad del aprendizaje y la
ensenanza de las matematicas y por ende, conduce a lograr una educaciOn matematica y a
elevar de esta forma el nivel de calidad.. Es decir, hace un llamado a un curriculum critic°.
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Teaching Adult Students Mathematical Investigations - 2

R 0 Angiama, Goldsmiths College
Centre for Continuing & Community Education
University of London

The theme of this paper is Teaching Adult Students Mathematical Investigation'
(TASMI-2). It is based on the on-going research work and teaching carried out for the
last 7 years of the Mathematics Foundations Course (MFC), at Goldsmiths College
University of London (Angiama, R.O., 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996).
I have argued that Teaching Adult Students Mathematical Investigation', is given an
insight into the way they learnt mathematics better and removes the barriers of
mathematics phobia. It should be a tool in its own right which adult students can
associate with and clarify, think, predict, survey, research and should enable them to
solve problems in a variety of ways including other related subjects like science,
economics, geography, technology and art.
Furthermore mathematical investigation encourages adult students to read, understand
and respond to questions better and explanations. It makes them become confident
when talking about mathematics. It involves using processes which will lead to the
understanding of mathematical concepts, rules and generates mathematical
discussions. This paper invites from participants attending the fourth Adults Learning
Mathematics - A Research Forum (ALM-4) conference, their views of what they
consider Mathematical Investigation' to be, as well as other issues concerning
research on all aspects of adult mathematics learning and teaching - vital to increase
our understanding and enhance the status of adult mathematics education.
The Cockcroft Report (1982), stated, "the idea of investigation is fundamental both to
the study of mathematics itself and also to an understanding of the ways in which
mathematics can be used to extend knowledge and to solve problems in very many
fields". The paper concludes, Mathematical investigation' provides a basis for
improving the quality of teaching and learning mathematics which will lead to an
achievement in mathematics education and therefore, leads to an improvement on
standards. It calls for a critical mathematics curriculum.
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El Legado de Pablo Freyre para el aprendizaje de matematicas por
adultos.
Diana Coben
Goldsmith College, Universidad de Londres, Reino Unido.

La muerte de Pablo Freyre en mayo de 1997 es un acontecimiento grave para todos los
los-educadores-de-adultes-y-es-tamble-un
e
acontecimiento triste para aquellos que lo conocieron y lo apreciaron. Durante muchos afios
he refleccionado y escrito sobre la obra de Freyre , explorando su contribuciOn a una politica
radical sobre la educaciOn de adultos. Mientras el trabajo de Freire se distingue fuertemente
por los debates sobre la educaciOn de los adultos y sobre la alfabetizaciOn de adultos en
particular, la importancia para los educadores de adultos en nociones de calculo aritmetico
(numeracy) ha sido menos discutida. En esta sesiOn, tratare de restablecer el equilibrio entre
los aspectos mencionados, considerando el legado de la obra de Pablo Freyre para la
enseflanza de matematicas y para los maestros de adultos que estan aprendiendo matematicas,
a traves de una mirada ripida sobre dos maneras como ha evolucionado la educaciOn de las
matematicas para adultos. En ambos casos tomaremos a Freyre como punto de partida:
Marilyn Frankenstein's que trabaja con adultos que estan aprendiendo matematicas en
EE.UU. y el programa REFLECT de desarrollo educativo.
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Paulo Freire's Legacy for Adults Learning Maths
Diana Coben, Goldsmith's College, University of London, U.K

The death of Paulo Freire in May 1997 is a momentous event for educators
everywhere, especially adult educators, and a sad one for those who knew and loved
him. I have been thinking and writing about Freire's work for many years, exploring
his contribution to a radical politics of adult education. While Freire's work features
strongly in debates about adult education generally, and about adult literacy in
particular, his significance for adult numeracy/mathematics educators has been less
discussed. In this session, I shall try to redress the balance by considering the legacy
of Paulo Freire's work for adults learning maths - and for teachers of adults learning
maths.
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Aprendizaje independiente: Desarrollo de nociones de calculo aritmetico.
(numeracy) en la prictica ESA.
Mieke de Laat Verbakel, Frank Haacke & Simone van Duin
Institute regional para educacian de adultos y entrenamiento vocacional, Eindhoven,
Holanda.

En el marco de la creacian del Aprendizaje Independiente en la EducaciOn de adultos en
Holanda, el Institute Regional para la EducaciOn de Adultos y Entrenamiento Vocacional en
Eindhoven ha empezado recientemente El Centro de Aprendizaje de Educacian a Distancia de
nociones de calculo aritmetico (numeracy) para la Educacian Basica.de adultos. 45
estudiantes EBA de diferentes niveles y con diferentes perspectival participan en el OLC una
vez a la semana, los viemes por la mafiana.
Nosotros, tres maestros EBA hemos estado conduciendo este proyecto desde los primeros
dias de enero de 1997. Hemos desarrollado un programa de habilidades de estudio,
organizado las actividades de (numeracy) nociones de calculo aritmetico en el OLC y
empezado grupos de tutoria. Se supone que los estudiantes estudian interactiva e
independientemente. Para ello, necesitan aprender a planificar sus actividades, a analizar los
problemas de nociones de calculo aritmetico (numeracy) para discutir estrategias de soluciOn
de problemas con otros estudiantes, pedir ayuda si la necesitan y saber ayudarse
mutuamente.
Todo esto significa un gran cambia, casi toda una revolucian en la EBA Holandesa, para la
mayoria de los profesores y estudiantes que no estin familiarizados o acostumbrados a tal
sistema educativo.
En esta presentacian, nosotros los tres profesores, daremos un informe de nuestras
experiencias. Al final nos gustaria intercambiar experiencias con otros profesores (EBA)
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Independent Learning: Numeracy developments in ABE practice.

Mieke de Laat Verbakel, Franck Haacke, Simone van Duin
Regional Institute for Adult Education and Vocational Training,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

In the framework of creating Independent Learning in Adult Education in The
Netherlands, the Regional Institute for Adult Education and Vocational Training in
Eindhoven has recently started an Open Learning Centre on Numeracy Education for
Adult Basic Education. 45 ABE students from different levels and with different
perspectives are mixed in the OLC once a week on Friday morning.
We, three ABE teachers have been guiding this project since the start in January 1997.
We developed a programme on study-skills, organized the numeracy activities in the
OLC and have started tutorial groups. Students are supposed to study interactively
and independently. For that they need to learn to plan their activities, to analyse
numeracy problems, to discuss problem solving strategies with other students, to ask
•

ivi licip

1
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This all means quite a change, almost a revolution in the Dutch ABE, for most
students and teachers are not used to such an education system.
In this presentation we, the three teachers, will give an account of our experiences. At
the end we would like to exchange experiences with other (ABE) teachers.
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Habilidades claves NCVQ y NVQ integradas o atornilladas ?
Caz Randall
Lewuisham College. Reino Unido.
Las habilidades NCVQ formaran una parte cada vez mas importante de los programas NVQ
particularmente para los aprendices modemos. Las instituciones y los empleadores mas
importantes, requieren que la enefianza y evaluaciOn de las Habilidades Claves sean
elevnites-al-eentro-de-trabajo=y-al=programaz&entrenamiento.
Esto sugeriria que las Habilidades Claves deberian darse y evaluarse a traves del programa
vocacional principal en forma integrada. Sin embargo esto no es tan claro y directo como
pueda parecer, ya que nadie que haya tratado de encontrar la AplicaciOn de NOmeros en un
programa NVQ conoce como hacerlo.
De manera que, LcOmo integrar algo que no ocurre naturalmente ?
La Unica forma de asegurar la relevancia de la AplicaciOn de los NUmeros en una programa
NVQ es identificandolo de antemano y estar preparado a evaluarla cuando no ocurra
naturalmente y entonces designar un programa que cubra los vacios, asegurandonos que el
estilo de entrega y el material de actividades de evaluaciOn sean relevantes al programa
vocacional.
Es poco probable que haya materiales disponibles para su use en forma directa, ya
preparados., Las tareas y las actividades deberan adaptarse o disefiarse especialmente para
cada programa. Esto tomara tiempo, deberia hacerse cooperativamente entre los especialistas
de las habilidades y los expertos vocacionales.
Actualmente estoy, involucrado en delinear la AplicaciOn de Nameros dentro de las
matematicas en programas NVQ de ingenieria, identificando los vacios. y desarrollando
tareas que las cubran, los caules proporcionaran oportunidades para evaluar las habilidades
que faltan.
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NCVQ Key Skills and NVQ - Integrated or Bolted-on?

Caz Randall, Lewisham College, U.K.

NCVQ Key Skills will form an increasingly important part of NVQ programmes,
particularly for Modern Apprentices. Lead bodies and employers require the Key
Skills delivery and assessment to be relevant to the workplace and the training
programme.
This would suggest that Key Skills should be delivered and assessed through the main
vocational programme in an integrated fashion. However, this is not as
straightforward as it would seem, as anyone who has tried to find Application of
Number in an NVQ programme will know.
So how do we integrate something that does not naturally occur?
The only way to ensure relevance of Application of Number in an NVQ programme is
to identify it beforehand and be prepared to assess it where it does naturally occur, and
then design a "top-up" programme for the gaps, ensuring that the delivery style and
any materials and assessment activities are relevant to the vocational programme.
It is unlikely that there will be materials available to use straight "off-the-shelf'.
Assignments and activities will have to be adapted or designed specifically for each
programme. This will take time and should be done co-operatively by key skills
specialists and vocational specialists.
I am presently involved in "mapping" Application of Number onto the maths in
Engineering NVQ programmes, identifying the gaps and developing "top-up"
assignments which will provide assessment opportunities for the missing skills.
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Aprendizaje Independiente, versus Aprenndizaje Aut(mom° de
Matematicas por adultos.
Sylvia Johnson y Sue Elliot
Universidad de Shefield Hallan. Rein° Unido.

La tecnologia de la informaciOn y de la commicaciOn esta siendo promovida en el Reino
Unid-o—c-omo=urrmeuanismo-pur-medio_det -cuaHos-adultonmeden-convertirse--erraprendizes
independientes ( Y una expansion de la educaciOn de tercer nivel podria ser alcanzada con un
reducido presupuesto). Un desarrollo asociado es el incremento en el use de paquetes de
diagnOstico de matematicas al ingresar a la educaciOn de tercer nivel. Esta emergiendo una
nueva ortodoxia en la cual una herramienta de diagnOstico le dice a los aprendices lo que
pueden y no pueden hacer y los orienta a uno o varios paquetes para aprender aquellos puntos
de matemdticas que no pudieron hacer en el diagnOstico. Este proceso puede completarse sin
la intervensiOn de un tutor ( aunque quiza a veces con la supervisiOn de un tutor) y se le ha
denominado, "estudiantes involucrados en un aprendizaje independiente."
Esta interpretaciOn de " aprendizaje independiente" nos concierne como educadores dentro
del ambiente de de EducaciOn de Tercer Nivel
LQue significa realmente aprendizaje independiente ? 1,COmo podemos articular lo que
queremos que un aprendiz adulto demuestre en matemdticas ? I,Por qud somos excópticos
sobre lo que se pueda conseguir en la forma descrita anteriormente ?
Utilizando informaciOn de estudiantes adultos y por los escritos de varios autores
examinaremos el significado del aprendizaje independiente dentro del context° matematico y
arguiremos a su favor que "el aprendizaje autOnomo" es su mejor intervention..
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Independent versus Autonomous Adult Learning in Mathematics ?

Sylvia Johnson and Sue Elliott, Sheffield Hallam University, U.K.

Information and communications technology is being promoted in the UK as a
mechanism by which adults may become independent learners ( and an expansion of
higher education can be achieved within a reduced budget). An associated
development is the increased use of diagnostic packages in mathematics at entry level
to higher education. A new orthodoxy is emerging in which a diagnostic tool tells
learners what they can and can't do and points them to one of several packages to
learn those bits of mathematics they could not do on diagnosis. This process can be
completed with no tutor intervention (though maybe tutor monitoring) and is being
labelled as 'students engaging in independent learning'.
This interpretation of 'independent learning' concerns us as educators within the HE
environment.
What does independent learning actually mean ? How can we articulate what we want
adult learners to demonstrate in mathematics? Why are we sceptical that this can be
achieved in the way described above?
Using data from adult students and writings by various authors we will examine the
meaning of independent learning within a mathematical context and argue that
`autonomous learning' is a better descriptor.
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Pedagogia Universitaria: LCOmo los eientificos sociales entienden las
matemiticas.?
Sybil Cock
Universidad del Norte de Londres. Reino Unido

Nuestro programa de la carrera de Ciencias Sociales atrae una amplia variedad de estudiantes,
casi todos ellos maduros, la mayor parte mujeres y miembros de muchos grupos etnicos
voeacionales-ineluyendo -Politiea
— rninoritarios a=carrera=tiene-diferentes-emnin
social, Politica, estudios de salud, estudios de informaciOn, y estudios culturales. Muchos
estudiantes ingresan al programa con calificaciones que no son promedio y pocos estân
preparados para el choque del curso obligatorio de estadistica que gran cantidad suspenden.
He ayudado recientemente a redisefiar el curso para hacerlo mas accesible a los estudiantes en
el cual hay unos 350 cada alio. La pedagogia se ha cambiado de estar centrada en el profesor
a estar centrada en el estudiante, pero las restrictions institucionales no han permitido
cambiar los metodos de evaluaciOn convencional por medio del examen.
Yo he entrevistado y sacado una muestra a estudiantes y profesores y voy a presentar algunas
algunos de estos aspectos:
•
•
•

La mejor forma de cambiar las actitudes de los estudiantes hacia la practica de las
matemdticas, particularmente en lo que se refiere a su seguridad.
El efecto de los cimientos de matematicas en los estudiantes sobre los habitos y las
actitudes.
Hasta qUe punto la estadistica social o nociones de calculo aritmetico (numeracy) puede
ser eficientemente ensdiada fuera de las situations en las cuales se usan.

Estos aspectos me parece que son importantes para muchos profesores quienes tratan de
cambiar su practica en un contexto institutional que tiene que valorarse con los resultados
medibles, como un indicador de la calidad del aprendizaje.
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University Pedagogy - How Social Scientists Make Mathematical Meanings

Sybil Cock, University of North London, UK

Our Social Science degree scheme attracts a very wide range of students, nearly all of
them mature, mostly women and members of many minority ethnic groups. The
degree has a number of pathways and vocational routes including social policy,
politics, health studies, information studies, cultural studies. Many students enter the
programme with non-standard qualifications and few are prepared for the shock of a
compulsory statistics course, which large numbers fail! I have recently helped
redesign the course to make it more accessible to the students, of which there are
around 350 per year. The pedagogy has shifted from teacher - to student-centred, but
institutional constraints did not allow a shift in assessment methods away from a
conventional exam.
I have both interviewed and surveyed students and staff over the year and will address
some of these issues
•

The best ways of shifting students attitudes towards their maths practices,
particularly in relation to confidence

•

The effects of students maths backgrounds on study habits and attitudes

•

The extent to which social statistics or numeracy can ever be effectively taught or
learned outside the situations in which it is used

These issues seem to me to be important ones to many teachers who try to change
their practice in an institutional context which has to value measurable outcomes as an
indicator of the quality of learning.
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COmo crear y operar una herramienta de prueba que incentive al aprendiz
adulto ?
Lena Lindenskov
IMFUFA, Universidad de Roskilde Dinamarca.

EducaciOn: "Una larga vida para el aprendizaje,para una vida de entrenamiento" en el
trabajo, son importantes palabras de moda en las actuales discusiones politico y econOmicas.
Tambierrlos-adultos-eon=no-másine-una-experieneialimitada-en la-eseuel-ason el o_bjetivo-cl
los esfuerzos gubernamentales en materia de educaciOn en Dinamarca. El entrenamiento
vocacional de adultos es organizado por el Ministerio de Trabajo con el fin de hacer posible
que trabajadores semicualificados, cualificados y personal de mando medio mej ore sus
cualificaciOnes generales y especificas. Las matematicas son un curso entre otros muchos. En
la mayoria de los cursos las matematicas estari integradas en otras asignaturas, en pocos
cursos las matematicas son elementos separados. Las matematicas ya sea integrada o
separadamente traen gran niunero de dificultades para los alumnos y parece que los
profesores se ven cortos de herramientas para ayudar a los estudiantes. La duraciOn
extremadamente corta de los cursos, frecuentemente de solo una o dos semanas, pone a los
profesores frente a un severo desafio. Es muy dificil para los profesores conocer a los
estudiantes lo suficiente para permitirles entender sus problemas de aprendizaje y guiarlos
adecuadamente.

-------

Hay un intent) de desarrollar una herramienta que le permitiria a los profesores y a los
mismos estudiantes tener un meior entendimiento de sus dificultades. creencias y actitudes.
La herramienta no deberia solo revelar lo que los estudiantes pueden hacer, y de lo que
carecen, sino tambien su potencial para tomar parte activa en el futuro proceso de aprendizaje.
La herramienta consiste en un paquete de pruebas diferentes y preguntas para reflexionar
sobre ellas.
La idea es que la herramienta puede ser usada con tres propOsitos:
a)- como una pre-prueba de proyecciOn idividual de las capacidades del estudiante.
b)- para hacer una diagnosis - con el fin de conocer los fundamentos bisicos de su educaciOn
cuando los estudiantes en un curso experimentan dificultades que no pueden manejar
c)- como una evaluaciOn despues del curso.
Me gustaria discutir tres aspectos principales del ALM-4:
1- COmo crear condiciones que aseguren que las herramientas que sean usadas con el
propósito de fortalecer al estudiante mismo.
2-

Que contexto/prictica son adecuados para revelar fmalmente potenciales escondidos.

3- Las matematicas en el contexto/practica siempre involucran objetivos e intenciones. Como
puede ser posible revelar los objetivos relevantes, las intenciones creencias y actitudes.
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Developing guidance material to uncover a mathematics profile of adult
participants on a crane course.
Lena Lindenskov, IMFUFA, Roskilde University, Denmark

`Education', 'Life-long-learning', 'In service-training' are important mantras in the current
political and economical discussions. Also adults with not more than limited school
experiences are the target for the governmental educational efforts in Denmark. Adult
Vocational Training is set up by the Ministry of Labour in order to make it possible for semiskilled workers, skilled workers and middle management to improve their general and
specific qualifications. Mathematics are ingredients among others in the courses. In most
courses mathematics are integrated in other subjects, in fewer courses mathematics are
separate elements. Mathematics whether integrated or separated bring about a great many
difficulties for the students and it seems that the teachers are short of tools to help the
students. The extreme short duration of the courses - often only one or two weeks - puts
severe challenges onto the teachers. It's very difficult for the teachers to get to know the
students enough for being able to understand the students' learning problems and to guide the
students.
There is an ongoing attempt to develop a tool that should enable the teachers - and the
students themselves - to get a better understanding of the students' difficulties, beliefs and
attitudes. The tool shall not only reveal what the student can't do and lacks, but also what
(s)he can and what her/his potentials are to take actively part in future learning processes. The
tool shall consist of a packet of different test items and questions to reflect upon.
The idea is that the tool should be used for three purposes:
a) - as a pre-test in an individual screening of a student's competencies.
b) - for making a diagnosis - in order to get to know some background
when the students in an ongoing course experience difficulties which
(s)he cannot handle
c) - as an evaluation after a course.
I would like to discuss three main issues at the ALM-4:
1. How to create conditions that ensure the tools are used in order to
empower the student (him)herself.
2. Which context/practices are adequate to reveal eventually hidden
potentials.
3. Mathematics in context/in practice always involve aims and
intentions. How could it be possible to reveal relevant aims, intentions,
beliefs and attitudes.
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Manejando el Cambio: Trabajando con adultos
Janet Duffm
Universidad de Hull, Reino Unido
La section se basara en contributions a ALM 1,2 y 3 para mirar a todos los aspectos de la
direccidn del cambio en terminos de las expectativas y actitudes del alumno,la necesidad en
del cambio de la dependencia en profesor hasta la autonomia en asuntos de niuneros.
Inicialmente-la-secciOn-consistir&de-unareharlaintroduetivacorta-seguida=de-preguntas-tipa-taller de preguntas y la oportunidad para discutirla en seis mesas en el aula, Espero que sera
tambidn una oportunidad para tratar los aspectos involucrados.

---
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Managing Change: Working with Adults
Janet Duffin, University of Hull, U.K.

The session will build on my contributions to ALM 1, 2 and 3 to look at the whole
issue of managing change in terms of student expectations and attitudes and the need
for change from teacher dependency to self-autonomy in number matters. Initially the
session will be a short introductory talk followed by workshop type questions and
opportunities for discussion presented at six tables in the room but I hope that there
will also be the time and opportunity for general discussion of the issues involved.
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Desembarullfindose en matematicas o construyendo la memoria a traves de
una reconstruction rapida.
Jeff Simpson
Mastery learning Systems, California. EE.UU.
Las viejas maneras de instruir se basan en la memoria, no en la comprehension
Los-metodos modenaosestimulanJa_comprehensien„pero_asi_la_memoria Incluso_con una
combinaciOn de estos metodos, muchos aprendices aiin no pueden recordar muchos factores,
y no han logrado dominar la multiplicaciOn, division y las operations basicas con fracciones.
Esto sucede, porque entender y recordar no son la misma coca; y porque la estrategia de la
memoria tradicional tiene que ver mas con el lenguaje que con percepciones matematicas.
Este taller introduce el m6todo de Contar, Darse Cuenta y Recordar en descubrimiento
guiado y la contrucciOn rapida, que permite y exige el dominio de nociones basicas. Enseila
computaciOn numerica a haves de la soluciOn de problemas, y construye una memoria
derivada del contexto rapida y exacta, mientras le da a los estudiantes propiedad sobre su
aprendizaje. Tiene elcito donde las explicaciones con palabras y el lenguaje memoristico
fracasa. Expande las actividades constructivas y caminos prdcticos, permitiendo a los
estudiantes recordar lo que ellos han hecho, mas que obligandolos a recordar lo que tienen
que memorizer. Es un camino simple, efectivo, matematico, para construir una memoria
matemeiica practica.
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Getting Unstuck in Maths: Building Mathematical Memory with Rapid
Reconstruction

Jeff Simpson, Mastery Learning System, California, USA

Old-fashioned instruction builds memory, but not understanding. Modem methods
stimulate understanding, but not memory. Even with a combination of approaches,
many learners still can't remember number facts, and haven't mastered basic
multiplication, division, and fractions. That's because understanding and
remembering are not the same thing; and because traditional memory strategies deal
with language, rather than mathematical perceptions.
This workshop introduces the Count, Notice, & Remember method of guided
discovery and rapid reconstruction, which enables and requires mastery of the basics.
It teaches computation through problem-solving, and builds fast, accurate, contextderived memory, while giving students ownership of their learning. It succeeds where
wordy explanations and language-oriented mnemonic devices fail. It extends
constructivist activities in practical ways, enabling students to remember what they
have done, rather than forcing them to recall what they have tried to memorize. It is a
simple, effective, mathematical way of building applicable mathematical memory.
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EvaluaciOn a personas con poeas habilidades
Harrie Sornani
Centro para la innovation en la educaciOn y el entreanmiento, Eindhoven, Holanda.

En Holanda hay muchos centros de evaluaciOn. El CINOP ha hecho material para este centro
para evaluar el potencial de un candidato. Parte del m6todo es evaluar la exacta capacidad del
candidato. El material contiene situaciones que el candidato tiene que resolver en seis
campos:-aritmatica rmecliciOn,-geometriatablas-y-graficas,relaciones-y-problemas-lOgicos.- ---En el taller, despues de una corta introducciOn, la audiencia puede resolver un problema
geomdtrico y despuós podemos discutir si ese es un camino para trabajar en la evaluation de
las matematicas.
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Metodos alternatives de evaluacien en el Instituto Nacional de
Entrenamiento y Desarrollo
Patricia Ward
Institute Nacional de Entrenamiento y Desarrollo, Dundalk

El Institute Nacional de Entrenamiento y Desarrollo es una organizaciOn de entrenamiento
vocacional para personas con necesidades especiales. Para ofrecer los programas de un
entrenamento efectivo es esencial identificar tempranamente en sus programas el potencial
aprendizaje de los individuos.
En los Altimos cuatro altos se ha usado un sistema de evaluaciOn que fue desarrollado por
N.T.D.I. Mientras este sistema era ideado por el instituto, se comprobaba que era muy poco
efectivo. Las dificultades inherentes en este sistema y las razones para renunciar a 61 seran
discutidas en esta sesiOn.
Trabajando coma profesor de nivelaciOn con el N.T.D.I he hecho una investigaciOn sobre el
desarrollo de métodos altemativos de evaluaciOn que podrian identificar el potencial de
aprendizaje. Mi interes particular esta en el area de evaluaciOn de las matematicas. Otro de los
aspectos de esta sesiOn es la discusiOn de esta investigaciOn.
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Alternative Assessment Methods in the National Training &
Development Institute

Patricia Ward, National Training & Development Institute, Dundalk

The National Training and Development Institute is a vocational training organisation
for people with special needs. To deliver effective training programmes it is essential
to identify the learning potential of individuals early in their programmes.
A system of assessment has been used for the past four years which was developed for
N.T.D.I. While this system was devised for the institute, it has been found to be less
than effective. The difficulties inherent in this system and the reasons for its demise
are discussed in this session.
Working as a remedial teacher with N.T.D.I. I have undertaken research into the
development of alternative assessment methods that would identify learning potential.
My particular interest is the area of mathematical assessment. The other aspect of this
session is the discussion of this research.
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Los adultos tambien cuentan.
Roseanne Benn
Universidad de Exeter, Reino Unido.

El objetivo de toda educaciOn incluyendo la educaciOn matematica,es permitir a los
aprendices satisfacer ambiciones tales como el desarrollo vocacional y personal, pero tambien
el incentivar a los que aprenden a participar como ciudadadanos en forma integral. En una
sociedad-dernocratica, estoimplica_una_cturicula_que_sirve_a_todos_en_lasociedad, con_moas y
objetivos basados en la bondad social y humana los cuales no deberian ser en base a la
tendencia consumista, corporativa o reproductiva. Desde el punto de vista de este criterio la
educaciOn matemfitica a todos los niveles falla y aliena a una gran parte de la poblaciOn. A
pesar de todo es posible empezar a cambiar esta situaciOn ubicando a toda la educaciOn
matematica para adultos dentro de un marco filosOfico, politico, histOrico y social con un
curriculum y una pedagogia informada por esta conceptualizaciOn.
Esta ponencia examinara la poderosas fuerzas que operan en los tres mayores actores en el
proceso de ensefianza- aprendizaje- el aprendiz, el tutor y el curriculum. Estas fuerzas seran
representadas en una matriz cuyos elementos son vectores,es decir, variables tanto en
direcciOn como en magnitud. Cada uno tiene su efecto sobre el tutor y el curriculum con una
fuerza ya sea de tira o de empuje de fuerza variable en direcciOn hacia una educaciOn
emancipada y fortaleciente o hacia una educaciOn reproductiva de acumulaciOn. Ninguna de
estas variables intrinsecamente mas inmportante que otra: cada una tiene su impacto. La
fortaleza y la direcciOn variara segtin las instituciones, individuos o sociedades a lo largo del
tiempo.el objetivo de la ponencia es conceptualizar el proceso del aprendizaje de adultos en
tenninos de esta matriz.
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An Introduction to Adults Count Too

Roseanne Benn, University of Exeter, U.K. -

The aim of all education, including mathematics education, is to enable learners to
satisfy goals such as vocational and personal development but also to facilitate and
encourage learners to participate fully as citizens. In a democratic society, this implies
curricula that serve everyone in that society, with aims and objectives located in
human and social good and which are not just consumer-driven, corporate or
reproductive. By this criterion, mathematics education at all levels alienates and fails
a large proportion of the population. Nevertheless it is possible to start to change this
situation by locating all mathematics education for adults in a philosophical, political,
historical and social framework with a curriculum and pedagogy informed by this
conceptualisation.
This paper will examine the powerful forces operating on the three main actors in the
learning and teaching process - the learner, the tutor and the curriculum. These forces
will be represented as a matrix whose elements are vectors ie. variable in both
direction and magnitude. Each is acting on the learner, tutor or curriculum with a
push or pull factor of varying strength towards either an emancipatory, empowering
education or a banking, reproductive one. No variable is intrinsically more important
than any other: each has an impact. The strength and direction will vary over
individuals, institutions and societies and over time. The paper aims to
reconceptualise the process of adults learning maths in terms of this matrix.
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i, Deberlan las enfermeras Ilevar calculadoras ?
B. Meriel Hutton
Universidad Central de Inglaterra y Birthingham
Ha sido una tradiciOn muy extendida en la educaciOn de enfermeria el prohibit el uso de
calculadoras portdtiles durante examenes de habilidad matemdtica . (Murphy 1990, Hutton
1997). La razOn detra.,s de esto es que las calculadoras no estaban disponibles en el area de la
clinica-donde-las-habilidades maten-râticas-seriatrpuestas-a-la-milxima-prueba-y donde-la
exactitud de cdlculo era obviamente importance.
Esta ponencia, describe un estudio del uso de las calculadoras portatiles para resolver
problemas matematicos de enfermeria. Recientemente los escolares al final del periodo son
comparados con los estudiantes maduros tanto en la actitud como en el uso de calculadoras.
Datos de observaciOn son usados para describir la disponibilidad y el uso de calculadoras en
el uso de areas clinicas (pabellones de hospital) y se hacen recomendaciones al respecto con
referencia a este particular.
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Should Nurses Carry Calculators?

B.Meriel Hutton
University of Central England and Birmingham

It has been a widespread tradition of nurse education establishments to forbid the use
of hand-held calculators in examinations of mathematical skills (Murphy 1990,
Hutton 1997). The rationale behind this was that calculators were not freely available
in the clinical area where these mathematical skills would be put to the ultimate test
and where accuracy in calculating was obviously vitally important.
This paper describes a study of the use of hand-held calculators in solving nursing
mathematics problems. More recent school leavers are compared with mature
students in both attitude and use of calculators. Observational data is used to describe
the availability and use of calculators in the clinical areas (hospital wards) and
recommendations made regarding this issue.

References:
Hutton B.M. (1997) Do school qualifications predict competency in nursing
calculations. Nurse Education Today , 17.
Murphy M.A. (1990) The use of hand-held calculators for solving pharmacology
problems. Nurse Educator 15:1, 35,41,43.
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Diseilo de materiales de nociones de calculo aritmetico (numeracy) para
estudiantes adultos.
Una O'Rourke - Regional Technical College, Tralee,
John O'Donoghue - Universidad de Limerick

El tërrnino "nociones de calculo aritmdtico",(numeracy), tiene fuertes asociaciones con

competencas socales y acaddmicas. Para muchos adultos, las funciones de la vida que
requieren habilidades con ninneros son fuente de ansiedad, frustracien y misterlo. Esta
presentacien examinard una serie de perpectivas de nociones de calculo aritmetico
(numeracy)y las implicaciones del subdesarrollo de esas habilidades para la consecucien y
realizaciOn social, econOmica y hecho recreacional.
Los educadores de adultos se esfuerzan por conseguir un equilibrio delicado. Por una parte
entusiasmando a los estudiantes adultos a recrearse en la inevitable lucha que involucra el
aprendizaje, y simultaneamente sobrepasando muchas percepciones negativas sobre asuntos
de la asignatura, su propia habilidad para aprender y la actidud de los profesores hacia su
lucha por aprender. Esta presentaciOn repercutirii en los caminos en los cuales los principles
de educaciOn de adultos pueden amalgamarse con los resultados deseables de un programa de
nociones de calculo aritmdtico (numeracy). De esta manera un conjunto de pautas seran
presentadas las que pueden ser usadas para informar el proceso de ensdianza- aprendizaje en
los programas de enselianza numerica para adultos. Las pautas se centraran en aspectos
centrales de: contenido, evaluacien, mdtodologia de la enselianza y estimulo al que aprende.
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Guidance for the development of adult numeracy materials

Una O'Rourke - Regional Technical College, Tralee,
John ODonoghue - University of Limerick

The term numeracy has strong associations with social and academic competency.
Yet for many adults, life functions which require skills of numeracy are a source of
anxiety, frustration and mystery. This presentation will examine a range of
perspectives of numeracy and the implications of the underdevelopment of these skills
for social, economic and indeed recreational fulfilment.
Adult educators strive to achieve a delicate balance. On one hand enthusing adult
students to enjoy the inevitable struggle which is involved in learning, whilst
simultaneously overcoming many negative perceptions of subject matter, their own
ability to learn and the attitude of teachers to their struggle for learning. This
presentation will reflect on ways in which the principles of adult education may be
blended with the desirable outcomes of a programme of numeracy education. In so
doing, a set of guidelines will be presented which may be used to inform the
teaching/learning process in adult numeracy programmes. The guidelines will focus
on the core issues of; content, assessment, teaching methodology and learner
stimulation.
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Estudiantes de Enfermeria y Matemiticas
B. Meriel Hutton
Universidad Central de Inglaterra y Birmingham

Para seguridad del pliblico, es esencial que las enfermeras sean competentes al menos en las
matematicas que les pennite calcular los medicamentos en forma acertada. En una encuesta
hecha por Hek (1994) fue claro que las matematicas no estaban universalmente incluidas en
la-curricula-de-enferraeria-y-no era-un-pre-requisito-para-el-ingreso7La-comparaeiOn de-los
cambios en el perfil de un tipico estudiante de enfermerfa, un estudiante escolar con cinco
asignaturas con notas "0" y una mujer madura con bajas notas del colegio, ha sido uno de los
objetivos de este estudio.
En esta ponencia, la percepciOn de los estudiantes sobre las matematicas son exploradas y
relacionadas con la edad, tiempo transcurrido desde que dejaron el colegio y el rendimiento
en un examen de matematicas para enfermeras. Las disposiciones para la revision y apoyo a
las matematicas son descritas y los resultados de un examen posterior son analizados. Los
resultados indican que los cursos de enfenneria de pre-matricula deberian incluir elementos
de matematicas para alertar a los estudiantes de sus debilidades y proporcionarles los medios
para mejorar su capacidad de cdlculo antes de empezar a trabajar en las areas clinicas.
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Student Nurses and Mathematics

B. Meriel Hutton
University of Central England in Birmingham

For the safety of the public, it is essential that nurses are competent at least in the
mathematics that enables them to calculate medications accurately. From a survey by
Hek (1994) it is apparent that mathematics is not universally included in the nursing
curricula, nor asked for as a pre-requisite to entry. Changes in the profile of the
typical student nurse from a school leaver with 5 '0' levels to a more mature woman
with often fewer school qualifications have been one of the triggers for this study into
student nurses and mathematics.
In this paper, students' feelings about mathematics are explored and related to age,
ti me elapsed since leaving school and performance in a test of nursing mathematics.
Provision for revision and mathematics support is described and the results of a posttest analysed. The results indicated that pre-registration nursing courses should
include an element of mathematics to alert students to their own shortcomings and
provide a means to improve their computational skills before working in the clinical
areas.

Reference:

Hek G. (1994) Adding up the cost of teaching mathematics Nursing Standard 8:22,
25-29.
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Estrategias de los adultos para resolver problemas diarios de matemiticas.
Dhamma Colwell
King College, Universidad de Londres

Un informe sobre mi progreso en el proyecto de investigaciOn sobre las siguientes cuestiones:
COmo hace la gente para resolver problemas matematicos que ellos encuentran en la vida
ch arW_LQue. estrategias emplean, v coma las desarrollan o adquieren ? 4 Han aprendido
trabajando y viviendo con otras personas competentes ? b CuAnto se usan las matematicas
del colegio?
1, Las estrategias que la gente adopta dependen de diferentes estilos al recordar y pensar ?, por
ejempo visual - espacial, verbal khaestético, global„ linear ? 1,Son estos innatos al que
aprende? LCOmo pueden ser estos investigados ?
6Quê clases de lenguajes son usados en esta soluckin de problemas y cOmo describirlos ?
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An exploration of situated cognition in two professional crafts: upholstery
and gardening.

Dhamma Colwell, King's College, University of London

A report on my progress so far into the following questions:
How do people set about solving the mathematical problems they encounter in
everyday life? What strategies do they employ, and how did they develop or acquire
them? Are they learnt from working and living with other competent people? Or how
much is 'school maths' utilised?
Do the strategies people adopt depend on different styles of remembering and
thinking, for example visual-spatial, verbal, kinaesthetic, holistic, linear? Are these
innate or learnt? How can they be investigated?
What kinds of language are used in this problem-solving, and to describe it?

1FR

I,Puede haber una problenuitica especifica para investigar en la educaciOn
de matematicas para adultos ?
Tine Wedege
IMFUFA, Universidad de Roskilde, Dinamarca

La heterogeneidad, es el verdadero terrain° para describir el campo de la investigaciOn de
adultos en la enseenseando tianza y aprendizaje de matematicas. Este es el mensaje del autor
en eF6.0t—ulo, Ad tos y atematicas nociones • ecle o antmetico (numeracy )de &Leos
del nuevo manual de matematicas ( FitzSimon et al, 1996). Por supuesto, como un campo de
practica, la educaciOn matematica de adultos es muy compleja y los caminos para determinar
el objeto de estudio son innumerables.
Los dos puntos de vista, la demanda de la sociedad por el conocimiento de las matematicas,
vs, la necesidad de los individuos, hacen surgir diversos subcampos de investigacciOn.
A pesar de todo, pienso que es posible ubicar el leimotif que atraviesa los diferentes campos.
El aspecto que yo quiero tratar en esta sesien es el siguiente.
z, Puede haber una problematica especifica para investigar en la educaciOn matematica de
adultos, (ensefianza y aprendizaje) que sea cualitativamente diferente de una 'problematica'
concerniente a la educaciOn de los nitios ?
Empezando por la teoria del filOsofo fiances Louis Althusser, trataremos de construir un
concepto problematic° epistemolOgico que sea usado como una herramienta en mi andlisis de
cinco ponencias de las primeras dos conferencias de ALM (Evans y Thorstad, 94; Benn, 95;
Coben y Thompson; Maass Schloeglmann, 95; Wedege, 95). De esta forma espero contribuir
a crear tin punto de partida para una discusiOn teOrica. en ALM-4.
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Could there be a specific problematique for research in adults
mathematics education?

Tine Wedege, IMFUFA, Roskilde University, Denmark

'Heterogeneity' is the very term for description of the field of research in adults
teaching and learning mathematics. This is the authors' message in the chapter, Adults
and Mathematics (Adults Numeracy), of the new handbook in mathematics education
(FitzSimons et al, 1996). Indeed, as a field of practice 'adults mathematics education'
is very complex, and the ways of constructing the object of study are innumerable.
The two different points of view, the demand of society for mathematical knowledge
vs. the need of the individuals, give rise to several subfields of research.
Nevertheless I think it is possible to locate a 'leitmotif' that crosses the different fields.
The issue I want to discuss in this session is the following:
Could there be a specific 'problematique' for research in adults mathematics education
(teaching and learning) that is qualitatively different from a 'problematique'
concerning children's education?
Starting from the theory of the French philosopher Louis Althusser, I'll try to construct
an epistemological concept problematique which is used as a tool in my analysis of
five papers from the first two conferences of ALM (Evans & Thorstad, 94; Berm, 95;
Coben & Thompson, 95; Maass Schloeglmann, 95; Wedege, 95). In this way I hope
to contribute to creating a starting point for a theoretical discussion at ALM-4.

Reference
FitzSimons, G; Jungwith, H; Maasz, J; Schloeglmann, W.(1996). Adults and
Mathematics (Adult Numeracy). In Bishop, A.J. (ed) Handbook in Mathematics
Education. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic.
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Aprendizaje en colaboraciOn en el salon de clase de matematicas para
adultos: Estudiantes ayudando a estudiantes 6. tropezando juntos en la
oscuridad.?
Katherine Safford
Saint Peter's College, Jersey City, New Jersey ERIN.

Un tema im ortante en las matematicas hoy dia es la de la colaboraciOn en el aprendizaje. Un
grupo cada vez mas creciente de investigaciOn apoya la idea de que los estudiantes pueden
aprender efectivamente uno de otro y que eltrabajo en grupos es beneficioso Canto para el mas
capaz como para el que lo es menos en clase. Mucha de esta investigaciOn ha sido conducida
a trav6s de los jardines de la infancia, a trav6s de los ambientes de escuela secundaria, pero
existen estudios que informan ,del trabajo cooperativo a nivel de estudiantes de pre-grado y
en clases de adultos.
Esta sesi6n resume los logros contenidos en esos informes y las sugerencias para la
implementaciOn exitosa del aprendizaje en colaboraciOn en la educaciOn de matematicas para
adultos. El ponente discutira los resultados de su propia investigaciOn en esta area.
Adicionalmente, describira sus planes para futuras investigaciones de modo que se incorpore
el aprendizaje en colaboraciOn en las clases a nivel universitario de algebra y calculo
elemental en su propia institution.
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Cooperative Learning in the Adult Mathematics Classroom: Students
Helping Students or Stumbling through the Dark Together?

Katherine Safford, Saint Peter's College, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA

A major theme in mathematics education today is that of collaborative learning. A
growing body of research supports the idea that students can learn effectively from
each other and that working in groups is beneficial for both the proficient and less
skilled students in a class. Much of this research has been conducted in kindergarten
through secondary school settings but studies do exist which report on cooperative
work at the undergraduate collegiate level and in adult education classes.
This session will summarise the findings contained in those reports and their
suggestions for successful implementation of collaborative learning in adult
mathematics education. The presenter will discuss the results of her own research in
this area. In addition, she will describe her plans for future research to incorporate
collaborative learning in college algebra and elementary caculus classes art her home
institution.
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Nociones constructivas de calculo aritmetico (numeracy) como una salida
hacia un aprendizaje independiente.
Mieke Van Groenestijn
Hogeschool Van Utecht, Holanda.

Hay una nueva tendencia en la educaciOn de adultos holandesa, semej ante a las ideas de los
centros aprendizaje a distancia de Gran Bretafia. La intenciOn de este movimiento es
estructurar la educaciOn de adultos de tal forma que se adapte a toda la gente. Esto significa:
mas flexibilidad de programas, enfocados a educaciOn mas individual, profesor
independiente, y escalonado por certificados a niveles diferentes. La gente debe poder
estudiar con su propio m6todo y ritmo. Esta es la idea basica del aprendizaje independiente.
Algimos pantos de partida de Constructivismo pueden ser la base del aprendizaje
independiente. En este camino nos preguntaremos como el Constructivismo tal como es
aplicado en EducaciOn de Matematicas Realistas o Enserianza de nociones de calcula
aritmetico (numeracy) puede ser el la salida para el aprendizaje independiente de la educaciOn
de adultos. Si pudieramos desarrollar un programa (Basico) para EducaciOn de Adultos,
basado en los principios del Constructivismo, entonces los estudiantes podrin tambien ser
entrenados para trabajar mas e independientemente al mismo tiempo.
En esta sesiOn se rinde un informe del proyecto de la investigaciOn realizada en Holanda esn
este aspecto de is EducaciOn Basica para Adultos.
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Constructive Numeracy Teaching as a Gateway to Independent Learning

Mieke Van Groenestijn, Hogeschool van Utrecht, The Netherlands

There is a new wave going on in the Dutch Adult Education, similar to the ideas of
Open Learning Centres in Further Education in Great Britain. The intention of this
movement is to structure adult education in a way that it fits everyone. That means:
more flexible programs, focused on more individual education, teacher independent
and graded by certificates at different levels. People must be able to study in their
own way and in their own time and pace. The basic idea of the new system is
Independent Learning'.
Some starting points of Constructivism can be a base for independent learning. In that
way we may wonder how Constructivism, as applied in Realistic Mathematics
Education or Numeracy Teaching can be a gateway to independent learning in adult
education. If we are able to develop a numeracy programme for Adult (Basic)
Education, based on the learning principles of Constructivism, then the students can
also be trained in learning to work more independently at the same time.
In this session an account is given of a research project in The Netherlands on this
issue in Adult Basic Education.
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El retorno de adultos a las Matemiticas - Un Proyeeto propuesto en Uganda
(por la Sociedad de Matemiticas de Uganda)

Janet Kaahwa
Universidad de Makerere, Kampala
Uganda

La Sociedad de Matemiticas de Uganda (UMS), (la cual represento como el presidente
actual) piensa iniciar un proyecto bajo el nombre "El retorno de adultos a las Matematicas".
Se ha fmalizado la redacciOn de la propuesta del proyecto y se esta buscando financiaciOn
para contar con un capital inicial. El proyecto ya esta en su segunda fase- la de conducir un
estudio de linea de fondo. Espero que para la fecha de la Conferencia ALM4, esta fase ya se
haya completado. Es mi intenciOn hablar sobre este proyecto en mi presentaciOn. Describire
el proyecto en cuanto a sus objetivos y c6mo piensa implementarlo nuestra sociedad.
Ademas informare en detalle sobre los logros hasta el moment() de la Conferencia. Este
proyecto esta diseriado para contribuir con el objetivo principal de la sociedad (UMS): el de
hacer que las Matemdticas tengan aceptaciOn dentro de la comunidad ugandesa
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Adult Return to Mathematics - A Proposed Project in Uganda (By the
Uganda Mathematical Society)
Janet Kaahwa
Makerere University, Kampala
Uganda

The Uganda Mathematical Society (UMS), (of which I am the current chairperson) is planning to
start a project entitled "Adults Return To Mathematics". The project proposal write-up has been
completed and funds are being sought to provide initial capital. The project is now in its second
phase - that of conducting a baseline study. I hope, by the time of the ALM4 conference, this
phase will have been completed. In my presentation I intend to talk about this project. In my
paper I will describe the project giving it's aims and how the society intends to implement it. In
addition, I will give the details of what will have been achieved by the time of the conference.
This project is meant to contribute towards UMS' main aim - that of popularising mathematics to
the Ugandan community.
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Technology Transfer - A Useful Metaphor for University Level
Mathematics Courses for Engineers and Scientists
Juergen Maass
University of Linz (Austria)
Abstract

In Exeter (ALM 2, 1995) Wolfgang Schloeglmann and I presented some results of our
research. One of these results is a useful metaphor: Teaching mathematics to engineers and
scientists who have finished their university studies and have worked for many years in, for
example, industry, is structurally similar to the technology transfer from a highly
industrialized country in Europe to a so called third world or developing country in Africa. If
this metaphor is correct, it is useful: we are able to learn something about chances, problems
and mistakes.
What we can learn from transfer problems

I think we all have read in the newspapers of some very expensive technology transfer
projects that went wrong. Perhaps it is better to construct a hypothetical example than to
document one of these again. So - imagine a rich sheep farmer and wool producer who sees a
photograph of a poor and hungry little child from anywhere in central Africa. He wants to
help this child and thinks of a good way to do it. His idea is simple: let this family in Africa
learn what a successful sheep farmer and wool producer must know and they will surely have
enough to eat and always have warm woollen clothes. He engages an expert in sheep farming
and an engineer for wool machines and sends them to the African family to teach them. He
promises that if the family learn their lessons well he will send 20 sheeps as a gift to them. I
think I can stop this story at this point. It is your task to imagine a continuation.
Transfer of technology: A theoretical outline of the problem

The term "transfer of technology" was originally used for export of technology to the socalled Third World or developing countries. In this connection, the essential problems of
such a transfer are: which (adapted, environmentally and socially compatible, etc.)
technologies can be transferred, and in which way? What roles do the social and economic
contexts of development and use play, and what are the differences in communication
between developers and users?
If the transfer of knowledge from the university to other sub-systems of society is called
"technology transfer," similar questions arise. When the most common transfer route is
taken, i.e., from university to industry, the problem in each particular case is how to achieve
what is called in the language of system theory "the transfer of meaning" - system specific
reduced complexity must be converted from the scientific communication code of "truth"
into the code of the economic system: "money". The social systems (I refer to the
sociological system theory by N. Luhmann) which are differentiated according to their
various functions, realise from the variety of the total complexity of the world around them
the information which they can process in each individual case, according to the rules which
they have institutionalised in their inner structure. The typical method of processing in
science, the specific way of reducing complexity, is the differentiation between true and
not-true statements, and thus leads to an increase in scientific knowledge as such. If such
knowledge is not further processed, it is, in itself, not necessarily usable outside the
scientific system. A mathematical theory, such as linear optimization or graph theory, does
not in itself help the economy; it is only when mathematical theories are converted into a
computer programme controlling optimally and thus profitably the production of, for
example, cabinets in factory X that the transfer can be said to be successful. It is essential
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that mathematics as a sub-system of the science system (Maass 1988), for instance, can
"achieve" a successful transfer, not only by working out new theories and algorithms, but
more particularly by working them out in such a way that they can be usefully brought to
bear on the system of application.
Technology transfer: Four ways
In what follows it may be useful to differentiate between the following methods of transfer
(writing articles or math. books is not mentioned because this is an inner system
communication, not a transfer):
- Education in the form of a course of study is the classical method by which knowledge
from the university reaches systems of application. Related questions, for example, as to the
meaningfulness and possibilities of orientation towards practical application, have long been
under discussion in mathematics education departments. A mathematics department that
organizes the curriculum with the main aim of reproducing itself (new mathematics
researchers for university as orientation of study) will have some problems matching the
needs of an application system like school or industry.
- Further education, in particular the scientific training of users of mathematics in industry,
such as engineers and scientists, is a relatively new field. Didactically thought-through
experience in this field, as well as in training in vocational education, is not widely available
(but ALM is working to achieve it).
- Black boxes (Maass/Schloeglmann 1988, 1994) enable a transfer of knowledge even when
the users have no idea about what is inside them. When you operate a light switch, you do
not need to know anything about physics or technology. If it works it will operate well even
if the user has a completely crazy theory about it. One eample: Did you know that light is the
product of little animals living in wires? These animals called PHOTONS come out if the
gate (light switch) is opened and illuminate the world. You do not believe this nonsense? Try
it! If a black box does not work, you need help or more knowledge about it to repair it. The
use of black boxes without knowledge of the inside makes the user dependent.
- Cooperation, for example in the form of the university and the user working out a project
together, is always useful and necessary when a problem is to be solved with the help of
scientific knowledge not at the disposal of the user, but which because of its complexity and
variability, is not soluble through using an existing black box, or where it can only be solved
by constructing a black box together.
Mathematics as technology?
The importance and the function of the university mathematics education departments for the
first two methods of transfer of mathematical knowledge are obvious. Before it is useful to
discuss their possible role in respect to the other two, we must think about mathematics and
technology. One connection is this: the new technologies which are altering our lives so
radically are essentially mathematical technologies. Computer hardware and software would
be unthinkable without the mathematical theories on which they are based. But mathematics
is a hidden basis of technologies. You must do some research to find for example
mathematical algorithms that control a machine.
The second question is more difficult: Is mathematics itself a technology? Or has
mathematics a technological aspect, too? To find an answer it is useful to read something
about technology. According to a definiton by Beckmann (1777), technology is the theory
of the processing of raw materials, or the science of transformating raw materials into
finished products and the method of their processing. When rules for processing raw
materials are described in mathematical terms, for example, as a ratio of the various
elements included in a mixture, or as physical or chemical laws set out in formulas which
establish the properties of substances and the fundamental principles of their ability to
change, and which also necessitate a numerical solution of a system of equations in
controlling a production plant, then mathematical knowledge is obviously technology in the
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sense of this definition. As this concerns only one aspect of mathematics (or indeed of its
application), and as the use of the term "technology" suggested in the dictionary does not
include one essential component. i.e., its being inseparable from its social context, we need
to try once again to answer the question as to whether "mathematics" is to be regarded "as
technology", or if it is at least technologically efficient. That is why, in the course of a
conference on this subject in September 1988 in Strobl (Wolfgangsee, Austria), university
teachers of mathematics, mathematicians from the university and industry, scientists,
engineers and philosophers discussed in interdisciplinary cooperation different aspects of
the question "Mathematics as Technology?" and its consequences for interaction between
mathematics, new technologies, education and further education (Maass/Schloeglmann
1989).
I can only outline a few selected examples of their findings here. From the point of view of
philosophy, the question of the relationship between mathematics and technology first comes
up against the problem that mathematics is not an empirical science. So, for P. Ruben, the
"posing of the problem of 'mathematics as technology' is a pre-condition, and we mean by
'technology' not only the theory of techniques, but also the totality of theories of real and
possible production processes and the cooperation between mathematics and each specific
technology" (Ruben 1989:146). H. Huelsmann believes that this division in the preconditions
of "the technological formation" (Huelsmann 1985) of society emphasises too much the
formal aspects and does not stress the formative aspects enough. If mathematics is thought
of as "mathesis universalis", as Leibniz has it, and thus has the identity of scientific
knowledge in mind, e.g., logic, arithmetic, geometry and mechanics, the formal aspect is by
no means empty of content, but it is rather a possible approach to a reality which as such
represents a structural connection, a unity, a world. It seems important to me here that in its
technological form, each individual science should not be understood and determined on its
own. This mathesis universalis is concrete and real. This is shown by the fact that it is no
longer a matter of the operation of a single science, but that the operation of knowledge must
be understood as technological totality, as it realises its technological form in all the
disciplines" (Huelsmann 1989:124).
A second result of the discussion in the working group, "Consequences for School", was that
a consensus was reached according to which the technological aspect, i.e., "laying stress on
the technical-instrumental aspects of mathematics, including the consideration and weighingup of the conditions and implications of these aspects" (Doerfler/Blum 1989:175) should be
an integral component of the mathematics curriculum. This reamins to be achieved, for
although a correspending formulation of aims is to be found in the preamble to almost all
syllabuses, the usual mathematics teaching in practice suffers from great stress being laid on
method and calculation (and, in the upper forms, teaching is largely orientated to the
teaching common at university). As possible steps towards change, subjects such as methods
and content, meaningful use of the computer, orientation to extra-mathematical application,
open, and even non-numerical problems, etc. etc., were discussed.
The working group, "Consequences for University Studies", discussed on the one hand
courses of study initiated or planned over the last few years, such as "Technomathematics"
(Kaiserslautern, BRD), or "Industrial Mathematics" (Linz, Austria), and, on the other hand,
corresponding partial study programmes or lectures within the framework of "normal" course
of study terminating in a diploma, as well as for mathematics for teaching.
In new courses of study, technical sections ale explicitly planned. But even in traditional
courses of study, problem seminars in which students solve practical problems in industry
can provide essential steps towards training geared to real life situations.
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The contribution of mathematics education departments at the university to the
transfer of technology
No complete answer can be given here to the question of new challenges to mathematics
education departments participating in construction of black boxes and in industrial projects.
Yet it is clear that these departments can make a positive contribution to these two methods
of transfer too, by utilizing their knowledge about, and experience with transfer and learning
processes. Typical transfer problems, such as the sensible organisation of a technology or,
more concretely, of a user surface in a black box, can be solved with the help of typical
didactical knowledge.
-

In addition, I remind you of the result of a discussion some years ago in Western Germany
about "polyvalence and flexibility" in the training of teachers. In view of the growing
number of unemployed teachers, certain politicians in the educational field, as well as
managers, demanded that the curriculum be altered. Pedagogics and specialised didactics
were to be dropped, so that there was more time for attaining specialised qualifications.
According to these proposals, only those graduates who actually teach in a school should
learn didactics and pedagogics at the university (Maass/Ralunatm 1985). This proposal
proved to be impractical for a number of reasons. One of these reasons is especially
important for our present considerations. Research carried out by the German Ministry of
Labour's Institute for Research into the Labor Market and Employment (Havers et.al . 1983)
showed that teachers who could not find work in a school were very often given employment
in industry because of their pedagogical and didactic abilities. Their new employers
appreciated their non-specialised qualifications, which enable them to get on well with
people, as something very valuable for their companies.
We suggest that precisely this ability - compared in general with the "typical mathematician"
- is a feature of most teachers working in mathematics education departments. People who
have above-average linguistic and communicative competence can, when cooperating with
industrial mathematicians, be helpful in crucial situations, for instance, when
- before the beginning of a project a contact has to be established and it must be made clear
to prospective customers what the possibilities and limits of using mathematical methods
would be,
- in the course of a project provisional results and additional information necessary to the
project processing have to be given,
- at the end of a project, the results have to be presented in a form understandable to the
mathematical layman as well (e.g. the manager responsible).
As Wolfgang Schloeglmann's and my research into the acceptance of mathematical
technology has shown, all three points are by no means irrelevant to success.
New tasks for university mathematics education departments in research and training
The task of doing research into the transfer of mathematical knowledge as a whole appears to
us even more important than the possibility of working in cooperation with industrial
mathematicians. Such research demands specialised knowledge of mathematics and its
application, but also an awareness of the method_ of social science and empirical methods,
as well as contacts to industrial mathematics. This combination cannot be expected of either
mathematicians or of social scientists. Even if not all people employed at mathematics
education departments have the relevant abilities and possibilities at their command at
present, I believe that our branch of science is the most likely to be able to fulfil all the
necessary conditions.
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THE ADULT WORKER STUDENT: a reality in the Brazilian Society
E.M. Guedes and RM. Zandonadi
University of Taubate-UNITAU, Tanhate, SP, BRAZIL

Based on what is today considered fundamental instruction in our country, and added to the
fact that this subject constitutes one of the most important objects of discussion in Brazil and in
meetings and congresses all over the world, due to the extent and importance of the problem,
we have concentrated, on particular aspects which were considered the most provoking
among 411, such as:
- basic education and the number of illiterates in Brazil are a constant concern, since the
quality of teaching now transmitted to our students does not completely satisfy individual
needs as required by participation in modem society: understanding, participating in and acting
on this society;
- it is only now that the majority of adult population is looking for new learning opportunities;
- basic education never was a national priority, being more an instrument for discrimination
than of social integration, without an obvious solution to the question;
- a large number of adults goes back to university courses, without any academic training in
Exact Sciences, especially in Mathematics;
- students entering government universities are, in most cases, those who had the opportunity
of paying for the best private elementary and secondary schools;
- the adult worker student could only attend evening elementary, secondary and graduation
' -courses, where offering of places is not sufficient to satisfy the large demand of students who
wish to have a continued education.
By taking into account the above considerations, the University of Ta.ubate looks for ways and
means to improve the situation offering:
- evening courses in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Scientific Computation,
Data Processing, B.Sc. in Computation, Mathematics and Physics among other courses;
- counselling for high school teachers in Taubate County;
- special instruction programs for students returning to graduation courses, such as
Educational Projects of follow-up and additional instruction, Teaching Techniques
Laboratories, Production of Teaching Materials and new technologies used for Teaching and
Learning of Mathematics.
In this work authors try to identify problems encountered by the adult worker student, when
returning to graduation courses in Exact Sciences and Engineering, their difficulties and the
environment where counselling and support activities in Mathematics take place, directly
helping students with an Educational Programme called Rediscovering Mathematics.
Established by UNITAU in 1994, the Rediscovering Mathematics Programme is tuition free

and opened to every government and private schools and any interested person, run by
UNITAU faculty, voluntary instructors, and students both voluntary or supported by
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scholarships. The Programme objectives are to promote and strengthen research works in the
educational area, continuing education courses and seminars, promoting improvement and
development of students and teachers at all levels of education.
The following projects have already been implemented:
Project 1 - A new approach to Mathematics: Geometric Context
Project 2 - New Technologies and the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics
Project 3 - Continued training of teachers towards a new approach to Mathematics:
Geometric Context
Project 4 - Arising interest for Exact Sciences among the elderly.
Project 5 - Mathematics Education and the Adult Worker Student.
Project 6 - Arts and Mathematics.
Project 7 - Additional training in subjects of Exact Sciences in Elementary School, High
School and College.
Several studies have been made so as to satisfy needs and expectations of adult worker
students enrolled in evening courses. The most comprehensive of all by Abud, Camargo
(1995: 05) says that " the student works as a necessity, associated to his support, that of his
family and school tuition, the percentage of those who are working as a mean of personal
satisfaction being very low. The reasoning for going to school is directly associated to the
improvement of social status as a consequence of progress in professional career.
This fact is a constant in other courses, family being also responsible for the main incentive due
to the belief that it is a means of achieving functional ascent in the job. Therefore, one may
observe that the main motivation for evening graduation courses are these perspectives of
career progress, expecting that the school will offer the necessary background for improved
performance in the job.
What are the problems facing these students when they enter one of these courses? First of all
we analysed the results of the entrance examination during three consecutive years. This
examination involves specific knowledge of Mathematics. The result was that the worst
punctuation in Mathematics in the entrance examination was from students entering the
area of Exact Sciences and Engineering .
In addition to this problem, the students did not succeed to follow basic courses involving
mathematical subjects like Elementary Mathematics, Calculus, Analytical Geometry, Vectors,
etc., many of them failing to be approved in these subjects several times, causing, in many
instances, the evasion from school.
This type of student " ...agrees that the experience acquired in the job — seen as a practical
view of the profession — that of doing things — is beneficial to class room work.. " but believes
Mathematics, completely isolated from other subjects, is of no use to him.
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Interviews with students are numerous and those presented below clearly show the problem:
...the way it is taught, by means of classroom lectures, with lists of problems to be solved
without any relation with real worlc4 Mathematics only contributes students to flunk and to
become another object of the Brazilian educational context.
o rd year - out of six - student of Civil Engineering, who has failed twice in Elementary
Mathematics)
...the instructor of Calculus 1, in the initial years, is not prepared to teach. He believes that
we already know everything...
(Vd year — out of six — student of Mechanical Engineering, who has failed twice in Calculus I)

Under these circumstances, knowing that the adult worker student needs to be counselled,
helped and powered as an active participant of our society, we tried through the Rediscovering
Mathematics Programme, to find ways to minimise these problems, directing counselling
activities, trying to reintroduce the adult worker student into the academic word without
traumas and psycho-emotional consequences.
Considering the large number of problems involving the teaching and learning of Mathematics,
especially Geometry, at the three levels of formal education, our objectives in the Project "The
Adult Worker Student and Mathematics Education" within our Rediscovering Mathematics
Programme have been:
- to provide conditions for the majority of students to understand that their greatest difficulty
in learning Mathematics may lay in the widespread but incorrect view that Mathematics is a
highly complex and hard to understand science;
to encourage students to find their own ways and means of development, reassuring
themselves in their learning ability;
- to create an Experimental Laboratory for Mathematics in order to equip the student with his
own instruments by way of activities and models built or carried out by himself during the
learning process;
- to stimulate students whose interest and vocation for Mathematics will enable him/her to
continually develop his/her knowledge, rather than merely attend to the formal pre-requisites of
regular courses;
- to provide mathematics teachers in research with courses and to develop means of
improving teaching and learning of Mathematics efficiency, especially Geometry, mainly by
experimental work carried out with students who are not forced to satisfy formal bureaucracy,
but rather as participants in a truly experimental Mathematics Laboratory.
In order to achieve these objectives, the following premises were established:
- knowledge is not necessarily passed from teachers to students;
- knowledge is built up by students as long as he/she feels encouraged by favourable
conditions.
We have developed our work considering that:
- interest is one of the first rules of learning, having the world as a mediator to a process by
which man learns about himself and others;
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- learning operates as a part of a system of conceptions worked out by the student
himself/herself and cannot be reduced to a number of motor-perceptive -techniques, and that
the student, upon entering school, is already equipped with knowledge. Thus, the educator
must build pedagogical practice on these earlier stages.
We have essentially sought to propiciate the learning of Mathematics by way of a context of
Geometry establishing a correlation among many different disciplines through each experiment,
integrating objectives and actions in such a way as to develop structures in the minds of
students.
We have employed a historical-epistemological approach, where Mathematics has a wealth of
meanings, and we have sought students of all three levels of schooling in Brazil and for these
we have used experiences from the real world for a Rediscdvering of Mathematics which is
more intuitive in its form and thus more apt to break traditional barriers.
The significant variables in this process have been the qualification of teachers and monitors of
the Course, planning and preparing lessons, organization of practical activities and evaluation
of class response in order to guide subsequent work.
Our teaching practice has given priority to interaction among students, monitors, teachers and
course supervisors, all participants actively ensuring that his/her individual needs are to be met.
Indeed, it is essential that costumers be known and that each student be personally motivated
and be kept in a state of mind and attitude favourable to the learning and assimilation of
mathematical concepts.
Interation between these people and their environment, plays a decisive role in the process of
learning and we know that attitudes developed in the adult during the first years of schooling,
when they return studing, are the determining factor in his/her intellectual growth and future
fulfillment of his/her creative potential for personal as well as collective benefit - the individual
and society.
Thus it is imperative that the Mathematics contents be worked out with students by way of
activities designed to put him/her face - to - face with situations likely to trigger his/her interest
and which may also contribute to his/her development. The principal aim of such activities is to
break the barrier of myths which usually comes with the teaching and learning of Mathematics,
discouraging the student to think that Mathematics is difficult and akward but, instead, to
awake in him/her the desire to experiment and discover for him/herself
Our aims are:
- to lead students to arrive at the concepts by him/herself, expressing such concepts as a
consequence of an actual understanding;
- to seek new curricular propositions geared to provoke real change in the Mathematics
contents and teaching approaches of each course;
- to organize training for teachers and monitors in different regions of Brasil, bringing together
teachers and instructors interested in the adult worker student and in the teaching and learning
of Mathematics;
- to introduce the new technologies present in student s everyday life in his/her academic
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classes;
We believe that by searching for alternative solutions for the teaching and learning of
Mathematics and other Sciences, particularly for people deprived of financial support, we
should be addressing quite directly the problems appartaining to Education and thus be in tune
with all who are interested and concerned with such problems.
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TEACHING
AD ULT STUDENTS MATHEMATIC L INVESTIGATION - 2
R 0 Angiama
Goldsmiths College
Centre For Continuing & Community Education
University of London
Abstract:
The theme of this paper is 'Teaching Adult Students Mathematical Investigation (TASMI - 2)'
It is based on the on-going research work and teaching carried out for the last 7 years of the
Mathematics Foundations Course (MFC), at Goldsmiths College University of London
(Angiama, RO, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996).
I have argued that 'Teaching Adult Students Mathematical Investigation', is given an insight
into the way they learnt mathematics better and removes the barriers of mathematics phobia.
It should be a tool in its own right which adult students can associate with and clarify, think,
predict, survey, research and should enable them to solve problems in a variety of ways
including other related subjects like science, economics, geography, technology and art.
Furthermore, mathematical investigation encourages adult students to read, understand and
respond to questions better and explanations. It makes them to become confident in
mathematics learning by making them familiar with mathematical words and their meanings.
Moreover, adult students become more confident when talking about mathematics. It involves
using processes which will lead to the understanding of mathematical concepts, rules and
generates mathematical discussions. This paper invites the participants attending the fourth
Adults Learning Mathematics - A Research Forum (ALM-4), conference their views of what
they consider 'Mathematical Investigation' to be, as well as other issues concerning research
on all aspects of adult mathematics learning and teaching - vital to increase our understanding
and enhance the status of adult mathematics education.
The Cockcroft Report (1982), stated, "the idea of investigation is fundamental both to the
study of mathematics itself and also to an understanding of the ways in which mathematics can
be used to extend knowledge and to solve problems in very many field". The paper concludes,
'Mathematical investigation' provides a basis for improving the quality of teaching and
learning mathematics which will lead to an achievement in mathematics education and,
therefore, leads to an improvement on standards. It calls for a critical mathematics curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION
The Billiard table shown above is said to be a little odd because it has only four pockets and
the base is divided into squares. Equally, the rules of the game are a little odd too, considering
that only one Billiard ball is used and it is always struck from the same corner of 45 degrees to
the side. In other words, the ball hits at an angle of 45 degrees from the corner and then
bounces off of the sides at 45 degrees.
The theme of the investigation, is to investigate what happens for tables of different sizes, for
instance, 2 x 6, 5 x 10 and 4 x 8 etc, etc.
Rosanne Benn (1997), has argued that ' the process of teaching and learning mathematics as a
language involving reading, talking and writing is a practical and useful one in the practice of
helping adults learning mathematics'. This is particularly true with mathematical investigation
work with adults which requires that the student should do the work independently.
AIMS
• Reading mathematics requires that the learner must read, understand and respond to
questions as well as explanations and extract the relevant informationt romthe text
The intention will be for adult students and young people to become confident by making
them familiar with mathematical words and their meaning, and to make mathematics
accessible to students, no matter what levels of English.
• Talking mathematics aims at teacher-student relationship which is often seen as
fundamentally narrative with the narrating done by the teacher and passive listening by the
student. Alternatively teaching and learning mathematics aims can be based on the concept
of dialogue. Knowledge of mathematics can be systematically developed by dialogue not
only between teacher and students but also between students through group work. By
working with others while learning mathematics adult students can, through discussion
groups and dialogue, break patterns of dependency, social relationships and isolated
learning. They should be able to speak audibly and with confidence and understand what is
heard including use of a mathematical dictionary.
• Writing Mathematics requires that the learner is to use mathematics effectively in everyday
situations. They will need to be able to express mathematical ideas in a communicable
written form. In addition, students should be able to solve problems and set out solutions
fully and logically written form. They should be encouraged to discuss their investigation
work with each other and use constructive criticism to develop ideas.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND TEACHING STYLE (1)
I now want to consider, how the students investigate what happens for table of different sizes.
In order to do this, while researching as a practitioner, (Kathy Stafford, 1997), I have adopted
the following investigational teaching styles, learning strategies and questioning. This has
profound effect on the teaching and to the practice of helping adults learn mathematical
investigation better.
• Before starting any mathematics investigation, students are encouraged to introduce the
problem in their own words and show how they are going to try and solve the problem.
When working alone, in this type of work, the pressure is on the student to produce all the
ideas and write down what s/he thinks.
• Adult students are also being encouraged to show all their working and to collect their
results that the work has produced. Always tabulate results if they can - thus, that is to say,
put the results in a logical order, and see if they can find any rules or patterns.
• If they think they have spotted a rule or a pattern, say what it is then check, by trying out
their rule on some new data and seeing if the pattern continues.
• If the method a student has chosen does not work, then they are advised to try and find
another method and start again, because mathematicians often have to do this.
• Furthermore, we encourage our students to try and add something of their own, that is to
say, something original to the problem, do a little research about the topic, their
investigation, which they are expected to read about the work any mathematicians have
done about the topic.
• Finally, students are expected to state any conclusion drawn from the purpose of the
investigation, information of evidence sought and method which they think their work
entitles them to make.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND TEACHING STYLE (2)
To investigate this, they are instructed first to draw Billiard tables of different sizes and follow
the routes which the ball has made, including making note of hole number the ball ends up in,
and the number of sides the ball rebounds off. Second, they will try to find patterns and rules
which will be discussed among themselves and the write up of the investigation, plus results
and conclusions to be drawn. In addition, students will try to investigate the number of
pockets the ball goes in, lines created and the number of rebounds off the side, for different
size tables.
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111
ERNIE
EMI III

4 up 4 across
1 line
pocket B
no bounces

10 square up & 10 across
1 line
Pocket B
No bounces

V
A
1 by 1
1 line
Pocket B
No bounces
As you can see the billiard ball always ended up in pocket B. The reason for this is that a ball
struck from any corner of a square 45 degrees will cut the square up in half diagonally, hence
reaching the opposite corner pocket (furthest away from where it was struck). There is a rule
here. The rule obviously can apply to any other size table, provided that A = B, where A =>
square up B => squares across.
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5 up 1 across
5 lines
Pocket 3
4 bounces

5 up 2 across
6 lines
Pocket 2
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5 up 11 across
15 lines
Pocket 3
14 bounces
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TABLE ROA/1
SIZE OF TABLE

LINES CREATED

POCKET HOLE ENDED UP IN

4.1

4

4

4.2

2

4

4.3

6

4

4.4

1

3

4.5

4

4.6

4

4

4.7

10

4

4.8

2

2

4.9

12

4

4.10

6

4

4.11

14

4

4.12

3

3

_

4

RULE
On observation, all squares across which are odd, ie 4, 3*, the billiard ball will end up in the
pocket hole 4. All squares across which are divisible by 4, will end up in either the pocket 2 or
3. The pocket hole is (or can be), determined by the previous hole that the ball ended up in.
If it was pocket 3, then the next number (right hand digit, which is divisible by 4, the ball ends
up in pocket 2.) The sequence of events goes like this, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2
An
explanation as to why the ball ends up in pocket 2 or 3 say, 4, 8, 12, 16 is as follows:
In Table ROA/1, shown above, say, 4, 16 the ball struck from 45 degrees would cover 4
squares across. 16 is 4 x 4, so at the fourth line it would end up in the pocket 2, because after
the last rebound off the side the ball is travelling downwards and the previous hole was 3 on
size 4, 12.
Rosanne Benn (1997, p.25), has said that 'the use of group work encourages problem
generation and solving approaches to learning mathematics. Group work encourages the
exploring and discovering of mathematics in a concrete and human process. Through
discussion, adults can learn to articulate their point of view, listen to others, ask appropriate
questions, how to recognise and respond to mathematically relevant challenges and in these
ways to develop their mathematical conceptions and their applications'.
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One such group, having completed size of tables from a constant of 4 squares up and 'X'
squares across, they are still struck with a problem. For example, what happens on a table size
of 8 squares across and 7 squares? The group have argued that knowing the rule for the table
size of A, X does not help to find out about table size 8, 7, so instead, they have tried to find
out by, writing down all the results from tables and then try to find a rule which fits in for all
size tables. They discussed among themselves that when a billiard table whose base is divided
into squares, this can be very helpful, the task says that the ball is always struck at 45 degrees
and rebounds at the same angle.
This then is easy to do without a protractor because the ball always cuts a square in half
diagonally. They also found out that drawing each different size table is quite tiring and
therefore, sought for a general solution of the problem by searching for a formula.
As a result, the group have drawn a 23, 33 square size table. The whole table is covered with
squares which have been cut through once. If we wanted to find the pocket hole ended up in
and the number of lines created, then we proceed as follows:
For 16, 17 (16 squares up, 17 squares across). We counted 16 squares up, make a mark N
and do the same with 17 across (see Figure ROA/1 below). The method the group adopted
was that they go 2 pieces of paper and covered the rest of the table leaving only the size of
table needed and you can use your pen or pencil and follow through the lines, always keeping
the number of lines you counted.
4
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17
The result so, for a table of 16, 17 as in Fig ROAM is 32 lines and pocket 4.
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TABLE ROA/2 RESULTS
LENGTH

WIDTH

PERIMETER

BOUNCES

LINES

HOLE

1 sq

1 sq

4cm

0

1

1

2

6cm

1

2

2

1

3

8cm

2

3

3

1

4

10cm

4

2

1

5

12cm

4

5

3

1

6

14cm

5

6

2

1

7

16cm

6

•7

3

1

8

18cm

7

8

2

- 1

9

20cm

8

9

3

1

10

22cm

9

10

2

BOUNCES

LINES

HOLE

,

3

TABLE ROA/3 RESULTS
WIDTH

1

LENGTH

PERIMETER

2 sq

1 sq

6cm

1

2

4

2

2

8cm

0

1

3

2

3

10cm

3

4

4-

2

4

12cm

1

. 2

2

2

5

14cm

5

4

4

2

6

16cm

2

3

3

2

7

18cm

7

4

4

2

8

20cm

3

2

2

2

9.

22cm

9

4

4

24cm

4

3

3

2

10
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TABLE ROA/4 RESULTS
WIDTH

LENGTH

3 sq

1 sq

3

PERIMETER

LINES

BOUNCES

3

HOLE

8cm

2

2

10cm

3

4

2

3

3

12cm

0

1

3

3

4

14cm

5

6

2

3

5

16cm

6

7

3

3

6

18cm

1

2

2

3

7

20cm

8

9

3

3

8

22cm

9

10

2

3

9

24cm

2

3

-3

3

10

26

11

12

2

LINES

HOLE

.

_

3

TABLE ROA/5 RESULTS
WIDTH

LENGTH

PERIMETER

BOUNCES

10cm

3

4

4

2

12cm

1

2

4

4

3

14cm

5

6

4

4

4

16cm

0

1

3

4

5

18cm

7

8

4

4

6

20cm

3

4

4

4

7

22cm

9

10

4

4

8

24cm

1

2

2

4

9

26cm

11

12

4

4

10

28cm

5

6

4

4 sq

1 sq

4
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TABLE ROA/6 RESULTS
WIDTH

LENGTH

PERIMETER

BOUNCES

5 sq

1 sq

12cm

4

5

2

14cm

5

6

2.

5

3

16cm

6

7

3

5

4

18cm

7

8

5

5

20cm

0.

1

2
3

5

6

22cm

9

10

2

5

7

24cm

10

11

3

5

8

26cm

11

12

2

-9

28cm

12

13

3

10

30cm

1

2

2

5
5

-

LINES

5

.

HOLE

_

3

TABLE ROA/5 RESULTS
PERIMETER

BOUNCES

LINES

HOLE

1 sq

14cm

5

6

4

6

2

16cm

2

3

3

6

3

18cm

1

2

4

6

4

20cm

3

4

2

6

5

22cm

9

10

4

6

6

24cm

0

1

3

6

7

26cm

11

12

4

6

8

28cm

5

. 6

2

6

9

30cm

3

4

4

6

10

32cm

6

7

3

WIDTH

LENGTH

6 sq
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Start

In general, after observing and looking at the results of the tables it is important to look for a
relationship between the number of times the ball rebounds is related to the length of the tables
sides, the perimeter of the table and the area of the table. For example, take the letter K to
represent the number 4 and K to represent the number 16, then we can formulate some kind of
relationship with holes and pockets.
(X - n (x 2) equals P
n equals [X - P/n]

(X-n x 2) equals P.
h equals [X - PI
A/even

B/even

equals pocket 2, 3 and 4

A
Odd

Odd

equals pocket 3

A
Odd
Even

Even
Odd

equals pocket 2
equals pocket 4

no

11—A
=
a

if

then, hole equAs r,r 3.

If B + A equals an odd number, then this implies 3. Similarly if B ÷ A equals an even number,
then this implies that the number is 2.
From this we can infer that if B equals 16, then the hole is 2, provided that A is an even
number. Equally if A equals 16 then the hole is 4, provided that the number is even. Hence,
the results from tables on the next pages are arranged differently. But this time round we have
cancelled 'bounces' and 'perimeter', the reason being that we want to fit in more results to
find a rule to which hole the ball goes in.
Perimeter equals (W + L) x 2
When W equals width and

Bounces equals lines - 1
L equals length
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TABLE ROA/12
Size

Created Pocket
3
2
2
3
2
4
5
3
6
3
7

111111111111Eill
1, 2
1, 4
1, 5
1, 6
1, 7

MEM

111111111011111111311
9
1, 9
MEM
1,10

10

2

Size
2, 1
2, 2
2, 3
2, 4
2, 5
2, 6
2, 7
2, 8
2, 9
2,10

Created
2
1
4
2
6
3
8
4
10
5

Pocket
4
3
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
3

Size
Created Pocket
3, 1
3
3
3, 2 4
2
3 1
3
3, 4
6
2
3, 5
7
3
3, 6
2
2
3, 7
9
3
3, 8
10
2
3, 9
2
3
3,10
12
2

TABLE ROA/13
Size
4, 1
4, 2
4, 3
4, 4
4, 5
4, 6
4, 7
4, 8
4, 9
4,10

Created
4
2
6
1
8
4
10
2
12
6

Pocket
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
2
4
4

Size
5, 1
5, 2
5, 3
5, 4
5, 5
5,6
5, 7
5,8
5, 9
5,10
5,11

Created Pocket
5
3
6
2
3
7
2
8
3
1
2
10
11
3
12
2
3
13
2
2
3
15

TABLE ROA/14
Size
7, 1
7, 2
7, 3
7, 4
7,5
7, 6
7, 7
7, 8
7, 9
7,10
7,11

Created
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
14
15
16
17

Pocket
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

Size
8, 1
8, 2
8, 3
8, 4
8, 5
8, 6
8, 7
8, 8
8, 9
8,10

Created
8
4
10
2
12
6
14
1
16
8
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Pocket
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4

Size
6, 1
6, 2
6, 3
6, 4
6, 5
6, 6
6, 7
6, 8
6, 9
6,10
6,11

Created Pocket
6
4
3
3
4
2
4
2
4
10
1
2
12
4
2
6
4
7
3
4
16

TABLE ROA/15
9, 1
9, 2
9, 3
9, 4
9, 5
9, 6
9, 7
9, 8
9, 9
9, 10
9, 11
9, 12
9, 13
9, 14
9, 15

9
10
3
2
12
13
4
15
16
18
19
6
21
22
7

3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

10, 1
10, 2
10, 3
10, 4
10, 5
10, 6
10, 7
10, 8
10, 9
10, 10
10,11
10, 12
10, 13
10, 14

10
5
12
6
2
7
16
8
18
1
20
10
22
11

11, 1
11, 2
11,3
11, 4
11, 5
11, 6
11, 7
11, 8
11,9
11, 10
11, 11
11, 12
11, 13
11, 14

4
3
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
3

3
11
2
12
13- 3 •
14 2
3
15
16
2
17
3
2
18
19
3
20
2
3
1
2
22
3
23
2
24

12, 1
12
12, 2
6
12,3 _ 4
3
12, 4
16
12,5
2
12, 6
12
12, 7
4
12, 8
6
12, 9
10
12, 10
12, 11
12
12, 12
1
24
12, 13

4
4
4
3
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
3
4

16
8
18
4
20
10
22
2
24
12
26
6
28
14

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

TABLE ROA/16
13, 1
13, 2
13, 3
13, 4
13, 5
13, 6
13, 7
13, 8
13, 9
13, 10
13, 11
13, 12
13, 13

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1

3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

2
3

14
14, 1
7_
14,2
16
14, 3
8
14, 4
18
14, 5
9
14, 6
2
14, 7
10
14, 8
22
14, 9
14,10 11
14, 11 _ 24
14, 12 12
14, 13 26

15, 1
15, 2
15, 3
15, 4
15, 5
15, 6
15,7
15, 8
15, 9
15, 10
15, 11
15, 12
15, 13
15, 14

4
3
4
2
4
3
4
2

4
3

4
2
4
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15
16
5
18
3
6
21
22
7
4
25
8
27
28

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

16, 1
16, 2
16, 3
16, 4
16, 5
16, 6
16, 7
16, 8
16, 9
16, 10
16, 11
16,12
16, 13
16, 14
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Rules
Having made all the necessary results tables, we could see many patterns and as a result come
up with a set of rules and formulas, starting with the simplest rule.
A B
13
26

13 denotes to the width or squares up
26 denotes to the length or squares across

For this size table, to find the hole pocket, lines and bounces follow instructions below:
If AFB do B
A

if A>B do A
B

Here it is B which equals 2, and 2 denotes the number of lines created
A
If A or B
B
A

= even number -+ pocket 2
= odd number --> pocket 3

Bounce number = lines - 1
So the pocket hole is 2, number of lines is 2 and bounces = 2 - 1
.--- 1 bounce
This rule only works if one number ie width or length is divisible by the other.
To sum up the rules in shorter terms:
Find out if any one number is divisible by the other
Then do B or A = line number
A B
No of bounces = line - 1
The reason for why this rule works that if it is a divisible number ie the width will fit in the
length for x times
Fig ROAJ3
4cm
4cm
4 cm
Fig 1 4cm

1st life

2nd 11

3rd ' e

12cm
In Fig ROA/3 the ball always travelled from left --> right and never the opposite. When the

ball makes its first bounce, it would have travelled the same length as its width which is 4. As
the total length is 12cm 4cm fits into 12, 3 times, so on the 3rd line it will end up in a pocket.
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If neither numbers are divisible by the other, then these rules apply to them.
The width (square up) A
The length (squares across) = B
1. If A is odd
B is odd

then the resulting pocket = 3

2. If A is odd
B is even

= pocket 2

3. If A is even
B is odd

= pocket 4

An example for rule (1) from results tables
1,9
3,3
5,7
7,1

-->
—>
-4
—>

3
3
3
3

9,5
11,13
13,11
15,17

—>
—>
—>
-->

3
3
3
3

11,14 -4
11,16 —>
13,2 —>
15,4 —>

2
2
2
2

-4
6,5
8,11 —+
10,11 -->
12,9 -4

4
4
4
4

An example for rule (2)
1,8
3,6
5,19
9,12

-->
—>
-+
—>

2
2
2
2

An example for rule (3)
2,7
4,5
4,3
6,7

-4

—+
-4

4
4
4
4

If both length and width are even numbers then a more complicated method is used to find the
pocket hole. This is because pocket 2, 3 and 4 are all open.
1. If B is divisible by A, vice versa (see Rule 1)
2. If not Do A. If even go to (3), if odd go to (4)
2
3. Do B = even —> pocket 2
2 = odd --> pocket 4
4. Do B = odd —4 pocket 3
2 = even —> pocket 2
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Examples
' 6,8

-+

6 = 3 (odd)
2
1 = 4 (even)
2
checked in results from tables.
even -÷ 2

4,10 -+

n

4 = 2 (even)

2
10 = 5 (odd)
2
checked in results table
odd ---> 4
6,14 —>

6 = 3 (odd)
2
14 = 7 (odd
2
checked in results table
odd --+ 3

I've dealt only with size tables in which the width was shorter than the length. To find a size
table for A > B first you must find A< B (width shorter than the length B)
1

4

Fig 2
Fig 2 2

1

As shown in Fig 2, pocket 4 is opposite pocket 2. Pocket 3 is not opposite pocket 1 as a
sense that the ball never goes into pocket 1.
Fig ROAJ4
A>B

A<B

2

4

3

3

2

4

4

2

4

2

-->

6,4

4,6

8,6

6,8

10,6 6,10

2

4

4

2

3

As shown the reverse size table results in the opposite pocket hole.
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3

Example 1
Find the pocket hole for a billiard table size 10cm by 4cm (1cm = 1 square). First find the
pocket hole for 4 cm by 10
=4
The opposite hole to 4 is 2. Therefore 10 by 4 --+ pocket 2
4

MMIIIIMEI MINIM

34

3

MMUMMEIMM

M
TAMMEIMMMOMM
1

2

2

Example 2
Find the pocket hole for a table size 10 by 6.
6 by 10 —> pocket 3
10 by 6 therefore is still pocket 3

MOM MBOMOU 3
MMMLIMMMOM n
M MEM MOM
MUM MOM OW
MEM MEM MU
OUM 2
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An explanation for why the following rules work
can be seen in 4 diagrams
4
11
10
9

21►/11111111MINO21
111/0/112112MMI.
8
MINELP21111/2211
7 KIP
6 EirMISII2WROIN
5 LIMIISLMEILME
FAMILMEIMITALPIEIN
4
3
2
1

1
4
4
3
2
1

PrialreerMIIIM1

This table is 11 x 9 (odd and odd)
From our rule A is odd
B is odd
Resulting pocket hole = 3
which is correct
For the ball to get into pocket 4 or 2 the
width or length must be an even number.
This is because the ball bounces to the
pocket at every even number shown by
the rings 0.

131/11111/2OPMWAO
GIRMEIGIOMMIN
2
I
IP
OP
7

1

IBMINIEME1

IrdardanalV
14[ 1 1. 14. 1

1

9

This table is 5 by 6
A is odd
B is even = pocket 2
The ball will never go into pocket 3 or 4 because they are
closed
iu puilcut 4 • nimbi -. iJe even. r nib WI
io
Fur ilie
2 the ball to go in pocket 3 A & B must be odd

If the width and length are even then the possibility of the ball ending up in pocket 2, 3 or 4 is
true. As shown below
4

3

There are 3 different sets of sequences
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

4342
3232
4443
4444

4342
3232
4443
4444

4342
3232
4443
4444

2
The first set of sequences work for when
B = even —> pocket 2
A is even —+ then
2 = odd —> pocket 3
2
However the 3rd sequence mainly works on factors of 8, ie 8, 16, 32, 40. If the length is a
factor of the width then the ball ends up in pocket 3. If not it ends up in pocket 4
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ault1
So far we can find the pocket hole for different size table using the rules already described to
find the lines created and the number of bounces there are basically 2 formulas
L fA+B)- 1
2 2

This formula is used to calculate the number of lines created for a size
table whose width = even length = even number

A = Width
B = length
2, + W) - 1
This formula is used for size table of
Length
L Length Width
odd
even
W - Width
even
odd
odd
odd
The number of bounces = lines - 1. To test this formula, find out- the number of lines created
and bounces for the following size tables.
1.
2.
3.

4 by 10
6 by 8

4.
5.
6.

6 by 10
10 by 14
7 by 8

7.
8.
9.

9 by 4
8 by 5
6 by 5

10. 5 by
11. 3 by

Solutions
I. 4 by 10 = even and even
(A+13)- 1 = Cel+tg)- 1
2 2
= (2 + 5) - 1
= 7 - I = 6 lines
2 2
number of bounces 6 -1 = 5 bounces checked in results from table.
2. 4 by 6 even and even

(A+131.2=a+0-1
2 2
= (2 + 3) - 1 = 5 - 1 = 4 Lines
2 2
4 - 1 = 3 bounces checked in results from table
3.

6 by 8
(A.+B3)- 1 =(.6+ 8)- 1
= (3 + 4) - 1 = 7 - 1 = 6 Lines
2 2
2 2
6 - 1 = 5 bounces checked in results from table

4.

6 by 10 = even and even
(A+B)- 1 = (6 +101- 1
2 2
2 2
= (3 + 5) - 1— 8 - 1 = 7 lines
7 -1 = 6 bounces checked in results from table.

6.

10 by 14 = even and even
+ - 1 = (10 + 14) - 1
2
2
2 2
11 -1 = 10 bounces

= (5 + 7) - 1= 12 - 1 = 11 lines
checked in results from table.

7 by 8 = odd & even
(L+W)- 1=(7+8)- 1
14 - 1 = 13 bounces

= 14 Lines
= 15 - 1
checked in results from table
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•

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

9 by 8 = odd & even
(L+W)- 1=(9 +4)-1
12 - 1= 11 bounces

= 12 - 1
12 Lines
checked in results from table

8 by 5 = odd & even
(L+W)- 1=(8 +5)- 1
12 - 1 = 11 bounces

=12 Lines
= 13 - 1
checked in results from table

6 by 5 = odd & odd
(L+W)- 1
+ 5)- 1
10 - 1 = 9 bounces

= 10 Lines
11 - 1
checked in results from table •

by 7 =odd& odd
(L+W)- 1 —(5 + 7)- 1
11- I = 10 bounces

=11 Lines
--- 12-1
checked in results from table

3 by 7 odd & odd
(L +W) - 1 (3 + 7)- 1
9 - 1 = 8 bounces

= 9 Lines
10 - 1
checked in results from table

SUMMARY OF ALL RULES
To find the pocket hole
A
B
odd odd

pocket 3

A
B
odd even

pocket 2

A
B
even odd

pocket 4

A B
even even
1.

If either W or L is divisible by the other:
if* A<B
AifA>B
A
4 even 4 pocket 2
4 odd 4 pocket 3

2.

If not do

A = even 4 do B
2
2
If A > B, first find B. If the result is 4
3 then A> B = 3
2 thenA>B=4
4 then A> B = 2
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if

even 4 pocket 2
odd 4 pocket 4

To find numbers of lines and bounces
If either W or L is divisible by the other:
Do BifA<B
A
= numbers of lines
Bounces = lines - 1

or

If neither are divisible

doAifA>B
B

Fl

=

(

B2
(L + W) - 1

F2 =
Width
even
odd
even
odd

8. + ji) - 1

Length
even
use Fl
even use F2
odd
use F2
odd
use F2

FIG ROA/5
B or A
A B
Divisible

[

1

-----Yes

evrn
Pocket 2

No
Do A
2

odd
I
Pocket 3

evL7

even
odd
pocket 2 pocket 3

Width
Even

Length
Even

Odd
Even
Odd

Odd
Odd
Even

)
)
)

even
pocket 2

-

(A = B) - 1
2 2

-

(L+W)- 1
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HOW ONE GROUP REACTED TO THE INVESTIGATION
Certainly, the evidence in this investigation suggests that adult students gain more when they
know what work they are personally accountable for and what to do when they have finished.
This is how they reacted to the investigation:
"Our first intention was to do the hidden faces of cubes investigation, CAngiama, RO (1995).
We realised that we were not really going to get stuck into it, so we changed our minds but
instead we choose to investigate the strange billiard table. We came up with three things that
-we should be able to find out at the end of the investigation.
These are the eventual pocket number, number with line created and the number of bounces.
We set about by testing our tables after tables with the width as always being the same and the
length being varied. When we collected the results from the different tables, we immediately
saw a sequence of patterns for the pocket numbers.
Hence, we did the same for the billiard tables, each time collecting results and having done enough
on results, the really hard and long part came up, that is trying to find a rule or formula and we are
expected to find 3 rules or formulas, one for the pocket numbers, number of lines created and one
for the number of bounces created. In order to do this, we tried concentrating on one type of
billiard table, assuming that A equals a constant and B equals a X. Here, we seemed to have found
a rule but when we applied it to another size table, it did not work. However, we found out which
tables had the same rules, sometimes doing most of the working in our heads.
In the end there were 6 rules for finding the pocket hole, one for the number of bounces and 2
formulas for the number of lines created. A vital part of this investigation which helped us
arrive to our rules and formulas was experimenting. We suddenly noticed that there were
more than rule or formulas, because we grouped all the size of tables together, according to
which rule or formula works for them but after all this, things became clearer, easier and
`Alas', we found out the solutions for what needed to be investigated.
Doing an investigation or practical task near the end of the course is not suitable because our
examinations are coming up and we need to revise. This limits the time allowed to the task. The
investigation could be extended or improved if we had more time. By this we mean the pocket
holes, or one pocket hole. Yet another extension could be that the ball is hit from pocket 3 or 4
and even 2 balls could be used, both struck at different ends of the table as shown below."

NMI DA
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In conclusion, I would argue that group work rewards for everyone achieving their individual
target often produce high motivation and one study found 22% (percent) greater involvement
of adult students in their work using these strategies. however, critics have argued that group
work deemed poor when students simply share the same work and the same answers but with
investigative mathematics there was evidence of sharing good practice with whole group.
`Through discussion, adults can learn to articulate their point of view, listen to others, ask
appropriate questions, how to recognise and respond to mathematically relevant challenges
and in these ways to develop their mathematical conceptions and their applications'. The
students take an active part in the lessons and demonstrate their developing independence and
sense of responsibility.
Equally important is that the teacher as a researcher demonstrates personal attributes,
technical competence, and subject knowledge that will promote the students' learning in an
atmosphere of respect and confidence and the students enjoy each other's company, are seen
to be mutually supportive and treat each other with courtesy and respect.
During the investigation, the teacher as a researcher constantly raises the intellectual level of the
verbal exchanges which took place in the learning and teaching environment when we found out
that a billiard table with 4 holes is a good investigation. An ordinary table would have 6 holes. The
ball is struck at 45 degrees, so it is easy to follow the ball with the help of squares. The reason why
it was suggested was because the strange billiard table should have only 4 holes and because too, if
you don't, then the ball will always go into the top centre pocket.
We found out that there were only 4 possible sets sequences for the results as obtained in the
tables thus:
•
•
•
•

23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 .......
43 42 43 42 43 42 43 42 43 42 .......
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 .......
4443444244434 4

From here it was possible to establish the rules and so if the width is even in the number of
squares, no matter what the length is, it would always give the set of results : 23 23 23 .. and 4
4 4 34 4 4 2 ... If the width is odd and the length is varying, then the set of results would be
43 42 43 42 43 42 and if the width is a multiple of 8, that is to say, 26, 31 it's obvious that
the result is going to be 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.
Therefore, in practice if we had a strange billiard table which was not divided into squares,
then its width and length can be seen to be measured. For example, a billiard table measures
0.5m in width and 0.8 in length. The solution would be that the equivalent of a square is 1cm
squared and its side would be lcm thus:
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0.5 x 100
0.8 x 100
50 by 80

50 cm
80 cm
. implies (>) odd and even

Here we have a rule > > > > > > > > > > pocket 2 as illustrated in tables.
So,

(50 + 80) - 1
(L + W) - 1 =
1320 - 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>129 lines
rebounds = 129 - 1 = 128

One closes this paper with feelings of challenges and excitement that the argument has come
to an end and to leave the last word with The Cockcroft Report (1982), which stated, 'the
idea of investigation is fundamental both to the study of mathematics itself and also to an
understanding of the ways in which mathematics can be used to extend knowledge and to
solve problems in very many field.'
Mathematics investigation (MI), provides a basis for improving the quality of teaching and
learning mathematics and, therefore, leads to an improvement on standards. The paper calls
for a critical mathematics curriculum for adult students re-learning mathematics.
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University pedagogy - how social scientists make mathematical meanings:
`Before I went into the exam my friend said do the brackets first..'
Sybil Cock,
University of North London, UK

Introduction
These are some findings of a small study of a group of social science degree students, and the
ways in which they dealt with the need to demonstrate, in an examination, some basic
mathematical and statistical skills. The theoretical context of the study is in the branch of
maths education known as "situated cognition", which derives from the works of the social
anthropologist Jean Lave. These have attracted much attention recently in the UK, following
seminars in Oxford, and represent a shift from the purely psychological analysis of skill
acquisition - which separates the learner from the learned - towards studies of learners in a
broader social and, I would argue, institutional context.
Lave's pathbreaking book, Cognition in Practice (1990) analysed in detail the mathematical
practices of adults faced with "best buy" problems in supermarkets and in a formal test of
"school maths". The discontinuities in success are striking: writing on the difficulties adults
had with multi-stage calculations in tests, she states: "The rules for transforming problems in
school lessons, learned as formulae, mainly by rote, seem very different from the ubiquitous
and successful transformation of problems in the supermarket. The latter do not appear to
involve formulaic rules at all" (page 62) and "that they struggled to produce half-forgotten
algorithms for fraction and decimal transformations during the math test (suggests) that they
may not have integrated school-taught algorithms as the "method of choice" into a number of
situations in their adult lives."
Lave demonstrates in a variety of ways that investigations of the transferability of
mathematics across situations are consistently negative. If this view is correct, it has massive
pedagogical implications, since it calls into question our (teachers') natural expectations that
we are effective. As Lave and Wenger say: "What gets learned is problematic with respect to
what gets taught." (page 40). My first focus is then on students' assessments of what they
needed to do to succeed at maths. Findings about the success of informal mathematical
methods are repeatedly reported in the literature, and not just among adults. Baker's (1996)
findings on children's formal and informal numeracy practices, again carried out from within
the ethnographic tradition, are summarised thus:
"The research explored the part that contexts and culture (values and beliefs) play in
numeracy practices, and showed that learners' concern with their performance, in order
to get praise, dominated their practices: yet as a motivating factor performance does
not drive curiosity or fuel the desire to solve a problem" (page 80).
This raises the further issue, crucial in the present study, of the motivation and reward system
for learning mathematics at University, especially for students who may have experienced
sustained educational failure in the past, and the analysis of motivations forms a second strand
to this paper. These all call into question the very nature of the mathematics taught in our
classrooms, which, for my purposes, include university classrooms. It seems, on the basis of
anecdotal evidence of generations of adult students, that, for a very large number, the practices
of school and college maths classrooms are rather ineffective at giving students skills and
knowledge which they can adapt, apply and use in the myriad of situations in everyday, work
and further learning contexts in which they are needed. Indeed this is reflected in repeated
debates, one currently initiated by our new government, drawing attention to low standards of
numeracy in young people.
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Furthermore, classroom maths practices may also have the effect of negating the value of the
successful mathematical strategies which learners use in real situations. These are informal,
often oral, sometimes practical (using fingers), mediated and making sense within specific
contexts, particularly work contexts in which mathematical practices are strongly influenced
by technology. These have been referred to as "mathematical craft knowledge of concrete
particulars and instances" (Ernest, 1997). This is connected to the incontestable fact that
learning mathematics, for many students, is clouded by high levels of anxiety and lack of
confidence. There is a considerable literature on the affective aspects of learning
mathematics, summarised usefully by Evans and Tsatsaroni (1996), starting in the UK with
Buxton's book. (1981)

The University context
Most students at UNL take a mathematical component as part of their programme. The
present study is of a particular group - students on the Applied Social Science degree. These
were chosen because there is no formal mathematical prerequisite for entry into the
programme, so they represent the maximum diversity of mathematical attainment and
confidence. The unit is known as Data Analysis and its content and outcomes could be
summarised as functional numeracy; an ability of display data in a range of forms, and an
ability to calculate descriptive statistics, including averages and the standard deviation in a
variety of social. contexts, most of them invented. The unit is taken by 350 students in total,
and a very high proportion of these are mature returners to education. The teaching and
learning of this unit has, it seems, always been problematic. There has been considerable
resistance from students following pathways in, for example, Cultural Studies, to engaging
with Data Analysis at all, and this was strongly borne out in the interviews. However, in
practice the real cause for concern is that the institution, for very practical reasons, measures
outcomes by a single and very crude criterion - exam passes, and that these exams or other
assessment instruments seem to provide the major or only motivation for learning maths for
many students.
The historically low pass rates for this unit led to an attempt to redesign the course to begin to
take into account some of the diversity of the student body, which has not been well served by
the didactic, teacher-centred model of teaching used previously. In addition it was felt that
degree level students should be able to learn in an autonomous manner, taking responsibility
for their learning. A considerable block of staff time was devoted to writing up the course
content into a user-friendly self-learning package which included exposition, context, selfassessment activities with detailed feedback and examination-type questions, also with
feedback. Students were exhorted to work their way through the materials, at a suggested
pace, to cover the 12 week semester. The booklet, contains many suggestions for group
activities and study skill hints. Drop-in staffed sessions were provided but these were
designated as "optional" in the expectation that students whose previous competence allowed
them to learn the skills and techniques without difficulty would not need to use them, but
others with greater difficulty would be able to benefit from sustained individual and small
group tutor support. It was hoped that the course redesign would enable tutors to be able to
pay attention to the needs of individuals who were experiencing difficulty and to actively shift
their understandings of success at mathematics towards a more holistic view. This context
provides a very severe constraint on what is learned and how the learning can be expressed.
A further issue for University students recalls the general debates on transferability.
Particularly in new Universities, the curriculum is shifting markedly away from the
transmission of a body of knowledge towards a notion of preparing students for a generic state
of graduateness and employability. Much attention is paid to attempting to define these
qualities but inherent in all of them is the idea of personal transferable skills, such as
communication, problem solving, information gathering being somehow embedded in the
curriculum. The recent Dearing report on Higher Education (1997)identifies Numeracy as one
of four 'key skills'.
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A model for university maths learning
Studies of real life and workplace maths practices have, as we have seen, emphasised the
discontinuities between the explicit mathematical knowledge of the classroom and the tacit
maths knowledge held and deployed by the individual in her functioning social context. I
have summarised this polarisation in the following table, following Ernest (1997a) and others.
explicit matas
t

tacit maths

I

consists of:

methods, approaches, strategies

detmitions
abstract knowledge
standard tasks, exercises,
algorithms and symbolic manipulations,
provable, assessable, warranted
knowledge
surface learning

knowledge of exemplars from past
experiences, situated in context of
acquisition and use
functional numeracy, estimation strategies,
confident, assimilated knowledge,
deep learning

motivation is

extrinsic, provided by exams and other
formal assessment

intrinsic, provided by interest, usefulness,
enjoyment, etc.

is also referred to as :

relational understanding

instrumental understanding
i.e.: knowledge of rules and how to
apply them, memory-dependent tasks,
rote learning

i.e.: understanding what to do and why,
assimilate into appropriate schema
(Skemp)(1971)

is characteristic of::
most umversiiy curncum which teitcn

increasingly ui school mauls, t.n...a.c. and A

maths as a set of (easily measurable)
skills

level, as syllabuses become more
contextualised, technology based, etc.
approaches, problem solving strategies,
confidence create the possibility of transfer.

mathematical skills/abilities generally
assumed to be transferable between
contexts

known and knower related, situated
knowledge

unique subject separate from knower
The student interviews
After the examination, groups of students were interviewed. Students who had failed the
examination were invited to attend group sessions to look at the reasons for their failure and
(and this provided the motivation for their inclusion in the study) to receive some help and
guidance and strategy for passing the resit examination. These sessions (3 in total involving
about 20 students) were taped and transcribed.
Analysis of results
Firstly I want to look at the type of maths knowledge talked about by the students in the
interviews. To what extent did they indicate a desire or an intention to acquire either explicit
or tacit mathematical understanding? Secondly I want to examine the major motivational
factors which circumscribed their learning. It can be argued, and studies of workplace
mathematics have demonstrate this, that mathematical techniques can be learned effectively
when learners are engaged in socially meaningful tasks which provide motivation, and
regulation for the task. In a University, the motivational context is the narrow one presented
by the end-of-semester exam. In a school, the perspective might be rather longer, and in other
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contexts such as shopping or work calculations, might be quite open ended. I was interested
to see how the two groups saw their motivations to learn maths - did it exist outside the exam?
Had the motivation been generated at some earlier stage?
(al Interview evidence: explicit or tacit?

The students were looking at slides of the exam they had failed. They were looking at
questions such as:
12-4+2=
20-4+2=
(16 -4)X 3 +1=

They commented:
"I remember BODMAS; something to do with brackets first".
"couldn't remember , mind went blank, all I could remember was the stupid
BODMAS"
"Yeah, I remember, he was going dedadedadeda and it was my first time. I didn't know
what was going on."
"Before I went in to the exam my friend said do the brackets first."
These comments all show students searching for a key or formula, something they needed to
`know' or 'remember' to help them solve an unfamiliar problem. The 'rule' which might have
helped them is sometimes known as BODMAS, but it did not seem to have made sense to any
of these students and their knowledge seemed to be limited to a recall of the name of the
acronym.
The second group of questions concerned correcting decimal numbers to a given number of
decimal places or significant figures. The comments included:
"I thought you moved the decimal points further up. I remember when I was at school
we used to do something like that."
"My problem is what to do with the fractions on the other side. So you look at it in a
bigger context - the whole number, before the decimal." (surprised)
"I'm confused - there's so many solutions to a problem."
"Is it the way it's written down you ? Oh...I get a decimal point..." (disappointed).
This second group of comments again focuses on the detail of the symbols while losing the
wider meaning of the numbers. The focus is very much on the individual operations needed,
they were searching for a recipe which always worked.
"I'm all right with stuff I think I can use day to day in every day living but ... like
this positive and negative numbers I could not understand the relevance of it, you
know, I still don't" (F2)
This student really made explicit how negative the whole learning experience was!
A further question asked students to calculate mean, median, mode, standard deviation and
adjusted frequencies from a data set presented as a frequency table. Their comments included:
"I have a rough idea but there are so many things to do: the mean, the adjusted
frequency, which is which in the exam, that's where I get kind of
confused."
"It's just knowing which one to apply to which."
"Mean is the average or middle number."
"No, the mean is where all the numbers are laid out in order and then you divide by the
total, by 2 that one is the middle."
Here the students are again trying hard to recall formulae, and in particular trying to remember
a (non-existent) formula for the median which has lodged itself as easy to remember.
"No, I just need to remember that the mode is on the left hand side not the right."
This comment reflects a conventional layout of frequency tables, and the common confusion
between the modal value and the modal frequency.
" Will you get the same answer if you don't use the calculator?"
There was considerable resistance to using a calculator.
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"I can't remember. It's over the total number of members that answer. One bit you
take away those who refuse to answer. You have to read the question."
This last comment was made with some hesitation, as if the numbers themselves should
produce a correct answer, and reference to the context of the question was somehow
inappropriate.
(b) Interview evidence: Motivational
The students' conversation was dominated by the exam they would have to retake. Not one of
them was able to give a meaning or a context to what they were doing.
"These numbers - so many of them just make me panic - I think it's wrong if I miss one
- and they carry so many marks, you must get it right."
"I did the exercises and got them right. When it came to the exam I just panicked."
"The problem is the standard deviation - I'd just miss that out."
"Also (another unit) was so hard you had to put so much into it it was
unbelievable...people actually let this go."
"I want to pass it so desperately - I've never failed anything in my life until this."
The comments here demonstrate the extent to which the examination dominated the learning
of these student groups. They behaved strategically by leaving out topics, they panicked, they
calculated and allocated their time in the exam. They allowed themselves to fail in order to
buy themselves time for other parts of their course. The examination encourages this type of
behaviour by allowing students to pass with merely 40% of available marks.

Conclusion
It should be stressed that these findings are very tentative, and that the method of enquiry is
subject to refinement. However, it seems reasonable to propose:
• That conventional examinations are an inadequate motivator for mature students, for those
with low confidence, to learn very basic maths
• That students who fail exams such as these display very serious misunderstandings about
the nature of the mathematics they are trying to do, and seem to see it as a series of explicit
rules rather than attempting to make their knowledge tacit. These exams actively
encourage the acquisition of mathematical understandings in an explicit form
• Successful teaching of numerical ideas such as these to mature students needs a much
more explicit emphasis on learning skills and methods of approach to problem solving
than is ever provided in a large modular degree scheme
• That this view of mathematics learning has quite serious curricular implications for adult
students - given that the HE curriculum is based on assumptions about transfer.
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Developing Guidance Material to uncover a Mathematics Profile of Adult
Participants on a Crane Course
Lena Lindenskov
University of Roskilde, Denmark
The focus of this conference session was a pilot study in the Danish "Profile in Mathematics"
project implemented by the Directorate General for Employment, Placement and Vocational
Training and the Ministry of Education. The project was introduced at ICME 8, 1996 by Tine
Wedege:
Wedege (1997:152) described that the original working title of the project "Diagnostic Test
in Mathematics" had to be changed because each of the words "diagnostic", "test",
and "mathematics" is enough to make many adults shudder. As the purpose of the
project was not to test and sort, but rather to create a basis for advising the individual
participant with a point of departure in his/her mathematical skills, the title has now
been changed to "Profile in Mathematics". The point at issue in the project is, on the
one hand, the difficulties experienced by early school leavers with regard to
requirements concerning their arithmetic and mathematical skills in adult education
programmes. On the other hand, it is the teachers' lack of opportunity to differentiate
the teaching in relation to the qualifications and needs of the individual participant.
The pilot study develops and tests specific guidance material. When this material is fully
developed it will be used to guide participants and teachers on a course for crane workers
which teaches them to choose the right tools (wires and hawsers) and to fix them correctly on
the load which is to be lifted or moved. Later on material will be developed adjusted to the
different types of courses for each trade.
The course takes place within the framework of the Adult Vocational Training System in
Denmark. It is, therefore, regulated by the Ministry of Labour, not the Ministry of Education.
Most of the participants are adults who were early school leavers; most of the teachers are
former skilled workers. It is a full-time three week course which focuses on personal safety,
the correct use of lifting equipment and efficient processing of goods. Mathematics is not the
focus of the course but is mostly integrated with other areas (eg with the concept of Working
Load Limit), except for the measurement of area and cubic measure, which are taught
separately.
Aims of the guidance material
It is our aim that the material should uncover the participants' math-containing skills and life
experience from everyday and work relevant to the specific course. The material is to uncover
both what the participant can do and knows and what he/she lacks. It should also suggest how
the participant can set out on a conscious and relevant learning process.
The material can be used at the start of a course, not as an entrance examination but for
individual screening of a participant's difficulties and potential for handling the particular
course. It can also be used during the ongoing course to provide background information on
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specific difficulties experienced by the individual participant and to provide information
about the potential for overcoming these difficulties.
The guidance material consists of two packages
The material that has been developed consists of two packages:
- The first package aims at disclosing the participant's skills which indicate the areas he/she
might succeed in or might experience difficulties in during the course. The first package
consists of an individual paper and pencil test. The items are organised in numeracy
components; each item has only one right answer.
- The second package aims at providing more profound insight into the participant's skills,
conceptions, methods and potential for learning concerning those numeracy components in
which the participant did not succeed in the first package. The second package consists of a
dialogue with a specialist teacher about issues organised in the same numeracy components.
Concrete materials and photos are used as part of this dialogue. Participants who have not
experienced any difficulties with first package will not be offered the second package.
Six Phases in the Pilot Study
The pilot study for constructing and testing the two packages in the material for this course
consists of six phases.
First phase:
By analysing the written textbooks in use, we formulate no more than ten
central numeracy components.
Second phase:
Constructing the first package of about twenty paper and pencil test items.
Constructing the second package of questions and materials for dialogue.
Constructing forms for documentating and evaluating the individual
participant's difficulties and potential.
Third phase:
Testing the first and the second packages at three institutions with 45
participants answering the first package and 12 dialogues on the second
package. The testing was carried out by two senior students of mathematics.
Fourth phase:
Analysis of results of testing the first and second packages.
Fifth phase:
Considerations of the possible background of the participants' revealed
difficulties: are they based on context, lack of other skills, blocking, resistance,
or special forms of understanding? Considerations of how to make more
invisible potential visible.
Sixth phase:
Revision of the first and second packages.
The first, second and third phases have been completed. At present the study is in phase four
analysing the testing results.
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Working Model for Numeracy
In this project numeracy is seen as being composed of four dimensions. The first dimension
comprises the kind of material one observes and reacts to. We call this the dimension 'genre',
the second dimension is 'skills', the third is different possible contexts, and the fourth is
different personal aims.

Genre

Skills

raw
quantitative
data

roughly
estimating

prose:texts from
newspapers,
magazines,
brochures and
manuals

document:
tables,
schedules,
charts, graphs,
maps and forms

concrete
materials without
figures and
text

oral information

Context

Personal aims

at home

to get
qualitative or
quantitative
information

at the actual
workplace eg in
the trade
building

geometrical
sense

at workplaces
from the past or
the future,
perhaps in
another trade
shopping

numerical
sense

as a citizen

sense of weight

as a pupil
in the school

knowledge
of
number
manipulation

as an adult
learner at the
current vocational
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Figure 1: Working Model of Numeracy
The working model can be helpful in structuring different kinds of analytical and pragmatic
work on numeracy.
Numeracy components in the course for crane workers
In this pilot study we first used the working model as a tool for analysing the textbook in use
in the course. That extracted eight areas of handling cranes which involved numeracy
components. The eight areas were the following:
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1. If the weight is stated on the material to be moved, one should know what gross weight, net
weight and tare stand for. If the weight of the material is not stated, one should calculate or
estimate it. That involves calculating or estimating volume, which might be complicated. If
one does not know the specific gravity, one must locate it in a table. Then one has to multiply
by using corresponding units on volume and specific gravity.
2. In order to keep security distance, one should physically know what half a metre is. One
should be able to read and understand stated lengths, area and volume.
3. In order to fix the hawser properly on a long girder, one should calculate or estimate
fractions of the length of the girder
4. Under some special conditions (heat, the hook, the wire is twisted around the material), the
Working Load Limit is reduced. One has to calculate or estimate eg reduction of 30%, a
reduction of 50% or a reduction to 80%, and a reduction to 40%.
5. Estimating whether the spreading angle between two wires is of the ideal 60 degrees, or 90
or 120 degrees.
6. When one uses two wires the actual maximum loading is dependent on the spreading angle
between them. One has to estimate whether it is less than 30 degrees, between 30 and 90, or
between 90 and 120. To find the actual Working Load Limit, one has to either multiply the
WLL figure by 2, multiply it by 4 and divide by 3, or keep it as it is.
7. There is not yet any international agreement of standards for which angles are stated on the
cranes. So one has to be able to convert between the two kinds in use.
8. It is laid down by law that the crane worker must check the different tools. There are
specific limits for scrapping. One has to measure by slide gauge, calculate 5%, 10% and 1/3,
and assess the figures. The check must be documented.
From these eight areas of handling cranes, we extracted eight central numeracy components:
fractions
percentages
measure of lenght
measure of area
geometrical figures
angles
cubic measurement, including specific gravity
conversions
Then we constructed the first package and the second package. Firstly, we constructed for
each of the eight components a number of items for the paper and pencil test in the first
package. Secondly, we constructed for each of the eight components a number of questions
and materials for the dialogue in the second package.
Preliminary analysis of the test results
Testing was conducted by two mathematics students who were in the final phase of their
studies. It started by letting 45 participants attending the courses at three different adult
vocational training centres answer the first package. Then 12 of the 45 participants were
chosen to engage in dialogues on certain numeracy components of the second package - those
components in which the participant did not succeed in the first package. The dialogues were
not taped but documented and analysed on three separate forms. The dialogue was conducted
by one of the mathematics students while the other took notes on a form concerning
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occupation, skills and conceptions. After the dialogue the two mathematics students together
filled out two forms. One form was on the contexts that the participant seemed to prefer. The
second form dealt with the participant's interests, confidence and engagement in telling about
his/her conceptions and experience with numeracy.
The analysis of the testing is still ongoing, so only some preliminary results can be stated at
present. It seems that the organizing principle of having two packages has proved functional.
Some minor corrections of the individual paper and pencil test items seem to be appropriate,
eg on fractions and percentages. It seems that more concrete materials available at the adult
vocational training centres school should be incorporated in the second package.
Our testing has revealed new discrepancies between school mathematics and workplace
mathematics, especially concerning decimetres and methods of estimating the area of figures,
and we have become more aware of how the choice of terms indicates the context. We also
need to be more careful about the layout and choice of font (the letter 1 should not be
mistaken for the number 1).
Although the two forms for documentating the dialogues seem to be easy to use and to allow
some insight into the participant's potential, self-confidence and interests, we are still
looking for more ways of how to uncover even more.
How to create conditions for the material being used to empower the participants
The testing showed that the participants' thoughts were consistently on the possible
consequences of their involvement in the pilot project: would it entail consequences for the
ongoing course? Could it be 'used against me'? Some participants felt uncomfortable about
engaging in the first package even though they were told it was a test of the material, not of
themselves, and even though they were allowed to put their own secret mark on the front
page.
This shows, that when the fully developed material is to be used on a larger scale, we have to
be very careful about how to present the aim of the material and how to organise its use. We
intend to produce a video explaining the intentions of the material to the participants which
should ensure that all participants get the same information. It is also our intention to make
the documentation and evaluation of the results of the first and second packages available and
understandable to the individual participant. Taking the second package is each participant's
choice and if he chooses not to, he can still participate in the further program. Lastly, it is our
intention to ensure that there are specially trained teachers to implement the second package
and that they have materials at their disposal for participants wanting to develop the skills
they lack.
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Managing Change
Janet Duff in
University of Hull
Unlike my contributions to ALM1, ALM2 and ALM3, this contribution took the
form of a workshop rather than an account of ongoing research and related
work. This one, as did the others, builds on the earlier ones so that it
comes as a definition of practice in my teaching of undergraduates doing
degrees other than in mathematics who, because of lack of use since leaving
school, have tended to find that their knowledge of early number work has
slipped away from them. Some of these students have serious mental blocks
about mathematics but all of them have to face employers' numeracy tests when,
on graduation, they start to look for employment.
My courses have a twofold purpose: to change students' attitudes to early
number work in order to give them a different perspective on it and, because
they will be in employment when they use the material they have been meeting,
to help them to make the mathematics their own so that they will no longer be
looking for the teacher's tick to tell them whether what they have done is
correct. Instead they should be confident that they can tackle any kind of
mathematical problem which might arise in the course of their work in whatever
sphere that may be.
To effect the first purpose, I try to give them a mathematical framework
within which the material fits so that, instead of practising and perfecting
a series of disconnected techniques, they will learn to see connections
between topics by means of the few general mathematical principles on which
the work rests.
For the second purpose, I aim to put them in charge of their own learning and
through this to gain a confidence that is independent of 'having their work
marked'. So I never mark any work they do. Instead I try to show ways in
which they themselves can check, and hence be confident about, what they have
done.
The course starts with them being given a test compiled by a colleague in
another university's Careers Department on the basis of current tests in a
variety of types of graduate employment. I call it a 'test with a difference'
because it is not meant to be done in the normal way of tests. Instead they
are to go through it, item by item, recording two things about each: how they
feel when they read it (panic, easy etc) and whether they think they can do
it (tick), are sure they can't (cross) or are not sure (?).
This way, at the end of the test, they should have a good idea of which topics
cause them anxiety as well as which they think they can or cannot do, or are
uncertain about. From this they should have a good idea of what they need
from the course. I suggest they repeat the test at the end of the course to
judge for themselves what it has done for them.
(The workshop gives the test I use for this but there is not room to reproduce
it in this account of the session and in any case, colleagues who might want
to adopt this form of test would probably prefer to create a test more
appropriate to their own particular students.)
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My next course of action is to examine their knowledge of-the process of
subtraction, first by examining their school taught method (many are surprised
to discover there is more than one acceptable method), then by asking them to
do the same calculation in their head. The second part of the exercise brings
out a wide variety of 'own methods', many of them well known alternative
subtraction methods, some of them personal and unique to the student
concerned. What is significant is that all students reveal that they thought
these methods were unacceptable. They did them secretly at school and then
tried to fit what they did in their head to the standard way the school had
taught them. It was largely this feeling that their own methods were 'the
wrong way to do it', combined with their having forgotten the taught
procedures, that had led to their very common feelings of inadequacy
associated with mathematics. So my first job is to stress the importance of
these personal methods, showing them the principles behind their own
individual method and emphasising their authenticity both within mathematics
and for themselves.
Because the development of mental methods for doing mathematical calculating
is to be a major feature of the course, this provides the first opportunity
for them to start to move towards the self-confidence that they will need in
employment.
Following this exercise I develop the crucial principle on which the whole of
the course rests: the idea that inverse operations undo each other. Contained
within this principle is the fundamental characteristic of our number system,
its place value property, and the consequent 'rule' about what happens when
we multiply or divide by ten. I question them about what happens when you
multiply by ten and more often than not I get the primitive answer that 'you
add a nought'. I ask them about multiplying a number containing a decimal by
ten and usually get the answer that 'you move the decimal point'. I suggest
that it might be better to have a rule that applied to all numbers, both whole
and decimal.
We examine the processes of multiplying and dividing by ten, producing a zigzag down a page thus:
7
70
700
7000
700
70
7

x 10
x 10
x 10
10
+ 10
10
10
7 10
07 x 10
7 x 10
70 x 10
700

On being asked to describe what has been happening, they tell me that the 7
has been moving to the left when you multiply by ten and to the right when you
divide by ten. I represent this in diagrammatic form because it is easier to
remember the visual image involved rather than remembering its rather lengthy
verbal form.
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x 10 <-. 10 -->
I point out that this now gives us a rule, not only for multiplying both whole
numbers and decimals by 10, but also one for dividing by ten, thus, in one
simple diagram giving double the information originally sought. I emphasise
that this principle will feature prominently in all we do on the course.
At this stage we discuss other mathematical operations and arrive at varying
numbers of pairs of inverse operations, depending upon the level of
mathematics they have previously reached.
These principles (the general and the specific aspects of
are then applied to looking at the four basic operations
before we embark on this exercise properly, I ask them to
two two- or three-digit numbers and we establish that the
method for such examples does not correspond with the way
finding an estimate.

inverse operations)
of arithmetic but,
estimate the sum of
traditional written
that is natural for

For an estimate it is normal and natural to look first at the left hand digits
to arrive at an approximate answer whereas, in the standard written method for
addition and subtraction, it is normal to work from the right.
For addition I recommend always working from the left and tell them this is
tho nnlv nnaitivplv nragnrintive rennmmendation I will make. for the other
three operations the choice of method will be theirs. Some accept this
easily, others find it more difficult to discard the traditional right to left
addition convention.
Indeed, in one case, a student said that addition was the only thing she felt
she could do and to have to discard it would take away from her the only thing
about mathematics in which she had any confidence at all. She couldn't do
that she said. I didn't insist and later she came to me and said she had
finally plucked up courage to try it and had found that it was more efficient
than the traditional way.
(It is impossible in this account to go into the details of the suggested
procedures for all the operations but they all relate to inverse operations
and, in particular, multiplying by 10, 100..., 5, 50 .... and 2.5, 25 etc.)
We proceed from the four operations to establishing the connection between
fractions, decimals and percentages, topics they have learned at different
ages at school without seeing their close association and the power this gives
them if they can change quickly between them when they encounter problems
relating to them.
My method of procedure is to encourage the use of mental methods, both for an
initial estimate for any required calculation and for carrying out the
calculation itself. As the course proceeds, we discuss the ways in which the
estimate can be used: to check any calculation however done (especially if it
is with a calculator) and, eventually also, to consider the reason why the
estimate was either more or less than the exact answer. We also discuss ways
_ in which we might use the estimate to get the exact answer in some
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circumstances. All this is intended to enhance their number awareness and to
increase confidence in their answers when reached.
The general conduct of the course is through interaction and, often, by
challenging their school methods, sometimes before establishing more efficient
methods through the use of the inverse principle, sometimes to try to
encourage awareness of the sources of those school methods in order to produce
a generally more reflective and critical attitude based on a realisation of
the structure of the standard methods instead of a blind acceptance of them
from the teacher.
The second part of the course is devoted to a close examination of
percentages, and in particular to investigating the many ways in which the
general public, and sometimes official bodies, reveal an inadequate
understanding of the principles on which procedures for working with
percentages rest. The inverse principle is especially useful at this stage
of the course because of the many misconceptions about percentages in the
community. Here are two examples of such misconceptions:
- Arthur Scargill, during the 1984 miners' strike spoke of the increased
efficiency achieved by the miners. He said Our productivity is now 350% more
than it was before, showing that we were 350% less efficient then'
- In a report about a shortage of consultants in the NHS it was said that
`there are now twenty times fewer consultants than there were a few years
ago'.
In addition there is some examination of diagrammatic representations of these
ideas to give them confidence about looking at the many such representations
as occur in a variety of different contexts. For example, besides creating
a table of equivalences between fractions, decimals and percentages, we
establish that, in the pie-chart types of graph common in both professional
and everyday circumstances, there is also a visual relationship to be
established which can aid estimates about relative values in a variety of
settings.
For example, half a circle or 180 degrees represents a half, 0.5 and 50%, a
quarter circle or 90 degrees represents a quarter, 0.25 or 25% etc. The
ability to assess the fractions, decimals or percentages represented by a
specific sector of a circle can positively influence the ease with which such
diagrams can be interpreteCsee Figure 1).
For some this course is very demanding, demanding both in its insistence on
a radical new look at very early arithmetic and in the style of teaching being
used: not of transmission but of suggestions based on principles which it is
up to the individual to incorporate into their own natural ways of thinking.
But that very act itself can cause problems for some, habituated into
expecting everything they learn to come from the teacher so that all they have
to do is to absorb what is given them and be able to reproduce it on request.
Instead they are given choices, have their perceptions challenged and need to
come to an entirely different perception both of the material itself and how
they need to operate with it to become the independent adults employment will
expect them to be.
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4

= 0.25=25%= 90° or 2In

i=0.125=12i%=45 ° or in

I; = 0.i= 33i% =120 ° or in

-- = 0.8 =16i%=60 ° or in

4=0.043=41% = 40 ° or #

Figure 1
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I often find that those who initially appear to be the least able in terms of
mathematics, some having massive 'blocks' and senses of inadequacy, sometimes
generated from primary school experience where requests for help towards
understanding of the processes being presented to them were met apparently by
the injunction 'It's not for you to understand, just do it', often respond
much better to the course than do others who are apparently less handicapped
mathematically. Such students are so relieved to find that their own ideas
and own methods are in future to be valued that they lap up the new diet.
.

Others, who perhaps did not have so much difficulty with the experience they
had in school, and who therefore do not feel so bad about themselves, are
often only looking to being reminded of those school methods, only half
forgotten. These students often resist the change the course demands of
them, perhaps because they feel disinclined to undertake radical change when
they feel they only need to be reminded of what they once knew.
The workshop itself presented a lot of material about student attitudes
revealing these different approaches to what is on offer and participants were
invited to consider these. It also contained multiple examples of the
inconsistencies extant in the community generally and posed questions from the
course designed to bring out anomalies, misconceptions and significant
mathematical examples of these from the press and media.
The course ends with a self-assessment sheet of real life anomalies derived
from the media which the students are asked to make comments on in the light
of what they have learned on the course.
I will give just two examples of these:
What percentage increase in tax was represented by the increase of VAT from
twelve and a half percent to 15%, from 15% to seventeen and a half percent?
Do the following all mean the same, all different or are two the same and one
different and, if so, which is the different one?
three times (as much as)
three times more than
increased by 300%
Their responses are accepted at the time of presentation and then the three
statements are re-assessed after the relevant work on percentages is
completed.
In my research into learning where my colleague and I (Duff in and Simpson
1993) have identified all experiences as of three main types: natural,
conflicting and alien, and have given possible responses of learners to each
of these three types of experience, we have begun to feel that most learners
and teachers (who are of course also learners) fall into two main categories.
We identify these as being those who are satisfied to learn things as discrete
entities unconnected with each other while others feel the need to learn
things in a connected way.
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From the evidence I get from the students who come my way, many of them have
been taught their early mathematics in the disconnected way while they
themselves would prefer to be able to connect their learning. In my teaching
I am teaching in a connected way because I feel that, for the purposes of the
course and the future of the students, this is the best way forward. But it
most assuredly does not suit some students who still want to get their
information in a discrete way and feel frustrated at what I have to offer.
Student comments indicating these are included in the material. Here are just
two such comments:
`Some of the earlier sessions were all about things we already knew and we
felt frustrated but you have to go to the end of the course to see how it all
hangs together and why we had to do those things.'
`She asked us for our methods and then showed us lots of better ones; it was
a waste of time. I learned more from a scientific friend in half an hour than
I got from anything she did.'
My research colleague and I puzzle long and hard over this problem as we
recognise that our own natural ways of learning mathematics are different.
We puzzle too about whether people are born with a tendency towards one or
other of the two ways of learning or become that way because of their own
early experience of learning.
Certainly this is a problem in my classes. I don't know the answer to this
nor how I can even begin to cater for those who do not want to learn in the
way that I want to teach. It is an ongoing problem and is why I called the
workshop Managing Change. Some of the discussion in the workshop centred
round this problem without coming to any firm conclusions.
Reference:
1. Duff in, J.M. and Simpson, A.P. (1993) Natural. Conflicting and Alien
Journal of Mathematical Behaviour 12,4.
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Assessing mathematical skills
Harrie Sormani
Centre for Innovation of Education and Training, The Netherlands

Introduction
In the last ten years the employment bureau were not content with the tests that they have used
in their daily practice. Mostly they used so called pen and paper tests, that did not predict very
well the behaviour of the candidates in jobs or education. These false predictions mean many
candidates did not finish their training or failed at their new jobs. The national organisation
for employment wants to have an assessment method, that gives better help with the
decisions; which training or job fits the candidate the best? The employment office gave our
institute CINOP, that is a Centre for Innovation of Education and Training, the contract to
make the exercises for this assessment procedure. In this paper I will tell more about the
assessment method and the mathematical exercises.

The assessment method
The essential principle of the assessment method is that behaviour predicts behaviour. In an
assessment test it is therefore necessary that the candidate really must do things. To make
only exercises with pen and paper is not sufficient, in our exercises for example he had to
make figures from electric wire. The other starting point of the assessment method in general
is that the testing is not only about school skills but also about real life experiences. The
assessment method consists of four parts:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Language skills ,
The most important part of these exercises refer to reading and writing skills
Social skills
In this part the candidates had to make an exercise together with other
candidates
Practical skills
In this part the candidates had to make wooden figures after a drawing and last
but not least
Mathematical skills
We tell more about that later on.

The mathematical principles
When making the exercises we have three educational starting points:
1.

Functional mathematics
We think it is very important that we use mathematics in realistic situations that
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2.

3.

the candidates could understand. The candidate must not only know the
mathematical skills he must also be able to apply these skills.
Handy calculation.
The candidates have to be flexible in the way they use the mathematics because
the use of math is always different in every practical situation.
The use of models
We always try to teach mathematics by making it visual. That is the reason we
often use models in the exercises, for example the number line and the relation
table.

The mathematical components of the assessment method
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Basic Skills;
In this part we have many counting exercises for the candidates, because
counting is possible on every level and because the candidates have to show
real behaviour.
Relations;
In this part the candidates have to calculate distances on a road map.
Logic;
We also include some logic puzzles, because some candidates like to do this.
We have included the Tower of Hanoi in this test, because the candidates can
find an answer to the puzzles by trying it themselves.
Geometry;
They have to make a drawing after an example. They can ask for support and
then they get a step by step plan on how to make such an drawing.
(See figure 1)
Measure;
The candidates have to find out the relation between different formats of paper,
like A4 and A5 for example.
Tables and graphics;
The candidates must send a parcel and a letter to an office. They have to choose
the correct amount of stamps and address it well.

The assessment method
The candidates have six one-hour sessions to complete the mathematical exercises. They work
in groups of twelve persons. There is an instructor, who tells the candidates, what they have to
do but there is also an assessor. The assessor has five tasks:
1.

2.

To observe.
The assessor must have a very close look at the behaviour of the candidates. In
assessment it is the behaviour of the candidate that is the base of it all and
that's why it is so important to observe the behaviour very exactly.
To record.
The next step for the assessor is to record the behaviour of the candidates. It
is important that the observer at this moment only records and does not give
any judgements about the behaviour of the candidates.
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3.

4.
5.

To judge.
After the observation the assessor judges the behaviour. For example he
distinguishes between self-reliant candidates or candidates who frequently ask
for help.
To evaluate.
The assessor evaluates his judgements together with the candidate.
To report.
At the end the assessor has to report to the principal, who has ordered the
assessment and he gives advice on the track the candidate should follow.

Conclusion
Many arithmatic tests only give sums like 19 x 3 or 728 - 624. We think that is not enough
when you want to say something about the track a candidate has to follow. In that case you
need more information and specially more information about the behaviour of the candidate in
more practical situations. In an assessment method you should use mathematics in realistic
situations.
illit
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Figure: Example of a task, making a circle with wire.
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Mathematical Assessment - Issues, approaches and a format for
development.
Patricia Ward
National Training & Development Institute
Rehab Group, Roslyn Park
Dublin 4

"What is assessed is valued."
Lynn S. Joffe
For teachers the issues of what, why and how we assess are fundamental. What do we
intend to assess as mathematical skills, will it be concepts, computation, problem
solving and understanding? What is the purpose of the assessment? Do we need a
diagnostic tool? Is it to evaluate a programme? Will we screen applicants? All of
these are legitimate reasons for an assessment system, however they affect what will
be included and the methodology that will be used. Will the assessment be a written
test? If so has it been screened for literacy difficulty? Will calculators/computers be
allowed? What do I need to know about my students? This question is crucial for me
as a teacher. Yet this is often distinct from the needs of the organization
implementing the assessment process.
Assessment is often designed without fundamental analysis of its goals and structures.
Without this analysis what you achieve is improvement in efficiency and
effectiveness. However these are essentially quality control issues. Quality control is
important only when the system is appropriate.
In Israel Feurstein has developed his "Learning Potential Assessment Device" to
investigate:
•
•
•
•
•

ability to grasp the principle underlying a problem
amount and nature of teaching required to get the principle
how well is the principle transformed
does the student respond differently to language, figures, numbers, pictures
how strategies affect performance

This device emphasizes the relationship between examiner and examinee as an
integral part of the process. The result obtained is not a numerical score but an
identification of weaknesses and strengths. These are utilized to design the
programme to be taught and the teaching approach.
The National Training and Development Institute provides vocational training for
people with special needs. In thirty-six centres throughout the republic of Ireland
students participate in vocational training via the European Social Fund. Historically
the people attending these courses have had learning impairment, physical disabilities
or mental health difficulties. NTDI (formerly Rehab) endeavours to deliver high
quality service. In providing this training NTDI rehabilitation uses teams made up of
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area managers, instructional staff, psychologists and remedial teachers. Among other
developments much work has gone into the development of an assessment system
customized to the programmes and students. The goal of the assessment system is to
contribute to the individual programme planning process -and ensure -the appropriate
placement of students on courses. An in depth analysis of the literacy and numeracy
requirements of each vocational course was carried out. This analysis produced a set
of broad headings of mathematical skills perceived as relevant by course instructors.
Effectively the assessment system was designed to deliver a profile of the student's
skills and weaknesses. This information is used to target interventions. Each student
participates in the development and implementation of their individual programme
plan. This plan is effectively a profiling system which monitors each student's
progress through their training programme. The process also gives individual
members of the team responsibility for actions, evaluation and reporting. The review
system (every three months) evaluates students' progress through their training time
and agrees further goals.
The goals of assessment in NTDI have much in common with the Feurstein's
"Learning Potential Device" and as such have raised fundamental questions about the
use of standardised tests. Tests of mathematical attainment have traditionally
concentrated on proficient computation rather than the understanding of concepts and
their application in problems. This approach reflects the industrial needs of the early
twentieth century rather than the information society. Poor student performance is
interpreted as a lack of aptitude. Significantly socially marginalised groups e.g.
women and black people (in U.S.) are frequently identified as lacking this aptitude.
Perceptions of lack of aptitude means that resources are often not targeted., due to
little expectation of success. In Ireland this perception often applied to other
marginalised groups, e.g. travellers, socio-economically deprived and the disabled.
Coming from an education system that teaches mathematics as a fixed collection of
concepts and skills, taught and mastered in a strict order (Romberg 1990) students
with disabilities have often encountered a glass ceiling. This invisible barrier is
legitimately imposed by teachers. When a system that demands computational skills
are pre-requisite to learning more advanced concepts, this barrier is imposed as a
legitimate screen process by teachers. For example many students have simply never
experienced the teaching of division because they had not mastered multiplication.
This ability to compute is assessed by standardised tests, conforming to the traditional
model. Practical problem solving is not addressed in this scenario.
The "routine" of mathematics classes identified by Romberg reinforces the old model
of teacher as teller with students passive recipients. This role is comfortable for
teachers who have acquired their skills in the same tradition. For teachers like myself
who have entered the field of mathematics education via the literacy door, the need for
intensive in-service training is all important. To deliver appropriate mathematics
assessment and education teachers need to have developed their own understanding of
mathematics and be highly skilled in assessment.
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Current assessment practice rewards students who can acquire lots of factual
knowledge rather than solve problems. This type of knowledge is readily assessed by
written tests. Students with learning difficulties therefore find such tests inaccessible.
Other factors to be considered in designing a system of assessment are the detrimental
effect on performance of a written test. Joffe quotes a figure of 20% decrease in such
tests for people who could master the task in a practical or oral discussion. Multiple
choice answers force answers and give no indication as to the approach taken. This
information has much greater potential for both student and teacher.
In my work I have experienced students who performed very badly in written tests yet
could use strategies which allowed them to compute money, measure either weights
or lengths and participate effectively in the mathematical demands of everyday adult
life. The ability of students to surprise myself and other experienced members of staff
when they are confronted with practical problems causes me to question how this
potential could be appropriately identified.
Contextual learning is critical for all students but all the more so for people with
learning difficulties. Since transfer of learning to new situations presents problems
for students with learning difficulties, access to contextual learning opportunities must
be ensured. Employers demand that workers can participate as part of a team.
Students are empowered when they are enabled to have the experience and
understanding to participate constructively in society (Romberg).
Having identified what and why we need to assess, we can begin to design a new
system of assessment. The design of an effective system requires a fundamental
change. Any new system will examine the roles of the participants and the structures
needed to implement it. Romberg suggest that we look at these topics when assessing
mathematics:
• mathematics as problem solving
• mathematics as reasoning
• mathematics as communication
This outline provides a basis on which any assessment of mathematics could be based.
The North Tipperary V.E.0 / Applications Oriented Maths. Foundation certificate
adheres to this structure. In attempting to develop an alternative assessment system,
equality of access is very important.
When NTDI developed its assessment system the standardised tests were meant to
supplement the information gleaned from a practical assessment. The delivery of this
was to involve the demonstration of tasks and following training the evaluation of
student's ability to carry these tasks out without assistance. This form of practical
assessment has a dynamic relationship between examiner and examinee. This test
could be creatively combined with a structured interactive interview. My hope would
be that this process would identify potential more effectively, ensure access for all and
answer the requirements of students, teachers and educational organisation.
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An Introduction to Adults Count Too
Roseanne Benn
University of Exeter, UK
The Adults Learning Mathematics Research Forum has been an important part of my
professional life since its inception four/five years ago. I have attended every Conference and
found it an excellent opportunity to try out my ideas on a group of colleagues with similar
interests to my own. Hence this year I felt no (or little) qualms in using my session to give
participants an overview of my book Adult Count Too: Mathematics for Empowerment which
was published in June this year by MACE. This paper will do the same. First, the introduction
to the book details why I spent three years writing about adults learning mathematics and
outlines the shape and structure of the book. The one chapter A matrix of factors will be
given for a flavour of the book.
As a schoolgirl, I fell in love with mathematics. I thought it was a wonderful subject - to me, it
epitomised elegance, beauty and simplicity. (It had the added advantage that there was
minimal use of English and I was an abominable speller...)
My subsequent educational pathway was, as is the case for many of our adult students, very
chequered. One small baby later, I embarked as a mature student on my mathematics degree.
Like most adult learners, I was committed and highly motivated. After gaining my degree, I
taught mathematics at the then Kingston Polytechnic to all kinds of learners including adults
studying for a mathematics degree part-time, and all manner of mathematics service teaching.
After two more children, I decided to move into continuing education to support women and
men who, for whatever reason, had missed out the first time round and wished to return to
study. I became more and more interested in opening up routes for adults to both mathematics
and higher education. This career choice led me to ifillcroft College then later to the
Department of Continuing and Adult Education at the University of Exeter.
Earlier in my career, I taught in a humanistic student-centred way but with a belief in the truth,
beauty and abstraction of mathematics - a belief that mathematics is a 'peek into the mind of
God', is already 'written in the sands'.
Three factors caused me to question this value-free, culture-free notion of mathematics.
Firstly, through feminism, I became aware of the deeply unequal nature of both society and the
constructs of society. Secondly, through my work in teaching, development and research over
many years with adult returners, I became interested in the reasons that mathematics held the
particular and peculiar place that it unquestioningly does in so many adults' minds. Lastly, but
most importantly, I became committed to the notion that adult education has a vital role to
play in a democratic society. I became convinced that the low levels of numeracy in our
society limit participation and critical citizenship.
This book is therefore the result of all my working life - my teaching in mathematics itself, my
work with adult returners, my research and my abiding interest in critical citizenship and the
role mathematics has to play in this. It is my hope that it will be of interest to anyone
concerned with mathematics, mathematics education, adult education and a democratic and
more just society. It is written for people involved in the teaching and learning of mathematics
but will also be of interest to all involved in adult education.
Adults Count Too examines the low level of numeracy in our society, the reasons why this is
critical and the forces acting on adults which contribute to this state of affairs. These forces
include experiences and philosophies of mathematics and mathematics education, social and
cultural factors, political imperatives and the aims and aspirations of the adults who, despite all
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Adults Count Too examines the low level of numeracy in our society, the reasons why this is
critical and the forces acting on adults which contribute to this state of affairs. These forces
include experiences and philosophies of mathematics and mathematics education, social and
cultural factors, political imperatives and the aims and aspirations of the adults who, despite all
odds, wish to return to study to learn mathematics.
As theory is an essential basis for the acquisition of new ideas with consequent change in
practice, the book examines these issues from a theoretical perspective. But it is also grounded
in practice and the belief that adults learn best when mathematics teaching builds on positive
attitudes, is interactive and co-operative, practical and relevant, set in a social, historical and
cultural context and enjoyable and fun. It was written in the hope that it would contribute to a
more empowering curriculum for adults learning mathematics, a curriculum which would, first
and foremost, fulfil the priorities of the individual but would also take into account the
different needs of the diverse population of adults learning mathematics, building on their life,
work and social experience.
It recognises but rejects the discourse of mathematics for social control where mathematical
literacy is seen as a way of maintaining the status quo and producing conformist and
economically productive citizens. Similarly, it rejects the approach of deficit and disadvantage
where any problem with mathematics is located in the learner rather than the system. It moves
away from an individual skills-based approach to one of a critical analysis of social and
economic factors, a cultural critique of the elitist assumptions about mathematics and
mathematics education and a critique of the educational system with its tendency to create
deficit models for adults returning to learn mathematics. It is based on the passionate belief
that mathematics is a crucial way of knowing that can make a real difference in people's lives
but only if it can be seen in the wider context of society, structural inequality and cultural
difference.
Our modern society has been dominated by certain cultures and ways of thinking. In the new
post-modem world, this is being questioned at all levels. There is a growing recognition that
there are alternative world views, truths, realities and cultures, many of which are not
recognised or valued by society. This is true in mathematics and mathematics education and
this book is concerned with the discovery and recognition of these 'silent' voices. Such an
approach built on social, economic, political and cultural awareness, a value system of social
justice and equity and a collaborative, co-operative approach to learning, might transform
mathematics education for adults into education for empowerment.
The first section on Adult Education presents an overview of the adult education
environment within which adults learn mathematics. Chapter 1 explores the role and purposes
of adult education in our society and Chapter 2 identifies some characteristics of and
influences on those who participate in the process as either learners or tutors.
The second section The framework within which adults learn mathematics outlines the
wider disciplinary, social, political and cultural context within which adults learn mathematics.
Chapter 3 examines underlying beliefs about the nature of the subject itself, outlining, on the
one hand, an absolutist philosophy of mathematics and, on the other, an alternative fallibilist
approach. Chapter 4 introduces the three main players when adults learn mathematics - the
learner, the tutor and the curriculum - and identifies a matrix of forces which act on all three.
In chapters 5, 6 and 7 the players are positioned in the framework by an examination of both
their aims and goals and the effect on the learning and the approach to teaching of current
cultural, political and educational forces and experiences or philosophies of mathematics.
Section 3 Understanding adults learning mathematics deepens the investigation of the
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In chapters 5, 6 and 7 the players are positioned in the framework by an examination of both
their aims and goals and the effect on the learning and the approach to teaching of current
cultural, political and educational forces and experiences or philosophies of mathematics.
Section 3 Understanding adults learning mathematics deepens the investigation of the
factors affecting adults learning mathematics by examining these from different perspectives.
Chapter 8 exposes the low level of confidence and knowledge of mathematics in the adult
population whilst Chapter 9 looks at whether this is fundamentally injurious to a democratic
society. Chapter 10 introduces the concept of discourse and how this can be utilised to
facilitate the teaching of mathematics to adults. The next four chapters (chapters 11,12,13 and
14) concentrate on the importance of recognising and valuing diversity and difference through
the notion of culture. Chapter 15 builds on this notion by illustrating how individuals acquire
an often very effective mathematics-which-works located in their own lives and culture but
have difficulty transferring this knowledge across into formal academic mathematics.
Section 4 Implications for practice builds on the increased awareness of the framework
within which adults learn mathematics to move towards the development of a more
emancipatory curriculum.
A matrix of factors
The aim of all education, including mathematics education, is to enable learners to satisfy goals
such as vocational and personal development but also facilitate and encourage learners to
participate fully as citizens. In a democratic society, this implies curricula that serve everyone
in that society, with aims and objectives located in human and social good and which are not
just consumer-driven, corporate or reproductive. The thesis of this book is that by this
criterion, mathematics education at all levels alienates and fails a large proportion of the
population but that it is possible to start to change this situation by locating all mathematics
education for adults in a philosophical, political, historical and social framework with a
curriculum and pedagogy informed by this conceptualisation.
Learning mathematics
What learners learn is a result of attempting to solve their own problems: people learn
mathematical knowledge if the problems that they have are mathematical. Adults will not learn
mathematics if they see mathematics problems as someone else's problem, whether the
someone else be the tutor or sections of society with which the learner does not identify. But
adults, either individually or in groups, do have mathematical problems in their everyday life.
This results in not just one mathematics but many.
As well as the mathematics that is commonly taught in educational institutions (academic)
mathematics, there are many other forms of mathematics that have been devised by different
groups to meet the needs of their own cultures. Each has its own discourse and is valid and
legitimate within the cultural group. These can be called local or ethnomathematics ie, the
mathematics which are practised by identifiable cultural groups. Culture here is defined widely
to include not only gender, class, ethnicity and age but also vocational groupings (D'Ambrosio
1991). The set of all local or ethnomathematics includes the set of formal academic
mathematics which is the ethnomathematics devised and owned by the powerful and dominant
in our society. This mathematics dominates to such an extent that in Western society it is seen
as the only legitimate mathematics. Consequently there is an overwhelming tendency for the
formal mathematics curriculum to be concerned only with academic mathematics and not local
or ethnomathematics. Hence, the role of mathematics education is often seen as giving the
learner fluency in some required aspects of formal mathematics by building on the learner's
existing knowledge in academic mathematics only . This process is illustrated in Figure 1.
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formal mathematics curriculum to be concerned only with academic mathematics and not local
or ethnomathematics. Hence, the role of mathematics education is often seen as giving the
learner fluency in some required aspects of formal mathematics by building on the learner's
existing knowledge in academic mathematics only . This process is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Learning map which ignores learner's own local mathematics.
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Superficially, this makes pedagogical sense. After all, a comprehensive grasp of academic
mathematics ensures that the codification from real world problems to mathematical
abstraction and vice versa causes no serious problems. Local or ethnomathematics, being the
mathematics used by only a certain section of society, are limited hence codification both ways
can cause serious problems. It might reasonably be concluded that it is 'better' pedagogical
practice to continue to ignore ethnomathematics. However, this approach has not worked, or
rather has only worked for a segment of society. Many people never acquire the requisite
comprehensive grasp. For some (white middle class males from professional backgrounds)
there does appear to be a good correlation between their ethnomathematics and academic
mathematics. Academic mathematics is, in reality, constructed on the needs and problems of
this group and is therefore their own local or ethnomathematics.
However, for other more marginal groups such as women, minority ethnic groups and lower
socio-economic groups the story is very different. In a worst case scenario, there may be little
or no overlap between the syllabus of academic mathematics and the learner's
ethnomathematics. The likely outcome is disenchantment and failure or, at best, the
mathematics learnt is supported by a very shaky foundation. This approach pathologises the
learner and designs techniques that will change the learner's behaviour and inculcate coping
skills to make up for what are claimed to be objectively identified deficiencies (Collins 1991).
This shows disrespect for the experiences and knowledge of the learner and disrespect for
their potential power. The knowledge of the learner remains buried and invisible.
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skills to make up for what are claimed to be objectively identified deficiencies (Collins 1991).
This shows disrespect for the experiences and knowledge of the learner and disrespect for
their potential power. The knowledge of the learner remains buried and invisible.
An approach based on Figure 2. may rectify this,
Figure 2: Learning map which builds on learner's own local mathematics.
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Here the curriculum incorporates and builds on the firmer foundation of the learner's own
ethnomathematics and, by use of metaphor, builds from what is understood and valued by the
learner into what is not understood but is desired by the learner. With ownership of two
mathematical discourses, the learner can move freely between the permeable boundaries with
the ability to choose in a given circumstance which it is appropriate to use.
This approach respects the learner's knowledge and contributes to the development of both
this knowledge and the learner's empowerment. It builds on the mathematics that the learner
has previously acquired to solve their own problems. It more effectively allows the learner to
achieve mathematical aims through the acquisition of more mathematical tools to solve the
learner's mathematical problems. It also allows the learner to achieve social aims through the
acquisition of qualifications in academic mathematics to solve the learner's social problems.
The learning continuum
But in a democracy, adults need to learn mathematics not only to develop skills to generate
and solve their own mathematical problems, nor just to gain qualifications. They also need to
understand why and how mathematics is generated, used and maintained in our society with
concomitant consequences for democracy and citizenship. Every curriculum lies on a
continuum as shown below, with banking education for control, reproduction and conformity
to the status quo on one end and emancipatory education for democracy, independence and
self-direction on the other.
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concomitant consequences for democracy and citizenship. Every curriculum lies on a
continuum as shown below, with banking education for control, reproduction and conformity
to the status quo on one end and emancipatory education for democracy, independence and
self-direction on the other.
The curriculum
Emancipatory education <-------------------> Banking education
Ultimately education can lead to reproductive or liberatory change: the former domesticates
learners by simply helping them to adjust to socially expected development tasks whilst the
latter assists them to question fundamentally their perspectives on the world and they place in
it (Tennant 1994). There is always a belief and value system at the centre of any curriculum.
At present, the system is implicit and tacit. The dominant forces are located in a market-driven
reproductive system whose prime purpose is the continuation of the status quo and the
economic imperatives of Britain plc. In a democratic society, value systems should always be
explicit and mathematics educators need to move towards the construction of alternative value
systems for the formal education of mathematics for adults. A more democratic humanist
approach would require a critical evaluation of the socio-economic and political realities of
society and endeavour to allow individuals more effectively to be in control of their
environment and lives through their own understandings and actions. Whether adults seek to
learn mathematics for utilitarian work or life reasons or to be more in control of their lives or
to achieve their own social goals, they will be better able to achieve their ends with a clearer
understanding of mathematics and their relationship to it.
The learning pathway
The prime purpose of the mathematics classroom is to allow the learner to achieve their stated
objectives. The educational process is the transition from the learner's present knowledge of
mathematics to the achievement of the learner's goals, whatever these might be. However, the
process may well be ineffective unless and until the learner can locate themselves and their
experiences in the wider framework that encompasses philosophical, historical, cultural,
political and educational factors. Figure 3 illustrates the steps necessary to achieve effectively
the required transition.
Figure 3: The learning pathway
The learner has
ethnomaths and
formal maths

transition

Achievement of goals
a)enhanced ethnomaths/enhanced some
academic maths
b)learner more in control of
their environment and lives.
c)bcttcr qualified for workforce.
d)more able to achieve social
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maths and cultural forces

understanding of own
relationship to maths
reconstruction of

use of imagery and metaphor

-0

use of control of discourse of
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together with the ability to choose identity
which is appropriate

This is not to argue that raised awareness of these forces is sufficient to produce
transformations of social reality. The critical reflective approach, which this book argues
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should be an outcome of the curriculum, may be rejected by the learner, be accepted in the
context of the classroom but not transferred elsewhere in the learner's life, or result in
frustration and anger on the student's part over an increased awareness of forces and
circumstances which the individual cannot change. An emancipatory intent is no guarantee of
an emancipatory outcome. This is not to argue against this more emancipatory" form of
education: far from it, but educators need to be aware of these potential outcomes. A realistic
assessment of the outcomes of any change of teaching is that individuals might be more
frustrated in their new state of consciousness but they may also be more empowered to join
attempts to change to a more just society. The net result in our consensual society will not be
revolution but might lead to a slight shift in the political climate towards a more democratic
and participatory society.
A matrix of factors
The powerful forces operating on the three main actors in the learning and teaching process the learner, the tutor and the curriculum - can be represented by the matrix shown in Table 1.
All elements in the matrix are vectors ie, variable with both direction and magnitude. Each is
acting on the learner, tutor or curriculum with a push or pull factor of varying strength
towards either an emancipatory, empowering education or a banking, reproductive one. No
variable is intrinsically more important than any other: each has an impact. The strength and
direction will vary over individuals, institutions and societies and over time. The purpose of
the book is to reconceptualises the process of adults learning maths in terms of this matrix.
Adults Count Too examines this framework from the position of the key actors - the learner,
the tutor and the curriculum - then apply this to the development of the curriculum.
Roseanne Benn, Adults Count Too: Mathematics for Empowermen4 June 1997,
Leicester: MACE, ISBN 1 86201 007 2.
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Table 1: Factors acting on the learner, tutor and curriculum
Learner

Tutor

Curriculum

Goals

personal development;
utilitarian;
social purpose.

professional satisfaction;
learner's goals;
reconstruction of part of
tutor's mathematical
knowledge.

to enable learning,
satisfy value system.

Cultural
forces

attitudes to gender,
class, race, age, etc:
current world view;
horizons of time and
place.

attitudes to gender,
class, race, age, etc.;
current world view;
horizons of time and
place.

attitudes to gender,
class, race, age, etc;
current world view,
horizons of time and
place.

Political
forces

political expectations;
climate of lifelong
learning,
qualification 'mania'.

political imperatives
of government, quangos
funding bodies and
institutions.

political imperatives
of governmentqua.ngos
funding bodies and
institutions.

Educational
forces

experiences of school
and life.

experiences of school,
education and life;
dominant educational
theories;
institutional educational
beliefs.

dominant educational
theories.

Experiences or
philosophies of
mathematics

experiences of formal
mathematics;
ethnomathematics.

personal philosophy of
mathematics.

philosophies of
mathematics.

Learner

reflective learner.

strong motivation
of adult learners.

articulation between
learner's goals and
curriculum.

Tutor

pedagogical approach.

reflective practitioner.

articulation of tutor's
pedagogy and

philosophy

Curriculum

match of curriculum to
learner's goals.

articulation of tutor's
pedagogy and philosophy
with that of the
curriculum.
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with that of the
curriculum.

Should Nurses Carry Calculators?
B. Meriel Hutton
Faculty of Health and Community Care, University of Central England in Birmingham
Abstract
It has been a widespread tradition of nurse education establishments to forbid the use of handheld calculators in examinations of mathematical skills (Murphy and Graveley 1990, Hutton
1997). The rationale behind this was that calculators were not freely available in the clinical
areas where these mathematical skills would be put to the ultimate test and where accuracy in
calculating was obviously vitally important.
This paper describes a study of the use of hand-held calculators in solving nursing
mathematics problems. More recent school leavers are compared with mature students in both
attitude and use of calculators. Observational data are used to describe the availability and use
of calculators in the clinical areas (hospital wards) and recommendations made regarding this
issue.
Introduction
As a teacher of student nurses who has a particular interest in nursing mathematics, I wanted
to explore the contention of many of my students who had been asked to undertake a
mathematics skills test without using a calculator that one explanation of their apparent lack
of mathematics ability was a learned reliance on a pocket calculator to do all but the most
simple addition and subtraction. Although most of these students were recent school leavers,
even the mature students who had entered via Further Education Access courses had been
taught to compute by using a calculator and attributed their poor performance in the test to the
insistence on doing the test without a calculator.
The use of calculators by nurses has been debated over a long period in both this country and
the USA. Following a report based on Susan Pixie's thesis (1982), nurse advisors called for all
nurses to be issued with pocket calculators to ensure accuracy in nursing calculations. That this
suggestion has not been taken up is apparent from my own observations of nurses at work and
interviews with both student and qualified nurses. Segatore et at (1994) advocated the
availability of calculators or software throughout Canadian hospitals to verify manual
computations. I can find no British research into the subject of nurses and calculators, although
in general education, concern over calculator dependence has hit the headlines on several
occasions recently.
Shockley et al's (1989) investigation of American nurses found that while use of calculators
resulted in fewer computational errors, a result consistent with those from general education,
the rate of problem conceptualisation errors increased. In contrast to these findings, Murphy
and Graveley (1990) found that both fewer calculation errors and fewer set-up errors occurred
when nursing students were given the option of using a calculator. Their suggested explanation
for the discrepancy between their study and that of Shockley et al, in results from the same
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population, was the stage in the course when the studies were undertaken_ It was suggested
that maturational changes and learning which would be expected to occur during the course
could account for the more advanced students in Murphy and Graveley's study making fewer
errors related to problem conception. They also admitted that in the faculty concerned, there
had been an increased emphasis on nursing mathematics skills at the stage tested which could
account for the enhanced performance of their students in problem conceptualisation.
The use of calculators by adult learners was investigated by Koop (1982) and no significant
differences between students' performance with and without a calculator were demonstrated.
When analysed separately in age groups, there was evidence of a favourable relationship
between calculator use and achievement for younger populations. That older students
performed better than their younger colleagues when using traditional methods, was a result
which suggested to Koop that they might have very good, but latent, computational skills that
were awakened by the course. My own research (Hutton 1997) suggests that older students do
better than their younger counterparts in mathematics tests which rely on traditional
computational methods.
A study by Gujarathi (1987) of accounting students compared two groups of students, one
allowed to use calculators for classwork and examinations, the other not. When tested on
computational ability at the beginning and end of the course, significant improvement was
shown by the non-calculator group. There were no significant differences between the groups
in their ability to estimate a reasonable answer or to solve word problems. Therefore, Gujarathi
concluded that there was no reason to disallow students' use of calculators. This finding is
particularly relevant to nurses, as estimation has been identified as a skill frequently required in
nursing work and most calculations involve an element of word problem solving.
The nursing faculty had always maintained that since calculators were not universally available
in the clinical areas and that very few nurses carried their own personal hand-held machine, it
was imperative that the sort of calculations required in everyday nursing activities could be
done accurately without recourse to a calculator. There is no British literature on calculator
use among nurses which indicates whether or not they are advantageous in practice and so this
study was designed to test the (students') hypothesis that student nurses would perform better
in a written test of arithmetic and associated conceptual skills when using a calculator than
without. The second part of the study investigated the availability and use of calculators by
nurses in the different clinical areas covered by the course.
The research
The study involved a single entry cohort of 117 student nurses who commenced the Project
2000/ Dip H.E. Nursing course in 1996. In order to test the effectiveness of having the option
to use hand-held calculators for the types of calculations required in nursing, an experiment
was designed as a double cross-over in which same subjects were tested on identically
constructed but numerically different tests, both with and without access to a calculator. Order
effect was allowed for by randomly allocating the subjects to four groups, two of which did
different tests using calculators first time round and two of which used them in their second
test.

1 65

Subjects
The participants in the study ranged in age from 17 to 47 with a mean age of 25 and
represented all four branches of nursing. The proportion of males to females, mean age of the
group and school mathematics qualifications on entry were comparable with previous groups
and so this cohort was taken to be a representative sample of Project 2000 students at this
particular college.
The tool
had designed the mathematics papers to test the skills commonly used in all branches of
nursing. The questions were made such that computation without a calculator would be
straightforward. The formula for calculating drip rates and information regarding metric units
was supplied within the test. For example:
Given that there are 1000 micrograms in a milligram and 1000
milligrams in a gram, express the following in gram
Half the test consisted of straightforward numerical calculations and conversions within the
metric system, while the second half was made up of word problems, such as
If 85% of the recommended daily allowance of Folic acid is 170
microgram, what is the full recommended allowance?
Students did one test straight after the other with just a short break between to allow the
collection of papers and the changeover of calculators where necessary.
Results
Overall results showed a significant difference between the test scores achieved by those
students using a calculator and the non-calculator group. When the test was broken down into
sections to allow separate analysis of computational skills and problem-solving skills, there was
a significant difference in scores in all sections. The greatest difference was seen in the section
requiring straightforward numerical calculation, with less difference in the metric conversion
and word problem sections (see table 1).
Without calculator
mean score (SD)

Using calculator
mean score (SD)

Computation section
(maximum possible = 6)

3.03 (1.31)

3.93* (1.17)

Metric conversions
(maximum possible = 4)

2.57 (1.28)

3.02* (1.24)

Word problems
maximum possible = 10)

3.73 (2.04)

4.47* (2.19)

Total score
(maximum possible =20)

9.34 (3.71)

11.4* (3.83)

Total students n =117

Table 1 : Effect of Calculators on test scores
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* p<0.005

Results by time since leaving school
The results were analysed further in relation to how recently the students had left school, since
the literature suggests that calculator use in schools has been routine within the last ten years.
(Shuard et al 1991).
The results of those students who had left school over ten years ago (n.= 41) were compared
with those leaving within the last ten years (n=76). Within the group who had left school more
than ten years previously, there was a significant difference in the overall increase in mean
scores when calculators were used. However, in the more detailed analysis, only the section
requiring straightforward number computation showed a significant difference between
calculator users and non-users. No difference was demonstrated in either of the other two
sections. In contrast, the group who had left school within the last ten years showed
significant differences between the scores of calculator users and non-calculator users in every
section of the test (see Table 2 ).

Section of Test

Students who left school 1987
onwards (n=76)
With calculator
No calculator
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)

Students who left school before
1987 (n - et1)
No calculator With calculator
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)

Numerical
computation
(max.poss = 6)

3.03 (1.19)

4.08* (1.06)

3.05 (1.53)

3.66* (1.33)

Metric conversions
(max.poss = 4)

2.67 (1.19)

3.22* (1.11)

2.39 (1.42)

2.63 (1.43)

Word problems
(max.poss = 10)

3.83 (1.96)

4.62* (2.1)

3.56 (2.25)

4.20 (2.36)

9.00 4.39)

10.49* (4.28)

9.53 (3.31)
11.92* (3.5)
Total score
(max.poss = 20)
Table 2 Results of students by time of leaving school

*p<0.005

Discussion of test results
These results suggested that the most benefit from access to a calculator was to students who
had left school from 1987 onwards. From what these students had said, they were used to
having a calculator for all mathematical work and had apparently forgotten how to do
operations such as division in the traditional manner
There may be an argument that greater familiarity with a calculator accounted for the
significant difference between the results achieved with and without a calculator among the
more recent school leavers which was not seen in the older group. In other words, it could be
suggested that proficiency with a calculator was a definite advantage in this test. However, it
might then be expected that the more recent school leavers would perform better overall than
their older colleagues and this was not the case, there was no significant difference between the
collated results of both tests (with and without calculators) between the two groups.
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The section which benefited most from access to a calculator was that of straightforward
numerical computation where 'sums' could be directly transfeired from the written test to the
calculator and answers transcribed from the calculator onto the answer sheet. There was less
effect on conceptual skills demonstrated by calculator access. The small increase in scores in
this section shown by the more recent school leavers might be explained by the additional time
available to them to deal with the word problems. Having spent less time on the earlier
questions as a direct result of having access to a calculator, more time would be available to
tackle the word problems. They may also have gained confidence from having access to a
calculator and therefore have been less affected by maths anxiety.
Increased confidence from having access to a calculator was illustrated from the analysis of a
random sample of twenty answer papers. While there was a significant increase in the number
of questions attempted when a calculator was available, the difference in the number of
accurate answers was less pronounced, the ratio between number attempted and number of
correct answers being unchanged. An increase in confidence does not mean an increase in
accuracy (see Table 3).
Students n---117

With calculator
access

Without calculator

Mean number of questions
attempted (SD)

17.75 (2.4)

15.5 (3.0)

Mean number of correct
answers (SD)

10.65 (2.6)

8.65 (3.2)

Table 3: Effect of access to calculator on number of questions attempted
(out of 201 and number of correct answers

The findings overall suggest that although calculator use is associated with increased accuracy
in arithmetic, its effect on conceptualisation of a mathematics problem is minimal. Mistakes
were made even when the calculator was available and so, while the availability of a calculator
reduced arithmetic errors, it should not be assumed that it ensures accuracy. Calculators are
used so widely by school students following the National Curriculum that it is possibly unwise
to ban them from use in the nursing calculations classroom. However they should not be
viewed as infallible and alternative methods should be taught in addition. Estimation of a
sensible answer should be encouraged to avoid acceptance of a calculator generated answer
from a wrongly set up problem.
Use of calculators in the clinical areas
Having found that most beginner student nurses performed marginally better in a test of
mathematical skills when given access to a hand-held calculator, I wanted to know how
widespread their use was in the clinical areas and therefore whether it was realistic to
encourage their use during the nursing course, rather than traditional paper and pencil
methods. If calculators were being used in all ward areas then we should be encouraging their
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use in the classroom, but if they were not, then the nurses needed to be able to perform the
relevant calculations without them.
-

I analysed data which I had gathered through interviews with both trained staff and students.
This suggested that there was little or no calculator use in the mental health sector, even in
units where patients with eating disorders were treated and calorie calculation was important.
The nurses from the learning difficulties sector denied the need for calculators in their dealings
with figures, the most common use of mathematics being in keeping track of the petty cash..
So I concentrated on the areas of general adult nursing and children's nursing and 'shadowed'
trained nurses as a participant observer and picked out incidences when calculators were used.

Adult nursing
There were some contradictions in the data collected from interviews with staff and more
senior students in general adult nursing. The students told me that calculators were not always
available on the wards and so condoned the college's earlier insistence on non-usage. At the
same time they claimed that for the sort of calculations which they were required to do, they
did not need a calculator. When asked for what mathematics they would want access to a
calculator, they thought that it would be useful in paediatrics and intensive care.
My observations on the general adult wards supported the students' views in several ways. The
every day calculations did not require a calculator. For example, if a dose of 12.5 mg was
prescribed by injection and the drug was available in !ml ampoules containing 25 mg, there
was no evidence of a calculation being made. The nurses 'knew' that 12.5 was half of 25 and
so the correct dose would be 1/2 ml. None of the nurses I observed on a general adult ward
produced a calculator from her pocket and, although there was one available in the ward
office, I did not observe it being used at any point.
The adult intensive care unit (ITU) was a different matter. I had interviewed one of the senior
staff who felt that errors were made through unintelligent use of the calculator, although she
was generally in favour of them being available to ITU nurses. When I observed on this Unit,
there was an identified calculator for every bed-space. They were used constantly for virtually
all calculations whether simple, as in the case of adding up fluid intake from a variety of
intravenous infusions, or highly complex as in working out the settings for the next hour's
dialysate to maintain a slightly negative fluid balance as illustrated in the box below
INTAKE is calculated by adding all columns (except HAEMO) = 505
OUTPUT: all columns added (including Haemo)
as balance is to be -50, this becomes

= 1146
1146 - 50 = 1096

Sub total input is then subtracted from output to give 1096 - 505 = 591
This is therefore the amount of haemofiltration fluid to be entered on
the chart (in effect it runs through over the next hour).
Totals are then finalised as:

INTAKE 505 + 591 = 1096
OUTPUT
BALANCE
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1146
-50

Although the actual arithmetic is straightforward, using a calCulator speeded up the process
and seemed to give the nurse confidence in her calculations. When she did make an error,
simply by pressing the wrong button, she immediately noticed that her answer 'cannot be right,
because we've got more than that through', and recalculated correctly.
I also observed a more general ITU in one of the other hospitals used for clinical placement of
our students. Here, although there was not a calculator actually allocated for every bed, there
were several around the Unit and in addition, the permanent staff all carried one in their
pocket. They were used frequently for a similar range of mathematical calculations as those
described above. An algorithm was used within this unit to estimate the fluid lost from a
patient due to insensible causes and a calculator was recommended when this calculation was
being made. The algorithm below is applied to a 70 Kg patient with a temperature of 38.6 ° C
Algorithm

Mathematics required

Result

i) 0.5 mls/kg/hr

0.5 x 70=35

= 35

ii) subtract half if patient on
heated humidifier

35 ÷ 2 17.5
35 - 17.5

= 17.5

38.6 - 37 = 1.6
iii) add 25% of result per ° C
°
body temp>37 25% =
1.6 x 17.5 x = 7
(or subtract for temp<37 °)
7 + 17.5

=24.5m1/hr

Again, although the arithmetic involved is not particularly difficult, the nurses would not
attempt this calculation without the calculator.
Children's nursing
The extent to which calculators were used in children's nursing varied, but their use was much
more widespread here than in any other branch of nursing.
My observations on a children's ward confirmed that children's nurses carried their own
calculators which were used for most arithmetic, even the straightforward adding up of fluidbalance charts. During preparation of injections and intravenous fluids, I observed no crosschecking of calculator calculations using any other method. A student nurse was observed
using a calculator but writing down the answer that she got at each stage, even though the
calculator had a memory facility. She then checked her answer with the trained mentor, but
admitted to having no idea of an approximate answer. The mentor, who had also used a
calculator, reassured her that this would come with experience!
Experience was very apparent in the staff nurse whom I shadowed in the neonatal ward.
Although she used a calculator for everything, she was aware of what the answer should be,
usually extraordinarily accurately. The work of the neonatal unit staff required more diverse
calculations than those I had observed on the ward. The size of the babies meant that drugs
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and fluids all had to be carefully calculated according to weight, which, because these were
new-born babies, changed every week, if not daily. Many of thè babies had - been born with gut
problems which further complicated fluid balance calculations since intake was often a mixture
of intravenous fluid, parenteral nutrition and restricted oral feeding. While prescriptions for
drugs and feed additives were officially the domain of the medical staff; the experienced nurses
on this ward checked them themselves. I noticed that the doctor responsible for prescribing
the parenteral feed regimes would borrow a calculator from a nurse in order to do his own
calculations.
Discussion of observational data
The use of calculators in the clinical learning environment is widespread in areas such as
Paediatrics and Intensive Care. The calculations required in these areas are both more frequent
and more complicated than in other areas of nursing. Since calculators are not available in
many of the less technical areas, student nurses need to know how to do the calculations
involved in straightforward administration of fluids and drugs without recourse to a calculator.

Nurses on the child branch and those working in high tech areas of adult nursing, need to be
able to use a calculator intelligently. It must be recognised that without a rough estimate being
made, or a knowledge of what is reasonable to expect, reliance on the calculator for the right
answer could be dangerous. Making use of a hand-held calculator in the clinical areas should
be combined with use of estimation and a recognition of what constitutes a sensible answer.
Conclusions
This study has shown how an experiment on the effect of using a hand-held calculator in a
mathematics test indicated that its use was most beneficial to more recent school leavers. Data
gathered from interviews with more experienced students and staff, together with
observational data, showed that calculators were considered largely unnecessary for the
mathematics required in mental health nursing, learning disabilities or general adult wards. The
areas where calculators were used extensively were children's nursing and high tech areas
within adult nursing. Therefore, nurses within these areas need to be able to use calculators
accurately and to have an idea of what the correct answer should be, as a checking mechanism.
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Introduction
The background to this study is research conducted for a masters thesis at the
University of Limerick. The initial momentum came from the frustrations being
experienced by colleagues and the audio' in our efforts to teach numeracy to adult
learners in a prison context. The dearth of appropriate materials to facilitate the
teaching and learning process hindered the quality of the experience for both parties.
The study involved examining the nature and scope of numeracy, distilling out the
important features and representing these features in sample numeracy materials.
This presentation will consist of three stages; the first task of the study and a logical
starting point for this paper was to examine the precise nature of numeracy and its
scope in enhancing the educational experiences of any adult learner. Secondly, it is
intended to discuss the characteristics of the adult learner - those which help learning
and those which may potentially hinder the learning process.
Finally, a set of guidelines will be outlined which are suggestions for guiding the
development of adult numeracy education materials. These guidelines are derived from
a distillation of literature and the findings of an evaluation process which was
undertaken among practising adult numeracy tutors.

Perspectives on Numeracy
The term numeracy was first coined in 1959 by the Crowther Committee. It was
strongly related to literacy at its inception. Since then it has undergone many changes
in definition. A brief overview of some of the perspectives which are currently evident
in the literature will be presented. Firstly, cne cannot but be struck by the political
rather than scientific nature of the definitions and perspectives. Chapman and Lee
(1990) point out that it does not make sense to view either literacy or numeracy in
isolation from a literate society. 0' Donoghue (1995) highlights the time-dependency
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nature of numeracy. Thus, it is a term which is related to both the learner's
chronological age -for it makes no sense to define a three year old as an innumerate and also to the period or era in which it is being considered, As Steen (1990) points
out significant changes in the curriculum have occurred since the days of the merchants
of Venice when compared with those of the computer society. Lesh and Lammon
(1992) give a very concrete example of this relationship between time and knowledge
by pointing to the introduction of Cartesian co-ordinates - relatively elementary to
most mathematics students, yet prior to Rene Descartes, not within the conceptual
system then available.
Examining the literature related to numeracy, three distinct broad categories of
definitions can be identified. There are those which relate to social requirements
(Evans 1992; Thorstad 1992 and Paulos 1988). Secondly, a set of definitions point to
the strong link between numeracy and mathematics (Sowder 1990; Edwards 1988 and
Le Roux 1979). Finally a group of authors strongly tie any definition of numeracy to
literacy, (Gal 1994; Skovsmose 1994; Galbraith 1992 and Chapman and Lee 1990). A
common theme which threads all of the definitions is that of communications. AU
authors identify a role for numeracy in enhancing the transmission of information in
order to facilitate an individual's understanding of the world.

Perspective 1: The mathematics of numeracy
The Collins dictionary defines numeracy as the ability to perform basic arithmetic
problems. Such a definition is clearly very limited in scope, the key is to deliver the
right answer by executing one of the four operations. This definition does not
necessarily require any real comprehension of the many and varied concepts in
mathematics; symmetry, rates of change, probability etc. nor does it suggest that
numeracy requires one to make value judgements regarding relevant or irrelevant
information. The Clearinghouse in Australia for Adult Basic Education and Literacy
(CAABEL) defines numeracy as the "understanding and application of the
mathematics that a person requires for work, study and everyday life" (1993). This
definition goes considerably further than _;_at of the Collins dictionary, in that no limit
of "basic" is placed on the level of mathematics involved in numeracy. It is more
similar to the definition put forward by Cockroft (1982) in that it sees numeracy
playing a role in the many contexts wherein mathematics are required. This in very
much along the lines of the Shell Centre for Mathematics Education who define
numeracy as "the ability to deploy mathematical and other skills in tackling problems of
concern or situations of interest in everyday life" (1987). Again mathematics is to the
fore as being an essential component of numeracy. However "other skills", while not
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specifically identified in the definition are also required. There is widespread agreement
that numeracy is indeed concerned with numbers (Gabony and Traxler 1982; Derrick
1984; Edwards 1988; Sowder 1990). Furthermore, the majority of the references to
numeracy create strong links with mathematics and mathematics education. However,
differences come to the surface when efforts are made to specify the relationship
between mathematics and numeracy. This notion of "critical awareness" and the
possession of "number sense" is advocated by many authors (Le Roux 1979; Penny
1982; Edwards 1988; Sowder 1990; Trefflers 1991). Number sense as defined by
Edwards involves "having a general level of quantitative literacy and mathematical
understanding". In simpler terms it requires one to be capable of doing mental
arithmetic and having the ability to compare numbers. He elaborates further to explain
that in order to be categorised as "numerate" one must be capable of dealing with the
following areas of computation "in the head" as it were, or without the use of pen and
paper; addition, subtraction, finding the mean, multiplication, division and percentages.
Sowder (1990) further sets down the criteria of being flexible in dealing with
computation and being able to apply both the associative and the distributive properties
of numbers correctly. Edwards maintains that the need for a well developed number
sense has grown rather than receded in ini2ortance since the advent of the hand-held
calculator, in order to facilitate judgement of the feasibility of an answer.
The core curriculum subject most closely linked to the development of numeracy is
mathematics. However the tensions between school mathematics and numeracy
education has been highlighted by a number of authors. Forman and Steen (1995) point
to the incongruence which often exists between classroom mathematics and workplace
mathematics. They point out that everyday mathematics are generally concrete but not
necessarily straightforward. The notion of one 'correct' method does not really exist in
the workplace. Reyes (1990) highlights the fact that in contexts beyond the classroom
estimation is a vital and significant skill and yet is given little credence in the
classroom. Stigler and Baranes (1988) refer to research which would suggest that
numeracy is often developed irrespective of the interventions of the educational system
as people devise their own methods of calculation in commercial contexts which are
quite dissimilar to those taught in formal mathematics education. Finally, the authors
point to the practice of working in isolation in the mathematics classroom, when many
job advertisements require that workers be able to operate as part of a team and the
current buzz word in Europe is 'Partnership'. Yet there is little evidence of this psyche
penetrating classroom practices - the maintenance of discipline being more valued than
the nurturing of collective work skills.
The Royal Society of Arts (1980) differentiate between numeracy and arithmetic and
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assert that numeracy is specific to the individual while arithmetic is 'contrived' in that
`problems contain data necessary to solutions so students need never to develop skills
of selection of what is relevant'. Thus the notion that numeracy must involve some
element of 'critical awareness' or 'intuition' is identified, a notion advocated by many
authors (Le Roux 1979; Penny 1982; Edwards 1988; Sowder 1990; Greeno 1991;
Trefflers 1991).
The inclination to link numeracy firmly to mathematics raises a number of vexing
issues. Certainly the job of defining the concept is made easier, as is the job of
`measuring' one's mastery or otherwise of the knowledge involved. Thus boundaries
are being established which facilitate the measurement of the concept, but fail to allow
it full scope.

Perspective 2: Numeracy and everyday life
A number of authors link numeracy to activities engaged in during the businesses of
everyday life (Gabony and Traxler 1982; Logue 1985; Galbraith 1992; Evans 1992). In
much the same way as motor skills may be defined as 'open' or 'closed' depending
upon the context in which they are executed, numeracy may be said to be the 'open'
dimension of mathematical knowledge, in that a number of external factors impinge on
the decision regarding what strategy to use when dealing with a situation requiring the
application of mathematics. Thus the context is of major significance in the application
of numeracy. Collins (1992) speaking about workplace mathematics points out the
social setting in which it occurs and highlights that intuitive reasoning is generally
acceptable and the degree of precision is determined by the situation.
Evans (1987) identifies a number of disparities between classroom mathematics and
everyday 'numeracy'. Firstly he identifies the goals or values of the activity within
which it makes sense to pose the problem. Within the mathematics class precision is
valued and indeed expected in all instances - a point also identified by Reyes (1990),
whereas in most daily application of numbers approximations suffice. Next he
comments on the social relations in the setting within which the problem is posed. In
the school setting the relationship between teacher and learner is a formal - and at
times painful one- as opposed to situations encountered in the workplace, in the home
or at recreation, where relationships are considerably more informal. Thus, here is a
difference not only in terms of the cogni_i -e demands but also the affective
environment within which the manipulation of concepts and numbers takes place.
Finally, Evans examines the material resources which assist the activity. Calculators are
commonplace in daily situations requiring the application of mathematical knowledge
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but are still taboo in the majority of classroom settings where a suspicion about them
eroding the quality of learning still abounds.
A reasonable interpretation of the link between numeracy and everyday life is a
situation which prevails when mathematical knowledge matches the personal
requirements of the individual within his/her roles. Thus context is a significant factor
which relates back to the idea of an 'open' skill.
Perspective 3: Numeracy and citizenship
Many authors write about the link between numeracy and citizenship-both in terms of
its contribution to the individual whereby it facilitates quality employment and guards
against exploitation of the person and alse its role in aiding the individual to make a
more meaningful contribution to his/her community (Gal 1994; Evans 1992; Paulos
1988). Levinger (1996) speaks of citizenship in terms of inclusion and participation.
Thus a numerate person is better equipped to understand and contribute to debate on
health, education, justice, the economy etc. on one hand and better able to avail of the
benefits of their society on the other hand. Indeed Thorstad (1992) recommends that
the above themes be examined within the context of numeracy education. Almost a
decade earlier Traxler (1982) had practised numeracy education along these lines
viewing it as "a basis for criticism ........ and as a basis for action". Evans (1992) sees
statistics as forming the bases of adult mathematics education. He advocates putting in
place what he calls 'Barefoot Statisticians' who could become actively involved in
community research. This same author warns of the implications of innumeracy for the
individual at two levels; material and ideological. On a material level innumeracy
means restriction of opportunity of access to training, further education and
employment - an assertion supported by the NALS survey of 1992. On an ideological
level the individual loses out in terms of a lack of self confidence and in turn an
inordinate dependency on 'experts'. Paulos (1988) points out that for society in
general, large scale innumeracy results in a waste of resources, loss of production and
at an ideological level the propagation of myths which may in turn influence values.
Perspective 4: Numeracy and communications
The origins of the term 'numeracy' and its link with literacy have already been
mentioned. Crowther viewed numeracy as a tool to enhance our understanding of the
world that surrounds us, a view also espoused by Gai (1994). Crowther allied
numeracy to the natural sciences, a theme followed by Le Roux (1979) who spoke of
numeracy at its most basic level enabling one to obtain and use information for the
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purpose of description, formulating theory and testing the validity of a theory. Penny
(1982) actually defines numeracy in terms of communication,
"....the ability to understand and use mathematics as a means of
communication; to interpret a situation given in mathematical terms or to
employ mathematics to represent a situation and if necessary to use
mathematical symbols to obtain further information.
Much of the literature discusses the need for 'quantitative literacy' (Le Roux 1979;
Galbraith 1982; NCTM 1983; Gal 1994). This in turn is defined by Kirch (1993) as
`the knowledge and skills needed to apply arithmetic operations embedded in written
materials'. The American view of numeracy allies it very closely with functional
literacy in that true literacy is only achieved through comprehension of quantitative
concepts and a developed ability to communicate quantitative information. Gal (1994)
sees numeracy has having a positive role to play in enhancing an individual's
appreciation and understanding of the world in which (s)he lives.

Instructional Implications of these Perspectives
Having examined and considered the varims perspectives of numeracy as offered by a
variety of interested parties. this authors are convinced that there is merit in each view
It is evident that they are not mutually exclusive perspectives and that nuances of one
complements the others. Indeed, there is merit in attempting to incorporate aspects of
each perspective into any numeracy course - the degree of emphasis will be determined
by the purpose of the specific course.
When dealing with adults, the authors believe it to be essential to blend compatible and
important aspects of different approaches into a coherent framework. An overemphasis on mathematics may result in a perceived lack of relevance among the
learners. Similarly an over-emphasis on everyday mathematics may limit the
programme to mathematics which are deemed to be 'easy' by the learner and thus the
challenge and resulting motivation may be eroded over time. Focusing exclusively on
communications or citizenship may result in the development of a programme of
learning which fails to meet the learners' expectations of what is 'real mathematics'.
The review which has been presented is comprehensive but as with all reviews it is not
by any means all-encompassing. Recent years have witnessed the emergence of new
areas and issues in mathematics education research e.g. mathematical cognition in
everyday life (Lave 1988), street mathematics (Nunes, Schliemann and Carraher 1993)
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and gender and mathematics (Burton 1990). These areas of study in mathematics
education are certain to influence the development of numeracy education in the
future.

Characteristics of the Adult Learner
Due to the dynamic nature of our society in general and the workplace in particular
there is a growing number of adult learners in an array of contexts in the broader
community than ever before. Distance education, evening classes VTOS programmes
and literacy schemes are some of the key channels through which adults are facilitated
to pursue further learning. Many job advertisements highlight the professional training
and education opportunities which the employer is prepared to offer in order to entice
the 'right' candidate. 'Lifelong Learning' is a relatively new concept introduced into
education, with the year 1996 being dedicated to the enhancement of the notion.
A number of authors have written about the characteristics of adult learners (Knowles,
1984; Trezise, 1993; Tough, 1978; Thomas, 1984; Kerka, 1994). Across the spectrum
of authors there is some discord in relation to the precise characteristics of the adult
learner. Knowles (1984) would contend that adult learners are self directing, while
Kerka (1994) would assert that within the mass of learners who are adult learners there
is a huge degree of variation in relation to self-direction, as great as within any other
group of learners. In the experience of the authors Lester's (1994) analysis of adult
education most clearly represents reality. Lester contends that those involved in 'post
compulsory' education lie somewhere on a continuum. Those who freely choose to
participate in learning lying on one end and at the other end those who were coerced
into participation. In the prison context those who presented to class rather than clean
a landing were representative of those behig coerced. An individual's position on the
continuum greatly influences both their motivation for learning and their criteria by
which they measure success.
Many authors write about the role of education in improving an individual's self
esteem (Imel, 1990; Payne, 1993; Cousins and Pound, 1981; Adler, 1988). Writing
specifically about numeracy education progranunes Traxler (1985) states,
The first and most evident reason for wanting to succeed at school mathematics
was that although the mathematics may not have been important the success
certainly was. (pg. 74)
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Thus the importance of knowing a learner's criteria for success and facilitating this is
of paramount importance in all educational situations.
However not all outcomes of an adult education programme are positive. Griffin
(1993) refers to Fingeret (1983) who illustrated that participation in basic education
programmes may place a strain on existing relationships and support networks - as was
evident in the film 'Educating Rita' where the main character's pursuit of knowledge
clashed violently with her cultural origins. This is only one potential clash. A learner's
expectations of what is 'mathematics' may lead to tensions in the learning/teaching
situation. if the expectations of rote learning of tables and lengthy periods of practice
of skills are not met. Another area requiring consideration is that of mathematics
anxiety, a condition which involves an emotional barrier being put in the way of
cognitive advancement. The need to listen to the learner is propagated by a range of
authors (Quilter and Harper, 1988; Daines and Graham, 1992; Lester, 1994). Thus a
degree of consultation and negotiation which shade the adult learning situation and in
the words of Coben (1985) 'The mathematics taught is likely to be a compromise
between what students say they want and what the tutor feels they need ( and feels
confident to teach them).

Guidelines for the Development of Adult Numeracy Education
Materials
A distillation of the survey of literature led this study to the compilation of a set of
guidelines to direct and inform the development of materials and methodologies for
use with adult numeracy students. Some principles of programme design for adult
numeracy education courses will be discussed and ways in which they might be used
to guide policy and practice will be illustrated. The characteristics of adult learners as
discussed earlier must form the foundation upon which all programme plans are laid.
The heterogeneous nature of adult groupings must be given consideration, as must the
cultural contexts in which mathematics is practised by adults. The recent findings of
cognitive scientists must be regarded so that the learning experience complements the
learning styles of adults.
The following principles have been identi.ied as being central to the development of
adult numeracy programmes:
• Adult numeracy education must be founded on the learner's prior experience.
• Adult numeracy courses should be 'context' rather than 'content' focused.
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•
•
•

Adult numeracy education courses should develop higher order skills.
Assessment of adult numeracy programmes should accurately reflect the
purpose(s) for which the knowledge is being sought,
Adult numeracy programmes should focus upon communication aspects of
mathematics.

The first of these principles is one which has already gained credence in the adult
education arena and thus will be given minimum attention in this paper. Basically the
initial stages of any numeracy programme ought to involve helping the participant to
unlock any latent mathematics knowledge he/she possesses, and having acknowledged
its existence, building on it to further his/her confidence and abilities. Cummings
(1995) contends that adults are in fact mathematically very competent, they fail in the
translation to formal mathematics.
The significance of context in adult learning is also widely acknowledged as a
consideration in the enhancement of learning. Nickerson (1988) identifies a number of
reasons why individuals fail to use knowledge they have in given situations. One of
these reasons is a lack of understanding of the conditions under which the knowledge
may be applied. This problem could well be minimised if mathematical knowledge was
related to a variety of contexts in the first instance, and its relevance to these contexts
explicitly examined and focused upon by the learner. The crux of the problem is one of
a distinction between available and accessed knowledge. Having knowledge is no
guarantee of using it. Nickerson refers to a number of studies which advocate the
teaching of strategies in tandem with conditions under which it might be applied.
In relation the third principle there is general agreement in education circles that
assessment ought to form an integral part of the teaching-learning cycle and that it
should take place at various stages in the process. Imel (1990:1)quotes the Business
Council for Effective Literacy (BCEL 1990) "...the paramount purpose of assessment
should be to help the learner achieve his or her goals; what is assessed must reflect
what the learner wishes or needs to accomplish."
The fourth principle is one which is relatively new in the area of numeracy education as
it would initially appear to be at odds with the term 'basic education'. However in
general the need and desirability for the development of higher order skills abounds in
educational literature. Romberg (1990) and Levinger (1996) see the development of
these competencies as essential components for engagement or participation in the
'new world'. The transition from the industrial era to the information / technological
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'third wave' (Toffler 1980), is making redundant the need for production line workers
who operate in isolation from others and who work willingly on repetitive tasks, taking
orders unquestioningly. Instead, the need for initiative, team work and flexibility is
becoming more evident. Romberg identifies the tendency to break all processes into its
component parts as a feature of the industrial age. This was thought to crystallise the
process and thus simplify tasks - a view dismissed by Forman (1995) who states "it is
harder, not easier to understand something broken down into all the precise little rules
than to understand it as a whole".
The appearance of terms such as 'critical thinking', 'communication' and 'authentic
assessment' are a major feature of educational literature of the past decade. They are
also featuring in articles and books dealing specifically with mathematics education. All
of the above are seen as essential educational outcomes and practices if tomorrow's
workers are to show improved deftness in managing ambiguous and complex
situations. Levinger goes further to say that higher order skills will be "sine qua non"
for long term employment prospects. She also asserts that the development of higher
order skills presents an unprecedented challenge to today's educators. Resnick (1987) cited in Nickerson (1988)- identifies the characteristics of higher order thinking as
follows; the ability to interpret unfamiliar texts, create materials others would want and
need to read, construct convincing arguments and develop original solutions to
technical or social problems. Newmann (undated) -also in Nickerson- describes higher
order thinking as requiring the resolution of conflicting views, tolerance for uncertainty
and ambiguity, self-criticism, independence of judgement and serious consideration of
ideas that may challenge conventional wisdom. Higher order thinking has a number of
features which, according to Romberg (1990) conflict with traditional mathematics
education. For instance, higher order thinking generally involves multiple solutions as
opposed to one unique answer as tends to be the case in standard mathematics
education. Thus, uncertainty is a feature of higher order thinking. That is to say that
not everything that bears on the task is immediately known, as opposed to traditional
mathematics education where all, and only essential information is given, thus leaving
no room for ambiguity, interpretation and further investigation. Traditional
mathematics is regulated by external rules, thus leaving no room for self-regulation. On
the other hand, higher order thinking demands that an individual 'makes contact with
his/her own thought processes in order to solve a problem'. Levinger(1996:9) cited the
findings of a number of cognitive scientists who maintain that it is indeed possible to
"facilitate a learner's development by helping that individual build better rules to solve
problems". The implication here is that individuals actually have inherent problem
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solving rules. Education is the means by which these abilities are fine tuned and
improved in term of efficiency and productivity.
The relationship between numeracy and communications relates back to the origins of
the term. A significant number of authors campaigning for communications as a
product of numeracy education have been cited (Le Roux 1979; Galbraith 1982; Gal
1994). They see the application of mathematical knowledge in a variety of contexts,
from reading bus schedules to analysing and interpreting graphs describing the
performance of shares on the stock market. Numeracy is also very much seen as a
facilitator of knowledge between various disciplines, science, social studies etc. The
need to create a link between mathematics education and a variety of contexts is
strongly endorsed by Evans (1992) who is critical of traditional mathematical
education which is often divorced from the out-of-school experiences of the learners.
The technological advances of the recent past have radically extended the situations in
which mathematics is useful, and this expansion has occurred concurrently with the
increasing kinds of mathematics that are useful and finally the range of people who use
mathematics on a daily basis (Lesh and Lammon 1992). Romberg (1990) insists that
the change from an industrial society to an information society is "an economic reality,
not merely an intellectual abstraction". He stresses the necessity of communication
skills in a 'literacy-intensive' society. Given that numeracy is the 'mirror image of
literacy', it too must complement the emphasis on communication.

Implications for the Teaching of Numeracy to Adult Learners
The selection of material may well be central to the quality of the learning experience.
Materials need to be relevant not only to the area of mathematics being covered, but
also to the experiences of the learner. The management of materials is vital so that the
learners are afforded the opportunity of generating or constructing mathematical
knowledge for themselves. Learners may even be involved in the development of
materials themselves for use with their peers. This will challenge them to put
knowledge into context and consider it from the perspective of another - a method for
developing higher order skills. Finally, the scope of technology needs to be
acknowledged and the learner facilitated in recognising the value of technology as a
means for managing and generating valuable mathematical knowledge.
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Teachers theories of teaching and conceptions of mathematics strongly determine the
way in which they manage learning situations for their students. In order to move
numeracy education beyond 'basic mathematics', teachers need to be challenged to
redefine 'basic'. Adult educators have a magnificent resource in the prior learning and
experience of their students - they need to be challenged to recognise this and develop
strategies for harnessing this resource. Crosswhite (1989) sees the role of mathematics
teachers as nurturing, strengthening and motivating students as well as 'selling'
mathematics to them. This is particularly pertinent in adult education where the tutor
must be accountable to the learner and justify material being covered in terms of its
value to the learner. Finally, Evans et al (1993:7) regard teaching as an "open skill in
which feedback about the environment has to be continually monitored and acted
upon". Another challenge is thus posed for adult educators, namely that of developing
a level of responsiveness, not simply in terms of content, but also in terms of the
metacognitive development of learners so that over time they gradually learn to
withdraw their support and promote the development of 'expert learners'.

Application of the Principles to the Design of Adult Numeracy
Education Materials
The underlying aim of the package devised was to develop learning strategies that
would; maximise motivation for learning, promote success and instill confidence and
competence in using and applying mathematics, according to the demands of everyday
living. An effort was made to expose some of the myths about mathematics learning particularly those most likely to present as a barrier to learning e.g. there is only one
right answer or only a precise answer is acceptable. Practice is built in regularly and
learners are required to use and apply mathematics to a range of situations and
contexts. This practice is also valuable as a means of assessment and learner
gratification, which in turn will motivate further learning. The system takes account of
prior learning and promotes the sharing of ideas, knowledge and opinions among
learners which in turn facilitates peer-tutoring. The format of each lesson or stage is
similar and presented as follows;
1. Review previous days work.
2. Introduction to key ideas of the lesson/stage.
3. Learners examine idea from personal perspective.
4. Learners practice using the idea/knowledge/concept.
5. Tutor receives feedback from the learners.
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Features of the package
The package is presented in a colour-coded format. This is.to assist the,tutor in
accessing relevant sections, e.g. course notes, worksheets, assessments etc. It
comprises six sections; introduction, course notes, handouts, worksheets, assessments
and overheads.
Assessments

Overheads

Worksheets
andouts
Course Notes
Introductio
Figure 1.

Those sections which may require to be photocopied are in pastel colours to maximise
copy quality.
The package actively encourages the involvement of learners' prior experience and
learning. At all stages the learners are required to consider the materials in light of the
demands made upon them in their general day to day practices. Allocating time to
establish in the minds of the learners the relevance of the material is deemed essential
in maximising motivation for further learning. A combination of tutor exposition,
worksheets, questioning, and group discussion is used to place all materials in an adult
context. All materials are embedded in everyday situations -work, business and
recreation- in order to connect mathematics to real life experiences. Newspaper articles
are a particularly valuable resource in the adult numeracy classroom to facilitate the
making of connections.
The development of higher order thinking skills is promoted through the use of
interactive worksheets. Learners are required to make value judgements and provide
rationale for their interpretation and/or answer. The tasks outlined for scored
discussions require that the learner filter out irrelevant information and select what is
pertinent to the situation in order to formulate an answer. Throughout the package
affective aspects are being challenged and nurtured in order to maximise the learner's
attitude and motivation for learning.
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Assessment methods focus beyond the obtaining, or otherwise, of the 'right' answer.
Credit is given for reasoning and active involvement in the process of learning. The
interactive teaching/learning methods allow for on-going assessment by_ both the tutor
and the learner.
The use of worksheets, group discussion, brainstorming, buzz grouping and scored
discussion highlights the communication potential of numeracy. Throughout all stages
of the package communication about procedures, attitudes, knowledge and feelings is
facilitated. This is deemed to be a significant feature of the package as it maximises
successful achievement of the other four principles of design.

Conclusions
The ideas above are intended to be of assistance to any practitioner who finds
him/herself in the frustrating situation of trying to piece together a meaningful adult
numeracy education programme from a range of materials which partly but not fully
meet their requirements. The suggestions above certainly require a degree of
commitment in terms of time and imagination, but the authors would argue that this
output will ultimately be no more than what is required to scour an array of packages
and piece together 'a solution' to the frustrations.
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Student Nurses and Mathematics
B. Meriel Hutton
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Abstract
For the safety of the public, it is essential that nurses are competent at least in the mathematics
that enables them to calculate medications accurately. From a survey by Hek (1994) it is
apparent that mathematics is not universally included in the nursing curricula, nor asked for as
a pre-requisite to entry. Changes in the profile of the typical student nurse from a school leaver
with 5 '0' levels to a more mature woman with often fewer school qualifications have been
one of the triggers for this study into student nurses and mathematics.
In this paper, students' feelings about mathematics are explored and related to age, time
elapsed since leaving school and performance in a test of nursing mathematics. Provision for
revision and mathematics support is described and the results of a post-test analysed. The
results indicate that pre-registration nursing courses should include an element of mathematics
to alert students to their own shortcomings and provide a means to improve their
computational skills before working in the clinical areas.
Introduction
That nurses need to be competent in the mathematics involved in calculating fluid balance,
drug dosages and intravenous drip rates is generally accepted. However, nursing students have
been shown to perform poorly in written tests of the relevant mathematics (Whittaker 1987,
Miller 1992, Hutton 1997). Students entering nursing in the 1990s represent a new type of
student nurse. Gone is the image of the beginner nurse as an 18 year old school leaver,
although these do still form a large proportion of the entry cohort. But a much wider wide
range of adult learner is now the norm. Most are women, although the steady 10% of males
which has been the case for several years is now approaching 14%, and the average age is
around 25 years. The men tend to perform better than the women in the mathematics test and
so I will not be considering them specifically in this paper. Many of the adult women are
venturing on a career having already had families and bring with them a rich variety of life
experiences. These women are often lacking in confidence in their mathematics ability and
perform badly in the test for a number of reasons.
This paper seeks to explore these reasons and to look for useful ways in which to improve both
the confidence levels and the performance in nursing mathematics by such students.
The students
The students who contributed to this study were all enrolled on a Project 2000 Nursing course
within a University. Cohorts are large, with over 100 students entering at one time and
teaching generally tends to be to large groups. The Project 2000 course is a three year course
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leading to a Diploma in Higher Education and entry onto the professional register in any one of
the four branches comprising adult nursing, children's nursing, mental health nursing or nursing
people with learning disabilities. Mathematics is included in the Common Foundation
Programme as part of a general study skills module and so students from all branches of
nursing are included.
Feelings about mathematics
The students were given a diagnostic test of nursing mathematics in their first week of the
course so that revision sessions could be arranged as necessary. After they had done this test, I
asked them to write a few lines on how they felt about mathematics and its inclusion in the
nursing curriculum.
Most students recognised the need for at least basic arithmetic as a factor of nursing although
one or two expressed surprise at its inclusion in the course. This was not unreasonable given
that not all nursing courses do include mathematics (Hek 1994) and my own research has
indicated that it is used much more in children's nursing and high tech areas of adult nursing
than in either of the other two branches. Many students claimed to have forgotten all the
relevant arithmetic since leaving school or excused themselves with statements such as;
In school, the maths course is not aimed toward basic arithmetic. The core of the
work is based on problem solving and theorems. So the adding and dividing etc....
of numbers and fractions are forgotten again then as they have not been taught
since 11 or 12 years of age.
I think this suggests an element of what Lave (1988) temied situated learning, in that the
mathematics learned in elementary school was considered to be different from the mathematics
required to work out the problems set in senior school. This particular student was actually
quite proficient in her performance in the test and was perhaps unconscious of the fact that she
had utilised those mathematics skills which she thought were forgotten from an earlier age.
The very term 'mathematics' has been found to trigger fearful emotions in many people
(Buxton 1981) and such ‘mathophobia' was a common theme among the written statements,
particularly from more mature women who appeared to have more insight into the dangers of
making mistakes. A 30 year old wrote, I need to be good at maths or I could kill someone.
Anxiety was even more obvious in relation to the test. When I tutored some of these women in
small groups, using everyday examples, they were able to calculate the mathematics without
any problems. They needed to be able to relate the mathematics to real life in order to make
sense of it. They were encouraged to form their own groups in which to work on the revision
and to discuss different ways of doing calculations. In spite of the contentions of these women
that they could not do mathematics, the older age group in fact scored higher marks in the test
then their younger colleagues.
The more recent school leavers were more confident about their ability to cope with nursing
mathematics after some revision and particularly if they were allowed to use calculators (see
my paper entitled 'Should Nurses Carry Calculators' also in this volume). They were more
keen to work individually and were more likely to use school taught methods of calculating.
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Provision for revision
The diagnostic test showed that on paper at least, many of the students required some revision
in basic arithmetic of the type used in nursing mathematics and some practice in interpreting
word problems covering calculations which they might be required to do in practice. Pirie's
(1982) research had suggested that self-help books were of most use to student nurses given
the time constraints of the curriculum. Although her suggestions were made over 10 years ago,
the nursing curriculum now has even less time in it for mathematics and so booklets were
devised to provide self-instruction backed up by group tutorials as required.

Students were encouraged to form their own groups for revision work, a suggestion taken up
only by a very small number of mature women. These women had all performed badly in the
test but were able to verbalise sensible solutions to the problems and seemed to be able to
perform the necessary mathematics when relaxed, in a away that was not apparent from their
test results_ The drawback in this arrangement was the slow progress they made through the
required material which meant that they could not cover it all by the time of the post-test. The
positive results were the development of group dynamics in which peer support was very
evident and the obvious enthusiasm towards learning mathematics which these women showed.
Post-test results
The results of the post-test showed an improvement overall in both the younger students and
the more mature group, although the older students showed less of an increase. See Table 1.
Those who had admitted to maths anxiety performed least well, although they too improved.
.
Age group

Age
mean (SD)

Pre-test
score
mean (SD)

Post-test
score
mean (SD)

Difference
in scores
mean (SD)

21 and
under
n = 106

19.7 (1.1)

20.07 (6.4)

28.79 (7.8)

9 (6)

22 and over
n = 78

29 (6.2)

23.08 (6.8)

30.1 (8.4)

7 (6)

Table 1: Pre and post-test scores by age group
Discussion
Some students were still scoring poorly in the test even after the revision sessions and so were
invited to attend tutorials on a one-to-one basis where the test was discussed. Those who did
come for tutorial help were able to vocalise their problems and demonstrated a performance
failure rather than an inherent inability to comprehend the mathematics concerned. All these
students were female and the majority were mature students. They all felt under pressure in the
test and voiced variations on the theme of maths anxiety already mentioned. Sadie, a 30 year
old, said, 'I saw the questions and just froze.' Such comments were common within this group.
On an individual basis these women demonstrated remarkably high performance in mental
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calculation which calls to question the validity of such assessment methods when trying to
establish a true picture of mathematical ability in student nurses. When I went through the test
in the tutorial, few of the test items could not be done correctly and a typical remark was that
of a 28 year old student who said, 'now when I look at it, I know how to do them, but it just
went out of my head at the time.'
The students showed a variety of strategies to reach the answers, many of which they could
not explain, but just 'knew' . This was an example of the type of common-sense knowing in
mathematics described by Cohen (1996). Only one student showed any signs of panic in the
one-to-one situation, reinforcing my feelings that this, or indeed any written test was not a
good indicator of some students' competence at calculation. I had tried to limit the effect of
anxiety on performance in the test by making the atmosphere relatively informal and stressing
to the students that this test did not constitute part of their formal assessment and was simply
to identify those who needed additional help in mathematics for nursing. However, given the
constraints of time allocated, numbers of students and type of accommodation, I felt that
there was no workable alternative method of identifying those in need of revision.
Mathematics was not taught again in the course as a subject in its own right, although some
time was given to a session covering units of measurement used within nursing and another on
drug administration which included specific nursing calculations, including formulae for drip
rates and drug dosages.

Where from here?
The student nurses were not all competent in nursing mathematics by the time they had
completed the study skills module. They had been selected as representative of the population
of student nurses and so it could be assumed that this was not an uncommon occurrence. I
knew from observation that mathematics was used extensively in nursing and now knew that
the student nurses appeared to be poor performers in nursing mathematics, Why, therefore
were the papers not MI of the consequences of mathematics errors? How did the students
learn to become competent in the necessary mathematics?
I believe that the acquisition of competency in nursing mathematics comes, not through
classroom tuition, but through using the relevant skills in the appropriate situation. Although
this may be argued as an example of culture-bound learning as in Lave's (1988) grocery
shoppers, it may also be an example of initially contextualised learning leading to unconscious
use of the background skills then being applied to a different situation. It is in recognising the
similarities of different situations that learning is enhanced. Students who I interviewed near
the end of their training told me that the maths they had done in the classroom made no sense
at all and was forgotten . It was only when they had to do the calculations on the ward that it
began to make sense.
I applied Knowles' (1980) androgogical model of adult learners to the student nurses in order
to identify where their learning of nursing mathematics fitted. Knowles' four assumptions of
andragogy are:
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1.

Adults both desire and enact a tendency toward
self-directedness as they mature, though they
may be dependent in certain situations.

2.

Adults' experiences are a rich resource for learning.
Adults learn more effectively through experiential
techniques of education such as discussion and
problem solving.

3.

Adults are aware of specific learning needs
generated by real life tasks or problems. Adult
education programs, therefore, should be organised
around 'fife-application' categories and sequenced
according to learners' readiness to learn.

4.

Adults are competency based learners in that they
wish to apply newly acquired skills or knowledge
to their immediate circumstances. Adults are,
therefore, 'performance-centred' in their orientation
to learning.
(Knowles 1980, pp 43-44)

Self-directed learning
The student nurses began their self-directed learning of nursing mathematics by using the
booklets supplied for revision, but this was only a beginning. The maths testing, however
unrealistic as a real measure of nurses' competency in mathematics in view of the anxiety
factor and contextuality of the test, highlighted individuals' needs. The students could identify
their own deficits of learning and were therefore equipped to seek remediation. The self-

recognised that the mathematics highlighted by the original test was in fact what they were
using in practice. Other students failed to make any connection between the two, possibly
because they had never lost these skills or maybe because their initial learning was truly
`situated' and they saw the mathematics used in the clinical area as different and new.
Therefore, the student nurse needs exposure to nursing mathematics in a practical situation to
continue the motivation to learn and to consolidate the classroom tuition.
Situated learning
This concept seemed to fit around the third assumption of andragogy if real-life situations are
taken to be a specific cultural context. Real-life for the nursing students was the clinical
situation. Some students recognised that the mathematics they were using was what had been
taught in the classroom and the children's nursing branch specifically made use in practice of
the algorithms introduced in college. In other areas of practice where the use of specific
formulae was not apparent, they were quickly forgotten and logic or common-sense strategies
took over. The students who learned in this way had less difficulty when they were faced with
new situations which did not match the learned formula. Student nurses need encouragement
not to learn by rote, but to understand the underlying concepts and to recognise the similarities
between different contexts where the same mathematics is being used. This is a particular
problem for students whose ward-based teachers are other nurses whose culture is even more
bound up in the activities of that particular ward than the more peripatetic student. The student
is in a much more difficult position than the trained nurse from the point of view of
mathematical competency. The student has to apply knowledge acquired in different contexts
to all tho differont situations JAL
comc across flui-hrg a varkt-y of clinical placements. The
trained nurse is usually attached to a specific ward or unit where the culture remains relatively
static. This could be one explanation of why the apparent poor performance in nursing
mathematics in student nurses is not mirrored by trained staff. The mathematics used by
qualified staff is consolidated by experience in a stable context and so becomes common-sense
within everyday routine.
Competency-based learning
It is argued by Benner (1984) and reiterated by Ashworth and Saxton (1990) that professional
competency is highly situational and context-dependent rather than consisting of generalisable
knowledge and skills. Although nursing mathematics forms a very small element of the
competencies required of a nurse, it needs to be seen in context and should therefore be tested
in the practical situation rather than as a paper and pen exercise in a classroom. I would
suggest that the variety of experiences included in a student's training, combined with
reflection on the experiences, will facilitate the development of competency which will
prepare the student to become an expert in the area she eventually settles. This will become
more context-bound as she concentrates on a particular speciality, but her basic training should
provide sufficient experience for her to be able to make a choice. The concept of competence
developing through a variety of different experiences is supported by the work of Dall'Alba
and Sandberg (1995) who advocate changing ways of students' experiencing practice in order
to encourage a broader view of knowledge.
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Conclusions

This paper has explored briefly the feelings of beginner - student nurses in relation to
mathematics in the nursing curriculum. The findings are discussed with reference to the
students' age and time since leaving school and a greater level of anxiety shown in more
mature students, particularly women. Provision for revision is discussed and an analysis of the
post-test results. In finding that many students are still lacking the necessary competency in
nursing mathematics, I went on to look at how they fitted the model of andragogy presented by
Knowles(1980) which offers an explanation of how competency in nursing mathematics is
acquired.
Nurse educators must ensure that the student is given the opportunity of exposure to different
clinical environments and encouraged to reflect on the experiences in order to develop
competency which is not totally context-bound .
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Could there be a specific problematique for research
in adult mathematics education?
Tine Wedege
Roskilde University, Denmark
Introduction
In this paper I will attempt to locate a leitmotif for the mathematics education of adults and
discuss whether there exists a specific 'problematique' for research into this area. I will
explicate a conceptual framework for the construction of a systematically linked problem field.
At the session at ALM-4 we discussed the didactics of mathematics as a specific problematique, and I include comments made by some of the participants.

Adult education is a growth area and the same is true of research into adult education.
However, as we know 'adults and mathematics' is a relatively uncultivated area of research
on mathematics education, but it is also an area with increasing activity. In the new international handbook there is an entry for 'adults' for the first time ever in a reference work on
research on mathematics education. (Bishop et al., 1996) In fact there is a whole chapter
entitled "Adults and Mathematics (Adults' Numeracy)". At the 8th International Congress on
Mathematical Education, in Seville 1996 (ICME 8), for the first time one of the groups was
organized around the theme of 'Adults returning to mathematics education'. (FitzSimons,
1997)
'Heterogeneity' is the very term for description of the field of research in adult teaching and
learning of mathematics. This is the message in the above mentioned chapter of the handbook.
(FitzSimons, Jungwirth, Maasz, & Schloglmann, 1996). Indeed, as a field of practice 'adults'
mathematical education' is very complex, and the ways of constructing the object of study are
innumerable. For example there are two different points of view - society's demand for
mathematical knowledge as against the needs of individuals - which give rise to several subfields of research.
There does not exist a total paradigm or a 'grand narrative' concerning adults and
mathematics. Nevertheless, I think that it is possible to locate a leitmotif that cuts across the
different fields. The issue I wanted to discuss in my session at the conference ALM-4 was:
Could there be a specific 'problematique' for research in mathematics education of
adults (teaching and learning) that is different from a 'problematique' concerning
children's education?
At the conference we had a preprint of Gail FitzSimons reflections on ICME 8. As a
chieforganizer of the Working Group 18 (Adults returning to study mathematics) she is too
the editor of the proceedings:
As I read through the range of papers several things impressed me. There is an
outstanding level of commitment by the authors to the adults with whom they have
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been working: They show caring and compassion for their students' best interests. (...)
In many countries, such as my own, adults returning to study in general, and to
mathematics in particular, are expected to pursue purely instrumental, vocational
directions, such as those espoused by economic rationalists whose current influence
on educational policy is greater than is warranted.(...) However, I see that these papers
highlight the need to focus on the discourse of adult education in mathematics, in
order to see mathematics education as a positive way of enabling all people to direct
their own lives as critical citizens in the world they inhabit. (FitzSimons, 1997:8)
As some kind of evidence I quoted this to open my session. And inspired by the theoretical
work of the French philosopher Louis Althusser (Althusser, 1968), I tried to construct an
epistemological concept of problematique which was used as a tool in my analysis of papers
from the two first ALM conferences (Cohen, 1994 & 1995). In this way I hoped to create a
jumping-off point for a theoretical discussion.
The term 'problematique'
All the participants at the session were able to speak and understand English. Some German
and some of us French too. To have a common reference I started out by presenting the term
'problematique':
In the French dictionary we are told that the noun 'problématique' comes from the German
'Problematik', which has the same two basic meanings as the Danish noun 'problematik': 1)
Schwierigkeit (einer Aufgabe, einer Frage); 2) Gesamtheit der Probleme einer bestimmten
Angelegenheit; eg. die Problematik der Jugendarbeitslosigkeit. But the French word
'problematique' has only the second meaning, and it can only be translated as 'problem field'
not as 'problem'. Since the 1950's 'problematique' has furthermore a more specific meaning
where the coherence within the problem field is defined by a science or a theory:
Ensemble de problêmes ólabores par une science donne et consideres come delimit=
le domaine qui lui est propre. (Tresor de la Langue Francaise. Dictionnaire de la
langue du XIVe et du XX siècle. 1988)
In an ordinary dictionary we only find the english word 'problematic' (alt.: -ique) as an
adjective. But in The Oxford English Dictionary (1989) 'problematic' is also given as a noun:
"Something that constitutes a problem, or an area of difficulty in a particular field of study."
The first example given is from 1957:"R.K. Merton "Social Theory": Working out its
problematics, i.e. the principal problems (conceptual, substantive and procedural)."
Defining a problematique within didactics of mathematics
My own studies are in the border area between sociology, adult education and didactics of
mathematics (meaning the scientific discipline related to research and development work in
mathematics education). In my doctoral thesis the task is, first and foremost, to make a
contribution to the construction of a problematique in the field of didactics of mathematics
within which problems can be formulated (in the form of questions and answers) concerning
adults, mathematics and technology at the work place. My interest in 'adults and mathematics'
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is that of the educational planner, and I have chosen mathematics education as my research
field, and not adult education in general. But my point of departure is that educational reforms
must address the social nature of work, including the capacity to understand and modify
technology and organization. The preliminary question defining my problem field was:
Is it possible that mathematics teaching and learning could provide unskilled workers
with the possibilities to develop technological competencies which may place them as
subjects in relation to the technology in their workplace? (Wedege, 1995:53)
"But are you sure that the answer is mathematics teaching?" asked an educational researcher.
The research field of mathematics education offers a specific focus, while at the same time
the problem field i narrowed down. In my doctoral thesis the term 'problematique' will be
defined an discussed as an epistemological concept. At the session I presented the terminology
as follows:
Firstly, I delimit the subject area (adult - mathematics - technology) and formulate a simple
structure. Taking my point of departure in a certain position, I then adopt a certain view of
the subject and identify a problem field concerning the area. The problem field is defined in
such a way as to make it possible to formulate problem complexes concerning the didactics
of mathematics within it. In this way the subject is further structured and becomes a subject
field. My task can now be described as:
The construction of a systematically linked problem field, a problematique in the
didactics of mathematics, in which problem complexes are formulated as problems in
the form of questions and answers about the subject field on the basis of a certain
theoretical and/or methodological approach. The subject field is opened and closed at
the same time in this process.
This conceptual framework may be illustrated like this:
subject area (SA)

a problem field (PF) concerning SA
problem complexes within PF

a subject field (SF)
a problematique (P) concerning SF
problems (questions &
answers) within P

The subject field is defined and structured when problem complexes concerning the subject
area are formulated. For example: Why is mathematics an important subject in adult
vocational training in Denmark? The Danish proverb, "Som man raaber i skoven far man
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svar" (corresponding to something like "You get what you're asking for") represents the basic
idea in this concept of problematique. My work of construction is based oh various theoretical
points of view and with a point of departure in a limited number of theses by which means
the problem field is narrowed down and focus is on certain problem complexes. A significant
part of the work consists in discussing the compatibility of different theories of knowledge,
learning and qualification.
The first delimitation and structuring takes place by defining the subject area. It is possible
to draw the contours of three superordinate subjects of research in the didactics of
mathematics within or across which the specific subject fields are construed and structured,
and, in addition, a fourth subject area which is structured as an epistemological subject field.
They are as follows:
(1) Mathematics teaching
Problem complexes, which can also be interdisciplinary, begin with: why, what, how,
who, and where?
These includes problem complexes concerning teacher training/ qualifications and the
cultural and societal function of the teaching.
The focus is on communicating mathematics.
(2) Learning mathematics
The problem complexes begin with : who, what, how and where? They have to do
with what is specific about learning mathematics, both the cognitive processes and the
conditions for the learning processes, the means, the situations/contexts, and the
barriers.
The focus is on the learner.
(3) Mathematical knowledge and attitudes to mathematics.
a) Knowledge and attitudes as
(i) a result of participating in teaching and/or learning in other connections, and
(ii) background/qualification for participating in teaching/education.
b) Knowledge and attitudes in culture, social life, working life etc.
The problem complexes start with: what, where and who?
The focus is variously on human knowledge or mathematics, the context or the situation
(teaching, working life, social life, culture etc.)
The two subject areas, (2) learning mathematics and (3) mathematical knowledge, may only
be separated analytically by distinguishing between process and product. The subjects
complement each other in the sense that the one does not exist without the other. New
concepts of knowledge which replace 'knowledge' with 'knowing' attempt to escape the
dichotomy between product and process.
The constitution of the didactics of mathematics as a scholarly discipline creates a fourth
subject of theoretical and historical epistemological research.
(4) The didactics of mathematics.
- history, theory, methodology etc.
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The focus is on dicactics of mathematics as a practice.
Our meta-discussion at ALM-4 about research on 'adults and mathematics' as a specific
problematique within the field of research in mathematics education dealt with the fourth
subject area, didactics of mathematics.
'Adults education and mathematics' as a complex subject area
I regard 'adults education and mathematics' as a complex subject for didactics of mathematics,
whether the focus be on teaching, learning, or knowledge. Thus delimiting the field of study
(subject area and problem field) is a central part of the research. In my view the complexity
is based on at least three vital, inter-connected conditions which have to do with knowing,
learning and teaching of adults:

(1) Mathematics teaching
Adults have opportunities to learn (or not to learn) mathematics in adult or further educational
systems and/or in everyday practice. There is a large variety of formal adult education
programs where mathematics is taught as a separate subject or integrated in other subjects, and
where the objectives are either mathematical, general or specific vocational competence.
The subject area (1) is defined in a way that opens up to math-containing teaching and
instruction' in formal and informal settings.
(2) Learning mathematics
The situation for learning mathematics depends on the experience of the individual adult with
mathematics in school and everyday practice and their individual perspectives for learning.
Emotional factors are just as important as cognitive ones in the psychological learning process.
Someone have the taste for mathematics, others don't. (Wedege, 1997)
(3) Mathematical knowledge and attitudes to mathematics
Knowing mathematics is a contextually determined and thus relational concept in the adult
world. Whether or not an adult knows mathematics can only be answered after the questions
such as who, where, what and when.
The subject area (2) is defined in a way that opens up to math-containing competencies and
skills. The construction and further development of a concept of 'numeracy' as an everyday
competence is task that all researchers relate to in some way or another:
There is, in some countries, debate about the distinction between the terms mathematics and numeric. The pragmatic solution adopted by the Working Group was to

I use the word 'math-containing' as in the German 'mathematik-haltige weiterbildung Vungwirth et al. 1995)
1
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incorporate all possible terms which address the learning of mathematics including for
example, statistical literacy, without debate. (FitzSimons, 1997:8)
I regard the fruitfull dialogue in the Working Group at ICME8 and at the ALM conferences
as some kind of evidence that there is some kind of common understanding of the basic
question: What is mathematics? Or at least to the question: What is mathematics not?
As stated by Roseanne Benn the view of mathematics is a determinating factor for research
and teaching. She outlines two of the different (incompatible) views of mathematics:
Mathematics as a certain an neutral subject.
1)
Mathematics as a social construct.
2)
And she argues that they lead to two fundamentally different approaches to teaching and
learning mathematics. The danger of regarding mathematics as an absolute subject is that it
may lead to an absolutist pedagogy which ensures that mathematics remains a collection of
rules and facts to be remembered.
As has been illustrated earlier, practitioners in the field who are teaching these groups
/groups that consistently underachieve in our educational system (ethnic minorities, the
working class and girls/women)/ have developed alternative approaches. They set
mathematics in a historical, cultural and socio-political environment and they ensure
a more relevant syllabus set in the context of every-thy life. They ensure that
mathematics is seen like other disciplines as a negotiated journey, a quest and a
voyage of discovery. (Berm, 1995:25)

The debate is to be continued
I shall end up by quoting some of the participants from the debate at the session:
Dhamma Colwell.
When you talk about 'mathematics education'. I think - Oh, that is not what I'm
doing.
Sylvia Johnson.
I see a big difference between learning mathematics 1) as advanced math at a
university level and 2) at a vocational level (or numeric). The meaning of mathematics
is different.
John O'Donoghue.
We have a complex of problems. What constitutes our area? Is it a legitimate scientific
activity? When we went to ICME last year, we made a choice. It was a hard decision:
Is research in Adults Learning Mathematics a subfield of the field of Mathematics
Education, or is it not?"
Diana Coben.
I see 'adults and mathematics' as a field where we can meet as researchers and
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practitioners with different backgrounds from different fields, i.e. adult education in
general and mathematics education."
Jfirgen Maasz.
When we talk about putting limits in the field of research, it should not mean 'putting
someone outside'. We should talk about theories, not about membership of the ALM
community."
John O'Donoghue.
I suggest to use the word 'define' in stead of 'limit' in relation to research in
children's mathematics education. The term 'limiting' is saying that we cannot use the
findings concerning the children and young people.
As one can see this is a very complex issue which can be formulated at different levels and
from different points of views. Thus Roseanne Benn suggested that we continue the debate
at the ALM-5 conference next year in Utrecht.
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Cooperative Learning: Students Helping Students or Stumbling Through the
Dark Together?
Katherine Safford
Saint Peter's College
Jersey City, New Jersey, USA
In the elementary and secondary school mathematics curriculum in the United States, there is a
growing argument for, and trend towards, the incorporation of cooperative learning as the principal
method of instruction. The research base supporting the use of cooperative methods for students
age 5 through 18 has grown substantially over the past twenty years and the question of 'Does it
work?' has been replaced by that of 'How can we maximize its effectiveness?' Research on the
use of cooperative learning with adult mathematics students is less extensive but does exist. This
paper incorporates existing research and the author's own experiences with cooperative learning in
workplace and collegiate settings.
What is cooperative learning?
Cooperative learning embraces a number of classroom organization styles all of which group
students together in learning teams for some, or all, of the instructional time. Slavin et al. (1985:6)
describes cooperative learning methods as 'structured, systematic instructional strategies capable of
being used at any grade level and in most school subjects.' A description appropriate to adult
mathematics classrooms is found in Reynolds et al. (1995:5) which depicts collegiate cooperative
learning in the following words:
• a significant amount of the work of the course is done in cooperative groups,
• a positive esprit de corps exists within the groups,
• team members share a feeling of mutual responsibility for each other,
• group membership is permanent and stable, and
• group work is included in the evaluation process.
Why use cooperative learning?
Much has been written about the changing educational needs of our industrial society. Paramount
among those needs is the requirement that employees be prepared to work together cooperatively,
sharing ideas and negotiating compromises when necessary. Traditionally, however, cooperation
has been the antithesis of the way that mathematics classrooms functioned. Students worked in
isolation, competing against each other for grades. Inherent in that competition was the fact that if
I did well, someone else in the class must have done poorly.
From a pedagogical standpoint, Slavin et al. (1985:2) roots the rationale for organizing instruction
in cooperative settings in the work of John Dewey who emphasized social aspects of learning and
the role of the school in educating students in cooperative democratic living. This idea that all
learning takes place in a social context is echoed in the work of later educational psychologists such
as Piaget and Vygotsky. The old adage that 'the whole is greater than the sum of its parts' comes
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to mind when I think about cooperative learning. Each student brings to the discussion some
information which s/he alone possesses and adds it to the collective knowledge base used to solve a
problem. Combined, the bits and pieces contributed are likely to be better than any one student
would have arrived at individually.
Reynolds et al. (1995:13-14) gives evidence from research that students in classes using
cooperative learning can develop a more positive attitude toward themselves and toward
mathematics. The feelings of helplessness and past failures can be ameliorated by the liberating
experience of being allowed to consult peers while struggling with a mathematics problem. In an
analogous situation, perhaps a problem with a personal relationship, it is quite natural to discuss the
problem with friends, seek the advise of an experienced person or a counseling professional, reflect
upon the accumulated input and make a decision. Yet in a traditional mathematics classroom,
students are expected to solve problems alone rather than 'cheat' and ask a colleague for help.
Small wonder that many students found school mathematics frustrating and developed test anxiety.
But perhaps the best argument I can make for using cooperative learning methods in my class is
that teaching has become more enjoyable for me. Instead of standing behind the safety of my
lectern or demonstrating brilliant solutions to problems at the chalkboard (carefully worked out
ahead of time), I have the opportunity to observe the students engaged in doing, or at least
tackling, mathematics problems. I can listen to their questions, to correct misconceptions, to
follow discussions wherever they may lead. Prior to this conference, my family and I traveled
around Ireland in our own car stopping where and when we wanted to do so, planning each day's
itinerary based on the weather and our whims. By contrast, we took a bus tour for one day and
saw what the tour company valued, stopped when and where the bus driver had been instructed to
stop, ate at the pre-arranged restaurant. While we may have seen sites which we would have
missed traveling independently, the family agreed that we liked our own way better. Teaching in a
cooperative setting is like that independent travel. Students visit most of the same sites but they do
so on their terms and the itinerary, rather than being preplanned, adjusts to individual tastes and
requirements.
What methods can be used to promote cooperative learning?
Cooperative learning does not just 'happen' nor is it used the same way by every instructor. There
are several standard methods which have evolved over time and some lend themselves to the
mathematics classroom better than others. The method which I use extensively is that of small
group discovery. Davidson (Slavin 1985:212-213) describes the method in the following way
The instructor introduced new material with brief lectures at the beginning of class, during
which he posed problems and questions for investigation. For most of the class time, the
students worked together cooperatively at the blackboard in four-member groups. The
students discussed mathematical concepts, proved theorems, made conjectures, constructed
examples and counter-examples, and developed techniques for problem-solving. The
instructor provided guidance and support for the small groups.
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In my own classroom, I tend to switch back and forth between group work and summarization of
`findings thus far.' This allows all the groups to share progreis intermittently and maintains a
certain collegiate pace. At my institution we have only 45 contact hours per semester with the
expectation that students do two hours of homework for each contact hour. This means that
frequently problem exploration must continue between class sessions either with group members or
individually. More often than not it is individual, since a substantial number of our students are
commuter students with part-time jobs who find it difficult to meet their groups outside the
classroom . I continue to struggle this problem. I do suggest that group members exchange
phone numbers and e-mail addresses. However many students have no e-mail facilities off
campus, so that is not a viable solution right now.
There are other cooperative learning methods which can be useful in the mathematics classroom,
although I find them more applicable to pedagogy than andragogy. The first is one called Student
Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD). With this method, the teacher presents a lesson, the
students meet in teams to master worksheets and are then quizzed on the material. The scores of
the students contribute to their teams' standings. A second method, and close cousin to STAD is
Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) in which the students play academic games as representatives
of their teams instead of taking quizzes. While I appreciate the contribution of these methods to
the esprit de corps, I question the appropriateness of the competition which they introduce to an
adult classroom. How can they be used? Certainly the cooperative mastery activities would be
useful at the point in a unit where skill building takes place. I have used the tournament idea for
review. In a twist on a popular US television show, the class plays `Mathardy.' Two teams select
a player to compete for prize money (fake, or course) and the remaining teams must determine the
correct answer.
In another cooperative learning method, Learning Together, students work together on a group
assignment and individual scores are based on that group product. In the adult mathematics
classroom this could be used when students attack a sizable problem, probably a real-life situation,
when the problem involves the computer for representation and solution, or when a research
project and/or presentation is assigned. Similar methods to Learning Together are Group
Investigation and Co-op Co-op. In these methods each cooperative group assumes a specific task
and then subtasks within the group. The tasks are usually open-ended investigations using various
resource materials. They differ in assessment techniques. Group Investigation reports are
evaluated by fellow students and the teacher. In Co-op Co-op, students take individual quizzes on
each topic once the reports are completed.
Do not be surprised if the group dynamics in your classroom evolve differently from any of the
classic models. In an adult classroom where I implemented cooperative learning, my perception
was that group work was not taking place. At the end of the course, however, all the students
interviewed cited group work as their favorite characteristic of the course. Upon reflection, I
realized that their approach, while different from pedagogical models, functioned well. Rather
than jump right in to group discussion, the adult students worked on the assignment alone for a
few minutes, tried to solve the problem, and then proceeded to discuss it together.
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The above discussion does not pretend to be complete or exhaustive. Readers interested in
detailed information on cooperative learning methods should access the texts edited by Slavin and
Sham in the references of this paper.
How should the groups be organized?
There are strong arguments made for heterogeneous grouping of students (Slavin 1985:179,
Reynolds 1995: 25). Proponents argue that such groups have a positive effect on both
achievement and attitude. In my own work, students have echoed those research findings. The
best student in one class said that he benefited from explaining his problem solutions to fellow
students. Weaker students said that explanations from classmates aided their understanding and
mastery of material. In a very diverse class it may be better to group students in high-to-middle
and middle-to-low ability as there may be too much of a gap between the highest and lowest
students to render effective cooperation within groups.
Teachers who organize cooperative groups should strive for heterogeneity of other descriptors
beside ability. The instructor should include both male and female students in each small group as
well as students of different ethnicities. In classes where many students speak English as a second
language, efforts should be made to include native and non-native speakers of English in each
group. In port-of-entry schools, it might be wise to pair students who are proficient in English
with new arrivals when composing the groups. When there is a broad range of ages within the
class, traditional age and adult students should be blended together. Many instructors build groups
based on a questionnaire completed during the first week of class. The task of achieving
heterogeneity seems daunting but one can only consider all the factors and try for a good mix.
Size of groups is another question. Some instructors start the students working together in pairs to
become accustomed to cooperating while the teacher is planning larger, permanent groups. Four
appears to be a good group size. In situations where attendance is erratic, groups of five or six
would guarantee that at least a quorum would be at any one class meeting. In groups larger than
four, effective dialogue seems to decrease as there is less opportunity to speak and physical
distance between students require shouting to be heard or separate discussions with immediate
neighbors, which fractures the group structure.
Finally, should the groups self-select? There is no right answer to this question. Sometimes you
will have no choice. In a workplace situation where you are one of several instructors, students
might be ensconced in a seat and refuse to budge from it. Perhaps you only want to use groups
for initial problem exploration. Self-selection would be fine in that case. If however, you hope
for a good degree of heterogeneity, instructor direction really is needed to achieve it.
,

What problems may arise?
For starters, adult students know how a mathematics classroom should operate, and cooperation is
not part of that experience. Resistance to group work can range anywhere from initial discomfort
in consulting with peers to outright rebellion voiced as paid good money for her to teach, not to
listen to some other student tell me what to do.' It has been my experience that most students
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overcame their initial suspicion and enjoyed the opportunity to discuss questions before a small
audience of peers. There have been one or two exceptions and I must confess that I do not force
adult students to join a group if they adamantly refuse to do so. As an adult educator I do not see
my primary function to be a molder of personality and therefore allow students to be a 'group of
one' if they so choose.
Even adults need direction in working cooperatively. The teacher needs to establish some basic
ground rules for how the groups should operate. Conflict is a natural outcome of open discussion
and instructor intervention can range anywhere from a few soothing words in class to private
sessions with group members or, in the worst case, reorganization of the groups. Many instructors
who use cooperative learning devote the first few classes to activities which build cooperative skills
and enhance group dependency. During that period, discussion of conflict resolution strate gies can
be aired before, rather than after, conflicts arise.
The physical layout of the classroom can present challenges to cooperative learning. A classroom
with small table which seat four to six people is a good setting for cooperation. Furniture which
can be rearranged into groups is a good alternative, but time is lost at both ends of the class session
when desks get moved. Seating at both tables and grouped desks can distract studendif you
alternate between small-group and whole-group work throughout the class since the physical
closeness facilitates private conversation when you are trying to centralize discussion.
Simpson (1995) points out that competition between groups can become an issue. In the pursuit
of the elusive 'outstanding' grade, groups may downplay the work of others or tiy to outdo each
other in presenting their own solutions. In institutions which limit the number of 'A' (4.0 or
outstanding) grades which a teacher can give, this presents a real problem. The traditional class
pits student against student in an intrinsically competitive environment. If cooperation is to work,
students must be confident that they will all benefit from the success of each individual.
This leads to one last point, that of assessment. Students know that it is 'the test' that really
matters. If instruction is to stress cooperative problem exploration and group solutions and then all
assessment tools test the students individually, cooperation will have a short lifespan. There are
several ways to assess cooperative work. The most dramatic method bases the grade of all
individual students on the group product. All students sign off on the work and submit one
solution, quiz, or test. This is rather utopian. A more common approach bases a percentage of the
student grade on the group product and then test individually for the rest of the grade. A third
approach assesses specific products collectively and others individually. For example, quizzes or
tests during the semester might be group work but the midterm and exam are taken, and graded,
on an individual basis.
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Summary
Cooperative learning is one of many practical ways to organize the adult mathematics classroom.
It requires planning and tactfulness on the part of the instructor if it is to work. Many students and
instructors in cooperative classrooms feel that it is both an effective and enjoyable way to learn
mathematics. Having made a commitment to cooperative rather than competitive learning, I
cannot imagine myself returning to the traditional lecture format with which I began my teaching
career.
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Constructive Numeracy Teaching as a Gateway
to Independent Learning

Mieke van Groenestijn
Hogeschool van Utrecht
Faculty of Education
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract
There is a new wave going on in the Dutch Adult Education, similar to the ideas of Open
Learning Centers in Further Education in Great Britain. The intention of this movement is
to structure adult education in a way that it fits everyone. That means: more flexible
programs, focusing on more individual education, more teacher independent and with
grading by certificates at different levels. People must be able to study in their own way,
time and pace. The basic idea of the new system is independent Learning:
Some starting points of Constructivism can be a base for independent learning. In that
way we may wonder how Constructivism and Realistic Mathematics Education can be a
gateway to independent learning in adult education. If we are able to develop a numeracy
program for Adult (Basic) Education, based on the learning principles of Constructivism
and RME, then the students can be trained in learning to work more independently at the
same time.

1. Developments in Adult Education in the Netherlands

Hot topic in the Dutch adult education nowadays is 'independent learning'.
The whole education system has been changing into a way of teaching and learning in
which adult students can do courses in a more individual and effective way: choosing own
study programs and studying in their own time and pace. Organizing programs which
offer such possibilities to students, asks lots of energy from teachers as well from
students.
Students are supposed to be able to study in an effective and independent way and the
teachers' role will be changed into a more guiding and tutoring task.
Both, the adult student and the teacher, are not yet used to this.
Many experiments in this area have been tried out up to now, especially on training study
skills. There has been developed lots of programs on training study skills and effective
instruction, focusing on learning and teaching in small groups. But research in the past
has showed that only training of study skills as a skill in its own does not result into
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qualitative long term study skills (Simons, P.R.J., 1993). Training students' study skills
exists of changing attitudes and changing a way of thinking and working and this asks
time.
Either only training the students' study skills is not sufficient, it is also necessary to
change the teacher's way of instruction. This means that the teacher has to be trained in
effective teaching and guiding skills and by this the students will be trained in changing
their study attitudes as well. However in this presentation we will focus on the students'
study skills in relation to math skills. This will be done by bridging social norms and sociomath norms, both as part of the constructivism theory, with Realistic Mathematics
Education (RME).

2. Constructivism and Realistic Mathematics Education

Constructivism is a learning theory in which the way of acquiring knowledge has been
discussing in general. Basic assumption in constructivism is that everyone creates his
own knowledge. It is a process of continuous self-organization in which every person
reorganizes his own knowledge and skills at any time.
The learner links knowledge he already has acquired with new knowledge that is offered
to him or that he encounters. Everyone goes through this process in his own way and
pace and everybody will only remember that knowledge that has become relevant to him.
But there is an ongoing theoretical discussion about differences and similarities between
individual and socio-cultural constructivism. (Cobb, 1994a, 1994b, Gravemeijer, 1996)
In short we can say about this that in the individual stream learning is assumed to be a
process that everybody goes through in an individual way and pace and in the sociocultural theory however the essence of learning is communication with other people.
People construct joint knowledge in society as a whole or in small groups like classroom
communities and this is the base of individual knowledge as well. However the question is
which way the most authentic way of learning might be, either the individual or the social
way. (Cobb, 1994b). Many discussions about this issue are going on nowadays, also
linked with the Russion action theory and the Piaget theory. (Bereiter, 1994, Cobb, 1994b,
Gravemeijer, 1996)
Within the socio-cultural stream 'socio-math norms' has been discussing nowadays
(Gravemeijer, 1996). With this agreement is meant among students in the classroom
community for about the quality of solution procedures as for math problems and about
the essence of what exactly might be the insight into the solved math problem and this
could probably be the base of cooperative learning.
Basic assumption in RME is that math is an essential part of society. Math education is
derived from real life situations and math knowledge and skills must be directly applicable
in real life situations (Treffers 1987, 1991, Gravemeijer 1994). In daily life people always
communicate with each other. They learn from and teach to each other, mostly in an
informal (constructive) way. Therefore communication, interaction and reflection is a very
important part of RME. Math tasks, based on real life contexts, must be described in such
a way that students will need each other to solve them. These discussions may lead to
creative solving procedures. Students need to work cooperatively and constructively.
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The teacher's tasks exists of stimulating and guiding these procedures and keeping watch
on the quality of the solutions. (Bereiter, 1994, Driver, c.s. 1994)
In this way socio-cultural constructivism, socio-math norms and RME go hand in hand.

3. An integrative Representation Model

The basic procedures in Realistic Mathematics Education can be described in six steps:
1. There is functional, real life math problem to be solved
2. Students have to analyse the problem and to plan a procedure to solve the problem
jointly
3. They come to agreement about the formulas they will use
4. They do the computations
5. There will be a solution
6. The students reflect on this solution and the followed procedure and will take
conclusions from this for the future.

These six steps can be shown in the next picture:

Context
Review

Plan

Solution

Formula

Do
Picture 1: Basic scheme RME

The same steps can be used as a pattern for socio-math norms but then the quality of the
three procedural steps plan, do and review will be stressed. Most problems can be solved
in different ways and it depends on the insight of the students which way will be followed
and which will ascertain the quality of the solution procedure. In this way a second triangle
can be drawn in which the quality of actions can be showed. The quality of performance
of the computations regarding the problem can be mentioned as cognitive skills.
The discussions about what skills could be used and which to choose are part of metacognitive skills.
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Plan

Review

Do
Picture 2: RME and Sodo-Math Norms

In a third triangle the socio-cultural norms are showed. These skills are required to be
able to do cooperative problem solving. These meta-cognitive skills also regard the
planning, doing and reviewing of activities in general and will be the base of studying
independently.
For this the following, among other things, could be mentioned:
Skills for being able to plan activities, f.e.:
reading and understanding the problem or
helping each other to understand the problem
looking for lacking information
- linking with pre-knowledge
asking questions to other students if something might be unclear
analyzing information
- systematizing information
thinking about a creative solution procedure
agreement about the solving procedure that will be followed
agreement about the formulas which will be used

Skills for being able to do the computations, f.e.:
Students must be able to do basic computations like addition, subtraction, division and
multiplication, mostly in combination with doing measure, percents and/or fractions and
in a flexible way.
Quality of the computation may depend on experience with suchlike problems, insight
and on the extent of practising such computations.
Students need to know what kind of help they need if they get problems during the
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solving procedure and how and whom to ask for help
- Being able to change into an alternative way when it appears to be necessary
- Watching the process of doing
Skills for being able to review the followed procedure, f.e.:
checking the answer
checking and discussing the way of problem solving and perhaps alternative ways
- accepting corrections from others
- describing encountered problems
- agreement about the quality of the used procedures and computations.
agreement about the quality of the result
reviewing the total learning process

Review

Plan

Do
Picture 3: RME, Socio-Math Norms and Socio-Cultural Norms

4. Independent Learning in Adult Basic Education

The third circle could be restricted to math education but could also be broadened into
study skills in general and these are exactly the skills adults need to be able to study
cooperatively and independently.
Students in adult basic education are mainly people who are used to managing their own
family in real life, used to working situations and they mostly take part in different kinds of
social activities. However in school situations they often present themselves as completely dependent on teachers' decisions and activities and these might depend on each given
teacher. From former school years they often remember that working together was
forbidden. Students got to do most of the activities in school on their own.They also had
to do their tasks without an own critical view on targets, discussions about procedures
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and review on their own results. The teacher graded papers and tasks and there was no
comment required from the students. The teacher was the expert.
Both, teachers and students in adult basic education will have to get used to the new
situation. For teachers this will mean instead of teaching big classes mere working with
and asking questions to small groups of students, guiding and tutoring. In addition to this
they must have well organized instruction materials and learning environments. (van den
Brink, 1991). This all is not unknown to teachers but changing their own role from a
teacher into a tutor could be very radical and in ABE this may be double difficult because
ABE-students with little or no school-experiences don't have good study skills.
In daily life teaching to and learning from each other mainly exist of showing, imitating and
giving the right answer instead of giving hints. Students in ABE need to learn how to study
in general, how to work together and how to study independently and cooperatively.
(Resnick, 1987)
A second problem might be that many ABE students don't master the Dutch language.
Therefore they mostly show each other the computations including the answers and there
is little discussion about problem solving strategies. Training these kinds of activities asks
lots of energy from the teacher. The teacher needs to focus continuously on three aims:
the students' study skills and their math skills and this in combination with his own
teaching and guiding skills.
In adult education many programs have been developing nowadays with the aim to
improve study skills in general. These programs mainly focus on meta-cognitive skills
similar to the ones mentioned in the third triangle and they are often offered separately
from any content or with some contents from different areas as an example. Training
these necessary study kills in ABE should be started in a more natural way in combination
with real contents like math in RME. (Resnick, 1987) When creating learning situations in
the way of RME and Constructivism as described above, students will learn to study more
independently in a natural, more authentic way. This means that math education for ABE
students should start with real life contexts, should allow them to solve problems in their
own manner and train that knowledge and those skills which can directly be transfered
into real life situations.
If this all would be instructed in the way as described above, study skills could be trained
at the same time without creating artificial learning situations and discussing these study
skills as a bare activity. Actually this way of learning is part of our socio-cultural communication.

5. Summary

Constructivism is a learning theory, not an instruction theory. It does not give directives
for writing curricula or instruction materials. It only advises a good learning environment.
RME is an instruction theory. When starting with RME in ABE together with learning
principles for socio-math norms and socio-cultural norms as part of constructivism, skills
needed for independent and cooperative learning can be trained at the same time and in
a more natural and spontaneous way.
The whole topic has been summerized in the review on the next page.
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lcto

1

context

2

plan

3

formula

4

do

Discuss different possible ways
to solve the problem and choose
the most effective one.

Try to find the most effective
way of doing the computations
and perhaps try a few ways to
look for the best one.

n5'011011,

-

read the instruction
ascertain the object of the task
- read the problem
- analyse the problem
- systematize information
mathematize information
get extra information about the subject
if necessary
what procedures will be used
how to work together

-

-

5

solution

6

review

Discuss the computations and
decide jointly what could be the
best one.
Reflection on what each of the
students has learned by solving
this problem together.
This last step may result into
new individual knowledge and
skills.
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divide sub-tasks
controle the ongoing process
recognize and note encountered
problems
ask for help and give help
take activities from other students into
account

review ways of comparing different
solutions and solution strategies
discuss the encountered problems
review the way of working together
review the totall learning process in
general.
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III POSTER SESSION and other activities
INTRODUCTION
There is growing recognition worldwide of the importance of research in Adults
Learning Mathematics. This field of research is complex and diverse, and this very
diversity challenges conference organisers in many ways. Arising out of discussions at
ALM conferences, it was resolved to harness the teaching and communications
potential of the poster medium in future conferences.
The organisers of ALM-4 in Limerick made provision for a poster session and invited
contributions in the Call for Papers. A precis of these contributions is presented in the
following papers. A special word of thanks is offered to those who displayed their
posters and subsequently submitted summaries for inclusion here.
As expected the session was a splendid occasion for showing members' work, sharing
ideas, receiving and exchanging critical comment, and generally networking with
colleagues. The occasion engendered confidence in this activity, and from this small
beginning a major conference event is expected to evolve.
The close proximity of posters, computer laboratory and conference rooms allowed for
a type of interaction not usually experienced at larger conferences. It was possible to
move easily between scheduled sessions; to use coffee breaks to view posters and to
sit-in on the internet activities in the PC lab, and view software. One of the participants
(Harrie Sormani) demonstrated software for adult learners and others developed the
Centre for Innovation of Education and Training (CINOP), The Netherlands. Included
were: BEYK a program for recording and evaluating test results, and COUNT ON ME
by Wim Matthisse which deals with percentages. More information about these
programs is available from CINOP via email at cinop@cinop.nl or telephone: +073
6800800.
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FLEXIBLE NUMERACY ACCREDITATION THROUGH OCN
Joy Joseph, City of Bristol College, UK

-

Abstract

Examples of open college network units to Accredit Foundation Numeracy, that are
flexible, with options for group work and choice of topic.
Summary

OCN = Open College Network
Works on principle of peer-group validation
Appropriate for Basic Skills (inc Learning Difficulties) up to University Entrance
Network members are Further Education College and other providers of Adult
Education.
You can
or

negotiate to use a suitable scheme belonging to someone else
(i)
(ii) write your own, & submit it to a panel of colleagues from other
organisations

It's a system of Units of Credit, at 4 levels. Entry Level and Level One are the ones
relevant to Numeracy, as Level 2 is roughly equivalent to GCSE (General Certificate of
Education).
One Credit Unit should represent a notional 30 hours of study (contact + individual)
for the average learner in the target group (so more would be expected of more able
students for the "same" reward, if written for different sets of learners).
Units can be designed to accredit specific courses, or as ours is, to be available as an
on-tap option.
Our scheme was designed on a "pick'n' mix" model, in 10 hour modules, so students
can put together a package of any 3 modules at the same level to get a credit.
eg. Student A: Add + Take (1); Mult + Div (1); Intro to Fractions (1) = 1 Credit at
Level One
Student B: Using Money (1); Intro to % (1); Decimal Nos (1) =1 Credit at Level One
Student C: Number (E) ; Using Money (E); Metric Meas (E) = 1 Credit at Entry Level
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Most of our modules were written for both levels - the content is often similar, but
range of numbers, complexity, and level of independence expected would differ.
We included a lot of the standard arithmetic topics, plus others to add variety and
interest or encourage groupwork. A couple of topics were specifically designed for a
short "returners" course I teach, but others can still use them if they wish.
Additional units can be submitted at any time.
We are free to choose our own assessment methods. Ours include
*
*
*
*

students' written work or computer print-out,
witness reports of activities undertaken or discussions which demonstrate
understanding,
self reporting of practical application of skill in "real world",
Successful participation in game or quiz (English meaning, not US which we call
"test") which demonstrates skill/understanding.

So assessment of the numeracy is not dependent on literacy skills or formal testing.
Evidence is collected in a portfolio.
Tutors assess their own modules, and there is a system of internal & external
moderation.
Most of the paperwork is internally designed, so can be kept simple.
PLUS POINTS:

*
*
*
*
*

your're in control - can assess WHAT you want, HOW you want, WHEN you want
freedom to match assessment style to teaching/learning style
no exams
no need to cover irrelevant topics to meet the needs of a scheme
you can accredit quite small chunks of learning

MINUS POINTS:

*
*

writing your own scheme is a lot of work
the recognition process can be time consuming, especially if revisions are
required
unfamiliarity/lack of comparison with other certificates
can't judge from certificate what skills are included, or to what standard, unless
tutor provides a summary

There follow examples of two topics that would not appear in a syllabus. (E) = Entry
Level; (1) = Level One
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number Cameo Cr)
Number dames (1)
5

Learning 9utc0ese

I

take part in n minas number gams for 2 or more players

jerernine Outcomes

5

On completion of this block of work, the learner will
to able to

On completion of this block of work, the leaner will
be able to

2

toiler and learn the rules

I

take part In a range of number gases

3

Introduce the game to someone •ls.

2

evaluate the ensues learning activities

4

evaluate the game as a learning activity

3

design a new number game, or adapt an existing one;
trial, evaluate end modify it if necessary

6

leseescent Criteria
sssssssss t Criteria

6

1

working co-operatively and with milepost, the learner
0111 have

it

experienced 4 different types of simple amber game
(in terms of skills practised or materials need)

lb each 1 .................... ill demonstrate the ability to assimilate
ohs rules of ssssss % di eeeee nt types of game
2

2

followed and learned the 'rules• of each game

3

introduced a gees they have learnt to another player

4

described what number or other skills have been
praettsed or developed during the playing of the games'

learners will have participated in games that require
a range of @Mil n and materials

leeroere will evaluate the games by
a) identifying what kind of number stills are being used
_
b) distinguishing gases of skill from gases of chance
c) deciding whetter a gape is successful as an
enjoyeble/leteresting learning activity

3a In inventing a new game, or adapting ea existing one,
learners will demonstrate the ability to produce n net
of raise that can be followed by other players
3b having tested their gam: out in practice. learners will
evaluate it according to the criteria set out above

WS Where 40,111.1.6d by the student, games could be designed
for and tri ................. ith their children

Croup Profile (S)
5

learning outhouse
On completion of this block of
be able, with support, to

Group eroftlea (1)

work, the learner

will

5

I...arnica Outcome!

1

',eke a simple group profile according to various
characteristics chosen by members of the group

2

present the Draftee using a variety of simple methods
of graphical rep eeeee Ration

1

make a group profile according to various
characteristics chosen by *embers of the group

3

interpret graphs pranced by other. in tares of group
characteristics

2

present the profile. uming a variety of methods of
graphical repreesntation

3

interpret graphs produced by otters In terse of group
characteristics

4

compare n toiler characteristics of 2 croups

On completion of this block of work, the learner will
be able to

teria

6

is lb. characteristics to profile will, be negotiated
within the group. These should be reamible, or
interest and aceepteble to the reel of the group
6

lb each member of group will be responsible for collecting
data for at least one characteristic
2e all learners viii produce at least 3 profiles, using
more than one method eg table, simple block/bar/pieta
graph, Vane diagram, pie *here (pre-drevn circle with
regular intervals marked may be need at tutor's
discretion)

lb each member of group will be responsible for collecting
data for at least one characteristic
la ell learners rill produce at least 3 profiles, using
more than one seethed eg table, block/bar/pictograph,
Venn diagram, pie chart (at this level graphs should
show axes 6 scales, and pie chart angle n should be
emicolated and measured, though a formula for this may
be given)

2b all counts should be checked for accuracy by an
appropriate method
lo all graphs should be accurate representations of the
data gathered
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ell graphs most be clearly labelled

3

Leafier. will demonstrate either orally or in wciting
the ability to interpret aimpit profile graph. produced
by other members of the ergot'

Criteria
la the eharaeteristice to profile will be negotiated
vlthio the group. These should be feasible. or
interest and acceptable to the rest Of the group

2b all counts ehould be checked for accuracy by an
appropriate method

2e

all graphs should be accurate reprseentatlons of the
data gathered

2d all graphs west be clearly labelled
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1

learners will demonstrate either orally or in writing
the ability to interpret profile graphs produced by
other members of the group

4

......................... ill see the graphs to describe similarities
and differences between two groups

AN INNOVATIVE TUTOR TRAINING MODULE
Wendy A. Gornall
Adult Education Service, Birmingham City Council
Abstract
During the first three months of this year, a Numeracy/Mathematics Working Group in
Birmingham has been looking into the needs of employers within the city and setting these needs
against current provision and accreditation.
At the same time, but divorced from the working group, a new ten-hour numeracy training
module for Basic Skills Tutors was designed and presented. The module contained aspects of
teaching and learning not included in previous training.
The poster will show how the content of the tutor training module began to bridge some of the
gaps identified by the working group. The poster will also contain the results of a questionnaire
sent to all the tutors who participated in the training showing which activities had been used in
groups, how they had been used and how successful they were felt to be.

Summary
The poster displayed showed the results of a Numeracy/Mathematics Research Group in
Birmingham. and linked these results with the content of a tutor training module which I
devised and presented during the time that the research group was meeting.
The research group met between January and March 1997. Membership was drawn from the
City Adult Education Service, The City Economic Development Department, Fircroft
College and the City Basic Skills Service. The work was part of the city's Core Skills
Development Project and was linked with Birmingham TEC.
The aims of the group were fourfold:- to identify the gaps between numeracy and
mathematics in existing accreditation; to focus on the numerical/mathematical knowledge
and skills needed by selected industries; to identify the maths curriculum that should be
offered to adults to enable them to access progression routes and increase their
employability; to recommend further learning, teaching and curriculum developments.
The research group found that current teaching was still built almost entirely around
numerical and mathematical "skills" with resources almost wholly paper-based.
Accreditation schemes tended to assess "skills" only, e.g. number sense, statistics, geometry
etc. as opposed to "intellectual development", e.g. problem-solving, cooperative learning,
flexibility of application etc. Although industries needed a base level of numerical
knowledge they were increasingly looking for the above "intellectual" skills. Tutor training
was focused down on the teaching of number skills and lacked the vision of wider issues.
The research group concluded that the curriculum must:- be relevant, both to the adult learner
and to the employer; offer appropriate accreditation; provide a variety of teaching methods;
offer a structure of progression from basic numeracy through to the equivalent of GCSE and
beyond; provide the skills and knowledge for practical application in everyday life; increase
the adult learner's self-confidence in analytical and numerical thinking and in problem
solving; provide hands-on practical activities; address the curriculum needs above.
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The research group recommended that closer links should be developed between Adult
Education provision and key sector employer organisations. Research projects should be
initiated aiming to implement strategies which meet the needs of employers. Resources
should be upgraded to provide a central resource bank for training purposes and a minimum
level of diverse materials (paper-based, games, hands-on etc.) at each main teaching site in
the city. Tutor links also need to be developed through self-help groups. The provision of
resource workshops around the city was recommended which would enable tutors to view a
wide range of materials and to experience directly multi-method and multi-resource teaching.
Finally the research group recommended that ways to accredit areas such as problem solving,
working cooperatively, describing and analysing personal learning experiences, social
mathematics, flexible application of skills etc. should be investigated.
The tutor training module, which I designed and presented, was developed, by coincidence,
at the same time as the research group was meeting. I had been teaching numeracy through
an "intellectual" approach, as described above, for many years and felt that this was the best
and, most meaningful way to present numerical and mathematical ideas to adults, with
emphasis placed on understanding, contextual learning, problem solving and peer-group
activities. The module aimed to present this approach to tutors, who, in the main, worked in
isolation and in traditional modes. My inspiration came in part from ideas presented at ALM
3 which included the US model of "intellectual" standards as quoted by FitzSimons
(1996:186) and from activities described in ARTS publications (Marr and Helme: 1991). The
recent poor statistics in numeracy surveys (1997), both national and international, provided
the stimulus necessary for development.
The module aimed to take tutors beyond the content of the City and Guilds Initial Certificate
(9283) and provide evidence towards the City and Guilds Certificate in Teaching Basic
Communication Skills (9285). The aims of the module were:- to cover problem areas
specified by numeracy tutors and experienced in my own teaching practice; to promote peer
group teaching and learning and group investigation techniques; to promote activities which
developed logical thinking and problem solving techniques; to provide ideas that could be
adapted for a variety of levels; to make the learning of numeracy skills and mathematical
ideas fun for adults.
The module was delivered in two five-hour sessions, with time allowed between the sessions
for the participants to develop and use a learning aid of their own. The approach was in the
form of a workshop, practically based with hands-on materials and activities for tutors to
experience for themselves. An active approach was used which encouraged peer discussion
and discovery of extension ideas to the activities undertaken.
The first session began with awareness raising activities on overcoming maths anxiety and on
the recent numeracy surveys. Practical activities included using games (card games, number
games, dominoes etc.), modelling place value, using everyday items to investigate numerical
content and the use of calculators. Problem solving skills were explored through puzzles (the
Tower of Hanoi, Frogs and the Painted Cube). Cooperative learning activities included logic
puzzles from "Breaking the Maths Bather" (Marr and Helme: 1991) and a tangram building
exercise which promoted the learning of geometric terms.
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Feedback from the participants showed that practical activities and hands-on materials were
of primary importance for immediate use in classes. Tutors obviously felt isolated and
starved of ideas. The philosophy underpinning the module and awareness of wider issues
were very much of secondary importance and there was obviously a long way to go in the
promotion and acceptance of the unfamiliar activities. A follow-up of participants a few
weeks later showed that the practical sessions, games, use of supermarket items and metric
activities were the ones most often used and were successful.
In conclusion, although it was entirely accidental that these two activities happened
simultaneously, it nevertheless meant that some of the recommendations of the research
group were being met immediately. As the title states, the tutor training module is only a
first step but, together, these two activities have raised awareness of the issues in the city and
further initiatives are planned. Numeracy may, at last, be promoted as a vital element of
basic skills, one which can no longer be ignored.
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APPLICATIONS ORIENTED MATHS AND
THE LOOK + SEE POSTER SERIES
John O'Donoghue ,University of Limerick
Abstract
The Applications Oriented Mathematics project has be re-fashioned over the years to meet the
needs of various adult client groups. There has been a particular emphasis on content, pedagogy
and assessment. These aspects are detailed.
The project has spawned a number of interesting innovations and some of these are displayed e.g.
the Look + See Poster Series.

Summary
The Applications Oriented Mathematics
(AOM) project was started in 1979, and
is an on-going collaboration between the
statutory county-based education
authority, Tipperary (NR) Vocational
Education Committee and the Centre for
Advancement of Mathematical
Education in Technology (CAMET
(Ireland)) at the University of Limerick.
The AOM programme was developed as
a lighthouse programme for upper
secondary school pupils who intended to
go directly from school to work. From
the outset the AOM programme
attracted a variety of adult user groups
in formal and informal education
settings.
New demands have been placed on the
AOM programme in recent years.
These are concerned mainly with issues
related to adult learners. Adults
learning mathematics is now the
principal focus of a re-conceptualised
programme. Three lines of
development have evolved and
continue to receive attention. These are
adult oriented learning systems,
numeracy assessment and posters

AN ASSESSMENT-DRIVEN OPEN
LEARNING SYSTEM FOR ADULTS
LEARNING MATHEMATICS

SYSTEM ENGINE
ass

Self-Assessment
Fall
Bask Concepts

1
Practice

J
Self-Assessment
Fail
Basic Concepts

a.
Practice

Practical Applications

Self-Assessment

Fig. 1.
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Pass

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT DESIGN GRID

COMMS

Fig. 2

Finally, most of the important
aspects of this new work are
integrated into a text-based open
learning system which is due for
publication in Spring 1998. Figure
1 shows the pedagogical basis for
the engine for the AM open
learning system. An innovative
design grid for a numeracy
assessment instrument is featured
in Figure 2. A reduced black and
white copy of one of the colour
Look and See Poster Series is
given in Figure 3

Fig. 3
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REDISCOVERING MATHEMATICS BY ADULT WORKER
STUDENTS
E.M.Guedes and R.M.Zandonidi
University of Taubate - Taubati - SP - Brazil

Abstract
In this panel presentation authors try to show how they identify problems
encountered by the adult worker student, when returning to graduation courses and
evening elementary classes; their difficulties and the environment where counselling
and support activities in Mathematics take place, directly helping students with an
Educational Programme called Rediscovering Mathematics.

Summary
There are two kinds of work being done in the project The Adult Worker Student
and Mathematics Education:
- helping students individually or in groups every saturday in the university.
- going to the places where the evening elementary classes take place.
Knowing that the adult worker student needs to be counselled and empowered as an
active participant of our society, gaining self confidence, we try to reintroduce
him/her into the academic world without traumas and psycho-emotional consequences
provinding conditions for the majority of them to find their own ways and means of
development, reassuring themselves in their learning ability.
Our teaching practice has given priority to interaction among students, tutors, teachers
and course supervisors because that plays a decisive role in the process of learning.We
have employed a geometric-historical-epistemological approach, where Mathematics
has a wealth of meanings. We have been searching for alternative solutions for
teaching and learning of Mathematics and other Sciences specially for the adult
worker student looking for new learning opportunities.
They choose the tutor or the professor; they study as much as they want, many times
in groups with people of different ages; they participate in activities involving the
construction of geometric models; they attend special classes in the Computing
Laboratory where the software Cabri-Geometre and Maple have been used.
One of our problems is to make them understand that knowledge is built-up by
themselves as long as they feel encouraged by favourable conditions and that they will
lead us to help them. Another aspect of the work is to make all the professors from the
Mathematics Department understand that we need to consider the large number of
problems involving the teaching and learning of Mathematics by the adult worker
student and try to minimize or even solve them.
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What are these problems? The curriculum is the most important aspect to be
considered besides the studies that need to be done so as to satisfy needs and
expectations of adult worker students enrolled in evening courses.
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Adults Learning Maths:
A Research Forum (ALM)
ALM is an international research forum bringing together researchers and practitioners in adult
mat hematicslnumeracy teaching and learning in order to promote the learning of mathematics
by adults
AN AGENDA FOR ADULT LEARNING IN MATHEMATICS FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM

ALM Chair Diana Coben presented 'An Agenda for Adult Learning in Mathematics for the Next Millennium' at
'Mathematics for the new Millennium - What needs to be changed and why?', 9-11 October 1996, Institute of Education,
University of London, UK. It incorporates soundings from ALM members and other adult mathematics educators and
researchers at ALM-3 and ICME-8.
1. MORE RECOGNITION - adUlts should be on the agenda in all discussions of mathematics education unless there
is good reason to the contrary. A voice for adult mathematics educators in policy decisions about education and
training. Adult mathematics educators need to engage with the politics of education and training and develop tactics to
enable them to intervene in policy decisions. We should develop our knowledge of adult education structures and funding
priorities in various countries and then strategize on how to affect these structures and priorities. Poor economic
performance may have a range of causes; it is not solely due to lack of education of the workforce.
MORE RESEARCH - vital to increase our understanding and enhance the status of adult mathematics education.
Developing and using appropriate adult-focused research methods is essential to develop the field. Co-operative
research, between researchers and practitioners to identify agendas and, where appropriate, to undertake research. More
research is needed on all aspects of adult mathematics learning and teaching, developing new areas and building on
previous work in: adult mathematics education; mathematics education of children; related disciplines: e.g.
psychology, sociology, etc., and in mathematics per se.
2.

MORE PROVISION OF ADULT MATHEMATICS EDUCATION taking forms appropriate to adults with
different needs, interests, circumstances, work, social and domestic commitments. Including: courses of varying
duration; part-time and full-time; at a distance and or face-to-face; education in the workplace and in institutions; with
provision for disabilities, childcare, learners' own languages or language support; affordable courses. Adult
mathematics education should be adequately funded.
3.

ADULT-FOCUSSED CURRICULA: these should take many forms - relating to the goals and values of the
learners, take account of their experience and diverse purposes in learning mathematics, including: work-related
mathematics; education for critical citizenship and social movements; providing a negotiated curriculum. Mathematics
support for other subjects should start with, rather than end with the subject concerned.

4.

5.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO TEACHING AND LEARNING

ANDRAGOGY NOT PEDAGOGY: teaching adults is different from teaching children. How to help adults to
recognise the mathematics that they can do - and build on it? Tuition should proceed at a pace which suits the learners.
Adults' mathematical experience should be the focus of their mathematics education. Adult learners and adult
mathematics educators should have access to and be using the new media.

6.

'ADULT-FRIENDLY' FORMS OF ASSESSMENT AND ACCREDITATION as an option. Assessment and
accreditation should be geared to adults' needs and experience. Not all adults want assessment or accreditation in
mathematics, it should be an option for those who do. Where mathematics tests are used to regulate entry to work and to
training for work, the mathematics in the test should be related to the mathematics required in the work concerned.
7.

S. STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR ADULT MATHEMATICS EDUCATORS. Opportunities for adult

mathematics educators and researchers to come together. The formal and informal networks that result are vitally
important for staff development. Pre- and in-service training specifically for adult mathematics education is a necessity.
Teaching mathematics to adults is a very hard job: e.g. teachers have to decide during their instruction how to integrate
students' problems in the continuing instruction, so they must have mini-didactical approaches in mind, which they can
actualise in the maths course whenever they need them.

© ALM 1997
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Internet session
IT Department, University of Limerick
This hands-on session was designed to give first-time users (and others) on-line
experience. Conducted in a well-equipped computer laboratory, users were
introduced to the internet and shown how to exploit it as a significant resource for
adults learning mathematics.
Sessions ran parallel to all Saturday morning activities so that small groups of
individuals could avail of the facility and return to other conference activities. As
anticipated, not everyone availed of the opportunity since many were already
experienced users. However, there were several who did and the activity gathered
momentum ensuring that it continued into the late afternoon.
The value of the experience was greatly enhanced for the participants by the
contribution of a professional TT trainer from the university's IT department who
conducted the sessions. The close proximity of the computer lab to the conference
rooms facilitated easy access and contributed to the success of these sessions.
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ALM POSTERS - Through the Camera's Lens

A view of Mieke Van Greenestijn's UNESCO poster display ea uring the theme
Life'Long Learning.

Wendy Gornall's poster display entitled 'An innovative tutor training
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module'.

Eamonn Murphy making a point with John O'Donoghue (ALM Chair) during
Internet session.

Regina Zandonadi listening to some colleagues and her co-presenter
Eliana Guedes.
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John O'Donoghue's
Applications Oriented
Mathematics project
display featuring some
colour Look and See
posters (scaled down),

Richard Angiama and Kathy Safford discussing Joy Joseph's presentation
entitled 'Flexible Numeracy Accreditation through OCN'.
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Eliana Guede.s making a point with Dutch Colleagues who were intrigued by her
display of adult-worker students artefacts (background) in Brazil.

Dr. Eamonn Murphy enjoying the internet session assisted by Edel Gleeson,
IT trainer, IT Department, University of Limerick.
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